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Abstract

Silicon carbide (SiC) is attracting much attention as a material for the next-generation

high-power and high-temperature semiconductor devices owing to its superior properties

such as wide bandgap, high critical electric field strength, and high thermal conductivity,

By years of research, 600–1200 V-class SiC devices such as Schottky barrier diodes or

MOSFETs are commercially available from several vendors. For ultrahigh-voltage (UHV:

>10 kV) devices, which are attractive for the advanced power distribution and transmission

systems, intensive studies are ongoing and several UHV SiC diodes and switches have been

demonstrated. However, these devices are still in the research stage and numerous issues

are remaining to be solved. For the further improvement and optimization of UHV devices,

fundamental studies targeting such high voltage are required.

In this thesis, fundamental studies focusing on improvement of both reverse and forward

characteristics of UHV SiC bipolar devices are presented. For the reverse characteristics, a

problem of the undetermined values of impact ionization coefficients is studied, followed by

extensive studies of edge termination structure for achieving ultrahigh-breakdown voltage.

For the forward characteristics, a problem of large built-in potential in SiC bipolar devices is

challenged by introducing the concept of hybridization of unipolar and bipolar operations.

In Chapter 2, impact ionization coefficients in SiC are determined by photomultipli-

cation measurement using SiC photodiodes. By using various multiplication layer struc-

tures, the impact ionization coefficients are determined in a wide range of electric field of

1.0–3.2 MV/cm. In particular, impact ionization coefficients at low electric field down to

1 MV/cm are determined for the first time in SiC, which is particularly important for de-

signing UHV devices. In addition, the temperature dependence is accurately measured for

the first time in SiC up to 150◦C, where an unusual temperature dependence is observed

in electron impact ionization coefficients. Then, by using the obtained impact ionization

coefficients, the critical electric field strength and ideal breakdown voltage of SiC are cal-

culated.

In Chapter 3, an edge termination structure, especially, junction termination exten-

sion (JTE) based termination is extensively studied using UHV SiC PiN diodes. First,

breakdown characteristics of 10 kV-class SiC PiN diodes with various JTE structures are

experimentally studied. The JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for a conventional

single-zone JTE applied to UHV PiN diodes is extensively investigated by both experiment
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and numerical device simulation. The effect of interface charge on the JTE-dose dependence

of breakdown voltage is especially discussed here, and the importance of optimum JTE-dose

window is clarified. To overcome the negative effect of interface charge, space-modulated

JTE (SM-JTE) is introduced in this study, and its effect is experimentally studied for

the first time. By the optimization of SM-JTE structure, a 20 kV-class SiC PiN diode is

demonstrated to show the superior potential of SiC as an UHV power device.

In Chapter 4, a hybrid operation device in SiC is demonstrated. As the first step of

such a device, an UHV merged-PiN-Schottky (MPS) diode with epitaxial p+-anode layer

is proposed to reduce both the unipolar and bipolar on-resistance. First, each of the com-

ponent structures of the mesa MPS diode, which are the voltage-blocking layer, junction

barrier Schottky (JBS) region, edge termination, and mesa structure, has been investigated

through analytical modeling and device simulation. In this study, a snapback phenomenon

in MPS diode is especially investigated. To predict and explain the snapback phenomenon,

an analytical model is proposed in this study, which is compared with the device simula-

tion and experiment to investigate the validity. In addition, forward characteristics of MPS

diodes without the snapback phenomenon are investigated and design guidelines of hybrid

operating MPS diode are presented. Furthermore, using the SM-JTE studied in Chapter 3,

a 10 kV-class SiC MPS diode is demonstrated.

In Chapter 5, a summary of the present work is given, together with the issues yet to

be solved and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

On 11 March 2011, a catastrophic earthquake and resulting tsunami hit the pacific coast of

Tohoku region of this country, causing 15,893 deaths, 6,152 injured, and 2,572 missing in the

region [1]. With the help of many people from all over the world, recovery and reconstruction

have been going on up to now. However, damage caused by the great earthquake is still

remaining, and many people are still suffering from an inconvenient life in the region. Among

the numerous disasters caused by the earthquake and the tsunami, the largest tragedy is the

accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. Although the power plant endured

the large earthquake, the cooling system of the reactor was destroyed by the tsunami,

causing an explosion of chamber which spread a radioactive material. This nuclear power

plant disaster has caused large effect to the energy politics of Japan: The qualification to

use a nuclear power plant became tighten, making thermal power plant using fossil fuels

to be the main generator of the electricity. Because burning of fossil fuels produces large

amount of CO2 which leads to a global warming, consumption of fossil fuels needs to be

suppressed. Therefore, using of alternative energy sources such as photovoltaic energy or

wind power, and the improvement of conversion efficiency in a power converter system are

getting much more important to solve the problem. For the performance improvement of a

power converter system, the key is to improve the performance of a semiconductor power

device inside it.

A semiconductor power device is an application of semiconductor devices as rectifiers

or switches, to control the electric power (voltage, current, frequencies, etc.) itself [2].

Nowadays, the semiconductor material commonly used to fabricate a power device is silicon

(Si) from the availability of high-quality and large-area wafers. Furthermore, since the

discovery of transistor effect by Bardeen and Brattain in 1947 [3], demand to the logic

application has boosted the enormous amount of fundamental studies in both material

physics and process technologies in Si. Application of Si as power devices has started in the

mid-1950s using bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) [2, 4] in medium power systems, and
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thyristors [5] or gate turn-off thyristors (GTOs) [6] developed in the 1960s in high power

systems. In the 1970s, power metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs)

were introduced to replace the low voltage BJTs from its high input impedance and fast

switching speed [7, 8]. For the high power application, an insulated gate bipolar transistor

(IGBT), which is the fusion of BJT and MOSFET, has been invented [9, 10]. Since the

1980s, numerous works have been performed on power MOSFETs and IGBTs to improve the

device performances [11–14], and nowadays, it is used in high power systems such as motor

control in railway or electric vehicles, and low power systems such as consumer electronics.

Similar to the logic application, these power devices are supporting the comfortable life we

are achieving these days.

However, from more than 50 years of research in Si power devices, their performance is

now approaching the physical limit of material itself. Although there have been attempts

to overcome the classical-physical limit by introducing new device structures [15–17], signif-

icant performance improvement in Si power device is getting extremely difficult. Therefore,

to overcome the physical limit of Si and realize high-performance power devices which Si

cannot realize, new semiconductor materials with wide bandgap are getting much attention

from its extreme potential when used in a power device [18]. In particular, from its supe-

rior physical properties, Silicon Carbide (SiC) has become a promising candidate for the

next-generation power device materials [19–22].

1.2 SiC Power Devices

1.2.1 Ideal and Actual Power Device Characteristics

When using semiconductor device as a power device, it is usually used as a rectifier or switch

working as “ON” or “OFF.” Figure 1.1(a) shows the current–voltage (I-V ) characteristics

of an ideal rectifier and switch. When a forward bias voltage is applied to a rectifier, it

works as a 0 Ω conductor, and at reverse bias, it works as an ∞ Ω insulator which cuts

off the current. In an ideal switch, at the ON-state, it also works as a conductor with 0 Ω

resistance, and at OFF-state, it works as an insulator with ∞ Ω resistance.

However, in a real semiconductor device, it does not work as an ideal device. Fig-

ure 1.1(b) shows the I-V characteristics in real semiconductor devices. For rectifiers, it has

a finite on-resistance (RON) and a voltage drop (VF) at forward bias, and leakage current

at reverse bias. Moreover, at a specific reverse bias voltage (VB), the resistance suddenly

decreases and a large current starts to flow, where the phenomenon is often called as the

breakdown of a device. For actual switches (in this case, MOSFET), it also has a finite

on-resistance at ON-state, and a leakage current and breakdown voltage at OFF-state. Due

to this RON and VF, conduction loss occurs in the ON-state which will degrade the power

converter efficiencies. Also, due to the existence of VB, an upper limit of the voltage which

can be used in the circuit rises. In addition, when transient characteristics are compared,
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and switch.
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an actual power device needs a transient time to change from ON-state to OFF-state which

also causes power dissipation.

Thus, there are large differences between ideal and real power devices. When designing

a power device, one will focus on reducing the power dissipation (i.e. RON) while increasing

the breakdown voltage to approach the ideal power device. However, there is a trade-

off relationship between RON and VB, which will limit the maximum device performance

which can be realized. Because this limit is determined by the physical properties of a

semiconductor material used, this trade-off relationship is commonly employed to compare

different semiconductor materials when used in a power device.

1.2.2 Physical Properties of SiC

To overcome the performance limitation of Si power devices, SiC is attracting much at-

tention as an alternative material for the next-generation power devices. Assuming a non-

punchthrough structure, the relationship between RON and VB explained in the previous

section can be expressed in the following equation [23],

RON =
4V 2

B

εsµE3
B

. (1.1)

Here, εs is the permittivity of the semiconductor, µ the carrier mobility, and EB the critical

electric field strength. Table 1.1 shows the physical properties of SiC, Si, and other semi-

conductor materials. When 4H-type SiC is assumed, the RON–VB relationship for SiC and

Si can be expressed as shown in Fig. 1.2. At a given breakdown voltage, the on-resistance

of SiC devices can be reduced to 1/300 of Si devices especially by the difference of critical

electric field. In addition, SiC has high thermal conductivity which contributes to the quick

removal of heat produced by power losses. Also, the wide bandgap will result in a smaller

intrinsic carrier density, which enables the high temperature operation of a power device.

From the superior physical properties SiC has, it was actually known in 1950s as an ideal

semiconductor material for high-temperature electronics as predicted by William Shock-

ley [24]. However, due to the difficulties in obtaining high-quality and large-area single

crystals without any inclusions of other polytypes, research and development of SiC semi-

conductors slowed down in the late 1970s. After the dark era, in 1980s, large accom-

plishments were achieved in the crystal growth of 6H-SiC. First, by the modification of

Lely method introduced in 1955 [25], Tairov and Tsvetkov have invented a reproducible

method for large area bulk-growth called “seeded sublimation” or simply “modified Lely

method” [26, 27]. Using this method, commercialization of high-quality SiC wafers have

been realized in a large-diameter up to 150 mm (6 inch) nowadays. In a research stage,

even a 200 mm (8 inch) diameter [28] or ultrahigh-quality SiC single crystals [29] have been

demonstrated. Second accomplishment was made by Matsunami et al. in 1987, where a

high-quality 6H-SiC was homoepitaxially grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) by

using an off-oriented substrate [30]. This technique is called “step-controlled epitaxy,” and
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Table 1.1: Physical properties and technological status of various polytypes of SiC along

with other common semiconductor materials (data given at room temperature).

Property SiC Si GaAs GaN

3C 4H 6H

Crystal Structure ZB 4H 6H Dia. ZB W

Lattice Constant a = 3.09 a = 3.09 a = 3.19

(Å) 4.36 c = 10.08 c = 15.12 5.43 5.65 c = 5.19

Band Structure I.D. I.D. I.D. I.D. D. D.

Bandgap (eV) 2.3 3.26 3.02 1.12 1.42 3.42

Electron Mobility 1000 1000 (⊥ c) 450 (⊥ c) 1350 8500 1500

(cm2/Vs) 1200 (// c) 100 (// c)

Hole Mobility 50 120 100 450 400 50

(cm2/Vs)

Electron Saturation 2.7 2.2 1.9 1 1 2.7

Velocity (107 cm/s)

Breakdown Field 1.5 2.8 3.0 0.3 0.4 3

(MV/cm)

Thermal Conductivity 4.9 4.9 4.9 1.5 0.46 1.3

(W/cmK)

Relative Permittivity 10 9.7 (⊥ c) 9.7 (⊥ c) 11.9 12.8 10.4

10.2 (// c) 10.2 (// c)

Conductivity Control △ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ △
Thermal Oxide ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ × ×

Conductive Wafer △ (Si) ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ △
Insulating Wafer × ⃝ ⃝ △ (SOI) ⃝ △ (Sapphire)

ZB: Zincblende Dia.: Diamond W: Wurtzite

I.D.: Indirect D.: Direct

⃝: Good △: Fair ×: Difficult
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by using this method, 4H- and 6H-SiC could be obtained without any inclusions of other

polytypes at a low growth temperature of 1500◦C, which is over 300◦C lower than previous

methods [20, 31].

After the realization of high-quality crystal growth, investigations on fundamental tech-

nologies toward the fabrication of SiC power devices have started. For the epitaxial growth,

conductivity control of both n- and p-types in a wide range of doping concentration (1014–

1019 cm−3) has been realized [32, 33]. In addition, a high growth rate over 100 µm/h has

been achieved toward the thick epilayer used in ultrahigh-voltage (UHV) devices by reducing

the growth pressure [34–36] or by using chloride-based chemistry [37, 38]. For the selective

doping, ion implantation has been extensively studied because diffusion process cannot be

used in SiC due to the extremely low diffusion constants of dopants [39]. By using nitrogen

or phosphorus as an n-type dopant and aluminum as a p-type dopant, doping control in a

wide range has been achieved [40–42]. In addition, several unique technologies such as hot

implantation for the high-dose implantation [43, 44], and a carbon-cap technique for pre-

venting surface degradation during the activation annealing [45] have been invented in SiC.

For the electrode formation, ohmic contact with low contact resistivity (<10−6 Ωcm2) has

been realized using Ni for n-type, and Ti/Al for p-type, both sintered at 900–1000◦C [46–48].

For Schottky contact, extensive studies using various metals have been performed [49, 50].

By applying these component technologies, a number of high-performance SiC power de-

vices have been demonstrated, where the details will be shown in the following sections.

From these fundamental studies and the availability of large-area wafers up to 6 inch, SiC

is the most promising material compared with the other wide bandgap materials such as

gallium nitride (GaN), gallium oxide (Ga2O3), or diamond. Although other materials may

obtain better RON–VB relationship, SiC will be the material for the next-generation power

devices.

1.2.3 Present Status of SiC Power Devices

Because SiC can realize lower on-resistance at a given breakdown voltage compared with Si,

SiC is attractive for fabricating high-voltage power devices. Figure 1.3 shows the voltage

rating of Si and SiC power devices. SiC unipolar devices such as Schottky barrier diodes

(SBDs) and MOSFETs are expected to replace the Si bipolar devices such as IGBTs, be-

cause unipolar devices have extremely small transient loss. For SiC bipolar devices, they

are promising for UHV region (>10 kV) where Si power devices are impossible to target.

However, because Si can gain enough low on-resistance at low voltage region (<300 V),

SiC is not attractive in this region if the device is used in a normal environment. If the

power device is targeting a harsh environment such as high temperature or high radiation

environment, SiC devices may be promising.
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Figure 1.3: Voltage rating of Si and SiC power devices.
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Rectifiers: Schottky Barrier Diodes and PiN Diodes

Since SBD and PiN diodes are the basic structures of power devices, intensive studies have

been going on for further understanding of SiC device physics and toward the fabrication

of switching devices. SBD has a very simple structure where a Schottky metal is formed

on an epitaxial layer as shown in Fig. 1.4(a). It is particularly expected to be used in

voltage rating over 300 V, where a Si PiN diode is used nowadays. Because a PiN diode

is a bipolar device where minority carriers are injected in the lightly-doped layer, it causes

a large switching loss during the transient time. However, because SiC SBD has negligibly

small switching loss from the unipolar operation, a large reduction of power dissipation can

be realized compared with the Si PiN diode. Moreover, the negligible switching loss can

increase the switching frequency in the system, which will enable the downsizing of passive

components leading to downsizing of the whole conversion system.

From its simple structure, SiC SBD has been demonstrated soon after the realization of

crystal growth and investigation of basic technologies. The first 400 V-class 6H-SiC SBD

was demonstrated at 1992 [51], followed by a breakdown voltage over 1 kV in 1993 [52]. In

1996, by changing the polytype of SiC to 4H-SiC, SBD with a breakdown voltage of 1.75 kV

and an on-resistance of 5 mΩcm2 was achieved, which is far below the Si unipolar limit [53].

Hereafter, investigations on SiC devices have accelerated, and in 2001, commercialization

of 4H-SiC SBD has started for the first time by Infineon.

Although the commercialization of SiC SBD has started in 2001, numerous problems had

to be solved to further improve its performance. For example, one of the largest problems a

SiC SBD have faced was the large reverse leakage current. When reverse characteristics of

SiC SBD were measured, the observed leakage current density was many orders of magnitude

higher than the predicted value using the thermionic emission (TE) model and barrier height

lowering, which is the standard model for Si SBD [54]. The origin was first assumed to be

some effect by crystal defects, but Hatakeyama et al. have pointed out the effect of electron

tunneling at the Schottky barrier interface [55]. Because SiC has 10 times larger critical

electric field strength than Si at Schottky interface, the effect of electron tunneling has

turned out to be the dominant factor of the leakage current. This current was modeled

using a thermionic field emission (TFE) model, which is thought to be occurring in other

wide bandgap materials. In addition to the TFE current, Fujiwara et al. have pointed out

that the presence of threading dislocations at Schottky interface has also caused increase

of leakage current [56, 57]. In this case, a threading dislocation itself is not the origin, but

the shallow nano-pit (∼45 nm-depth) observed directly above the dislocation has caused

electric field crowding at reverse bias, which resulted in a large leakage current.

Due to these origins of leakage current, reduction method of electric field strength at

the Schottky interface became the key for the improvement of SiC SBD performance. To

reduce the electric field strength at Schottky interface, a junction barrier Schottky (JBS)

structure shown in Fig. 1.4(b) has been introduced to SiC [58–63]. In this structure, p-type
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of (a) SBD, (b) JBS, and (c) PiN diodes.
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regions are locally formed on the surface of epilayer. When a reverse bias is applied, the

depletion regions from the pn junction will merge under the Schottky region, which results

in the reduction of electric field at the Schottky interface. By using a JBS structure, reverse

leakage current can be drastically reduced to the level of PiN diodes. In recent years, a

trench JBS structure has been proposed to further reduce the leakage current or maintain

the low leakage current even for metals with low Schottky barrier height [64].

In addition, there have been numerous fundamental studies in SiC SBD to improve its

device performance. Using technologies obtained in these studies, a SBD with breakdown

voltage over 10 kV [62, 65], and a 600 V-class SBD with an extremely low on-resistance of

0.22 mΩcm2 [66] have been demonstrated. Furthermore, inverters employing SiC SBDs have

shown great improvement of efficiency while reducing its system size, although conventional

Si IGBTs are still used [67, 68]. These impressive results will spread the use of SiC SBDs

as a replacement of Si PiN diodes, and will help reduce the power dissipation of the electric

converter systems.

From the superior performance of SiC SBD, adoption of 600–1200 V-class devices is

widely spreading nowadays. However, in an UHV region where breakdown voltage over

10 kV is required, even a SiC SBD cannot escape from the high on-resistance causing a large

conduction loss. Therefore, in such a high voltage application, a PiN diode is attractive

owing to the low on-resistance by the conductivity modulation effect. Schematic structure of

PiN diode is shown in Fig. 1.4(c), where a p+-anode layer is formed on the voltage-blocking

layer (n−-layer) with low doping concentration. During the forward operation, minority

carriers are injected from the anode layer into the lightly doped voltage-blocking layer and

exceeds the original carrier concentration of it (Fig. 1.5). Subsequently, to maintain the

charge neutrality, majority carriers are also injected from the cathode side which results in

carrier concentration larger than the doping concentration of voltage-blocking layer. The

larger carrier concentration will mean lower on-resistance than the unipolar on-resistance.

However, storage of the carrier in the voltage blocking layer will cause large tail current

at reverse recovery, which results in a large switching loss. Therefore, PiN diodes are

commonly used in the voltage region where conduction loss of SBD is severely large, or in

a low frequency where switching loss can be neglected.

Investigations on SiC PiN diodes are still widely going on. In the early stage, SiC pn

diodes were studied focusing on high-temperature operation and blue light-emitting diodes,

but in the 1990s, studies focusing on power device have started [69]. At first, 6H-SiC was

used and a high breakdown voltage of 2 kV in 1994 [70], and 4.5 kV in 1995 [71] was realized

by increasing the voltage-blocking layer thickness. However, because catastrophic failure

had occurred at mesa periphery for these devices, studies on edge terminations have started

which focuses on achieving high breakdown voltage the SiC potentially has [72]. In 1997 and

1998, Mitlehner et al. have fabricated a 4H-SiC pn diode with implanted anode and edge

termination [73, 74]. During the high temperature measurement of reverse characteristics,

they observed a positive temperature coefficient of breakdown voltage, which indicates that
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of conductivity modulation effect in a PiN diode.
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the breakdown mechanism of pn junction in SiC to be avalanche breakdown. Because the

positive temperature coefficient of breakdown voltage is one of the most important require-

ments for a power device, it encouraged the application of SiC as a power device. Finally in

2001, a large breakthrough was done by Sugawara et al., where they have demonstrated a

19.5 kV 4H-SiC PiN diodes with low on-resistance and fast switching [75]. This extremely

high breakdown voltage of 19.5 kV is physically impossible to fabricate with Si, and it indi-

cates the superior physical properties of SiC. Furthermore, this UHV device has enhanced

the promise of UHV SiC devices to be used in future electrical power systems.

For the forward characteristics, many studies have been performed such as investigations

for the p+-anode formation process (Al, B implantation [76] or epitaxial growth [77]), but

the largest problem has been the extremely short carrier lifetime (<1 µs) in SiC in spite

of the indirect bandgap [78, 79]. When a carrier lifetime is too short, recombination of

carriers will occur as soon as they are injected, causing smaller storage of carriers inside

the voltage-blocking layer. Because the effect of conductivity modulation is weaker in this

case, enough reduction of on-resistance does not occur. In 2007, Danno et al. clarified

that the deep level which limits the carrier lifetime to be Z1/2-center [80], which was found

to be a carbon vacancy [81, 82]. Then in 2008, Storasta et al. have shown that the

Z1/2-center could be eliminated by carbon ion implantation followed by high temperature

annealing [83]. In addition, Hiyoshi et al. have also discovered that high temperature

oxidation can also eliminate the Z1/2-center [84, 85], resulting in a long carrier lifetime

of 20–30 µs [86]. Although PiN diodes using these methods showed extremely low on-

resistance and forward voltage drop [87, 88], too long carrier lifetime caused large reverse

recovery characteristics [89]. Therefore, in recent years, studies on controlling the Z1/2-

density is going on to control carrier lifetimes for the best trade-off between static and

switching characteristics of PiN diodes [90–92].

In addition to the forward characteristics, another problem SiC PiN diodes face is the

bipolar degradation [93–95]. When a PiN diode is forward biased, recombination of the

injected carriers triggers expansion of a single Shockley stacking fault (SSF) at the location

of a basal plane dislocation (BPD). The expanded SSF significantly increases the forward

voltage drop and the leakage current, which degrades the long-term reliability of the device.

To solve this problem, significant efforts have been made to reduce the BPD density inside

the epilayer [96–98]. In recent studies, use of low off-angle substrates is becoming a promising

method, where epitaxial growth with only 1 BPD in a quarter of 3 inch substrate has been

demonstrated [98]. Although more studies may be needed, it should be completely solved

as it was in Z1/2-center.

By solving various problems occurring in PiN diodes, development of SiC PiN diodes is

on the way. However, although “demonstration” of SiC PiN diodes can be realized, many

fundamental studies are still required toward the further improvement of the performance

and reliability.
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Transistors: MOSFETs and IGBTs

Regarding switching transistors, the general trend is the MOS-gated power devices which

can be controlled by applying voltage to the gate. Because SiC can produce silicon dioxide

(SiO2) by thermal oxidation as in Si, this is a large advantage compared with other wide-

bandgap materials in terms of device fabrication. The development of SiC MOS-based

devices has been going on for mainly unipolar switching devices such as MOSFETs targeting

600–3300 V-class. In recent years, for UHV (>10 kV) application, development of UHV

MOSFETs or bipolar devices such as IGBTs have started in a research stage.

The development of SiC MOSFETs has been equivalent to the investigation of MOS

interface for more than 20 years. Since the first inversion-mode 6H-SiC MOSFETs [99],

the performances of SiC MOSFETs had been limited by its low inversion channel mobil-

ity of about several cm2/Vs [21]. In the last decades, several successful developments to

enhance the channel mobility have been proposed. The process most widely used is the

post-oxidation annealing in NO or N2O [100–103], and furthermore, annealing in POCl3 is

also effective for reducing the interface states [104, 105]. In contrast to the post-oxidation

annealing, use of other crystal faces such as (112̄0) and {033̄8} has also improved the channel

mobility [106–108].

Development of vertical SiC switching devices started in the early 1990s. The first power

MOSFET was demonstrated by Palmour et al. in 1993 using a trench MOS structure,

although the blocking voltage was about 50 V [109]. Since then, several innovative studies

have been conducted to improve its performance [110, 111], but from the late 1990s, the

planar double implanted MOSFETs (DMOSFETs) have become the mainstream. The first

SiC DMOSFET was demonstrated by Shenoy et al. in 1997 with a breakdown voltage

of 760 V [112]. Following that demonstration, a number of groups have shown unique

methods to improve the performances such as original self-align process to realize a short

channel [113], or utilizing an epitaxial layer for the channel layer [114, 115]. These studies

have encouraged the commercialization of SiC MOSFETs in 2010 by Rohm and Cree (now

Wolfspeed), followed by other companies such as STMicroelectronics. Furthermore, SiC

DMOSFETs with breakdown voltage up to 15 kV have been demonstrated toward UHV

applications requiring a high switching speed [116]. In recent years, development of trench

MOSFET have started again, which mainly focuses on the oxide breakdown issues [117–

120]. Particularly, Nakamura et al. have demonstrated a 600 V-class trench MOSFET

with extremely low on-resistance of 0.79 mΩcm2 by introducing the unique double-trench

structure [117].

For UHV application, SiC IGBTs have been developed in recent years. The first SiC

IGBT was demonstrated in 1996 using an UMOS structure [121]. However, the device

improvement was rather slow compared with MOSFET. Because a p+-substrate of SiC has

high resistivity due to the relatively-low carrier concentration, development of IGBT was

mainly p-channel IGBTs [122–124]. However, Wang et al. have developed a method of
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fabricating n-channel device using a free standing epilayer [125]. From the comparison of

p- and n-IGBTs, it was shown that n-IGBT can achieve better performances due to the

higher channel mobility [126], and recently, 16.5 kV n-IGBT was demonstrated with low

on-resistance of 14 mΩcm2 [127].

Although high-performance MOS-based devices have been demonstrated, there are still

issues that need to be solved. Absolutely, the low channel mobility is the largest problem,

and at the same time, the physical origin of the interface states and the reason why mobility

enhancement process such as nitridation actually works have to be clarified. In addition,

oxide reliability issues particularly at elevated temperatures are a big challenge [128, 129].

Furthermore, bipolar degradation has to be solved for both IGBTs and MOSFETs, because

bipolar operation of body diodes in MOSFET will cause SSF expansion, which will degrade

the MOSFET performance, too [130].

Other switching devices such as junction FETs (JFETs) or BJTs which do not use MOS

structure have been also investigated by many groups [131–137]. However, each of the

devices possesses a unique problem, and much more fundamental studies are required.

1.3 Key Issues of Ultrahigh-Voltage SiC Power

Devices and Aim of this Thesis

By years of research, 600–1200 V-class SiC unipolar devices such as SBD, MOSFET, and

JFET are in the market, and is showing the excellent performance in reducing the power

dissipation. On the other hand, although UHV devices with breakdown voltage over 10 kV

have been demonstrated in the past, they are still in the research stage and numerous issues

are remaining to be solved. Therefore, fundamental studies on UHV SiC devices are essential

for improving their characteristics, which will contribute to the efficiency improvement of

power converters especially for the future power distribution and transmission systems.

Moreover, these studies will be indispensable for further understanding of device physics in

SiC devices.

Among a number of issues which UHV SiC devices face, this thesis focuses on studies

toward the improvement of both reverse and forward characteristics of SiC PiN diodes. For

the reverse characteristic, a problem of the undetermined values of impact ionization coef-

ficients is studied, followed by extensive studies of edge termination structure for achieving

ultrahigh-breakdown voltage. For the forward characteristics, a problem of high built-in

potential in bipolar devices is challenged by introducing the concept of hybridization of

unipolar and bipolar devices.
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1.3.1 Impact Ionization Coefficients in SiC

In a power device, one of the most important characteristics is the breakdown voltage.

Two main mechanisms of breakdown in a semiconductor junction is the “avalanche multi-

plication” and the “tunneling” [54]. As explained in the previous section, the breakdown

mechanism of pn-junction used in SiC power devices was found to be avalanche breakdown.

Therefore, fundamental studies on avalanche breakdown mechanism are particularly impor-

tant to accurately predict the breakdown voltage of a power device, such as in a device

simulation.

In avalanche breakdown, the important physical property is the impact ionization co-

efficients. Impact ionization coefficients are defined as the number of electron-hole pairs

generated by a carrier per unit distance, and it is a function of electric field and temper-

ature [54]. Using impact ionization coefficients, the breakdown voltage of a device can be

calculated by applying following equations to the depletion layer [54]:∫ W

0

β · exp
[
−
∫ x

0

(β − α)dx′
]
dx = 1 (1.2)

∫ W

0

α · exp
[
−
∫ W

x

(α− β)dx′
]
dx = 1. (1.3)

Here, W is the depletion layer width and α, β are electron and hole impact ionization

coefficients, respectively. The left hand side of equation (1.2) and (1.3) are called the

ionization integral, and when it becomes unity, avalanche breakdown occurs. In calculation

of breakdown voltage, the ionization integral is calculated while the reverse bias voltage is

increased to find the voltage where the integral becomes unity.1

The determination of impact ionization coefficients was first performed in Si by McKay

et al. in 1953 [138]. Since then, studies based on both experiments and theory have

been conducted in many semiconductor materials such as Si or GaAs [139–144]. For SiC,

the first determination was performed by Glover in 1975, using an Au/6H-SiC Schottky

junctions [145]. However, this study assumed the ionization coefficients for electrons and

holes to be equal, which is actually not true. Furthermore, crystal quality in that age

is not perfect enough to obtain accurate ionization coefficients by the measurement. The

first reliable experiment was not conducted until 1997, where Konstantinov et al. [146] and

Raghunathan et al. [147] have reported at the same time. Since then, there have been

several experimental studies to determine the ionization coefficients in SiC [146, 148–150].

Figure 1.6 shows some of the reported ionization coefficients up to now in 4H-SiC. As can be

seen, there are large variations between the reported results. Using the ionization coefficients

shown in Fig. 1.6, doping concentration dependence of ideal breakdown voltage for p+n non-

punchthrough structure was calculated and is shown in Fig. 1.7. The large variation between

1Here, it should be noted that the critical electric field explained in Section 1.2 does not reflect physics of

breakdown. As it will be explained precisely in Chapter 2, the critical electric field changes by the device

structure employed. Toward the accurate calculation, the impact ionization coefficients are essential.
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the reported ionization coefficients has caused large variation of calculated ideal breakdown

voltage, especially for UHV devices.

As will be discussed in Chapter 2, there are problems in the measurement or analy-

sis method for the reported ionization coefficients. In addition, experimental studies of

ionization coefficients focusing on electric field range important for UHV devices have not

been conducted yet. To realize the accurate calculation of breakdown voltage, especially in

complicated structures of real power devices, the ionization coefficients must be accurately

determined in a wide range of electric field. Moreover, toward further understanding of

high-field physics of SiC, the accurate electric field dependence is essential.

1.3.2 Electric Field Crowding and Edge Termination Structures

In a real power device structure, it is not like the one-dimensional structure shown in

Fig. 1.4, but is two- or three-dimensional structure which produces an “edge” at the end

of the junction. For example, in a planar p+n diode, the edge of the device does have a

rounded corner as shown in Fig. 1.8. When such a curvature exists, the depletion region is

narrower at the corner which result in a higher electric field strength in the region. This

effect is often called as electric field crowding, which causes a premature breakdown of

a power device [151]. Therefore, when designing a power device, the key technology for

obtaining high breakdown voltage is the proper designing of edge termination structure.

Edge termination is an indispensable structure when fabricating a power device to allevi-

ate the electric field crowding. Figure 1.9 shows some of the typical structures used for edge

termination. Figure 1.9(a) is a field plate structure, where a contact metal is extended above

the field oxide [152]. The reverse bias to the anode metal will expand the depletion layer at

the outer edge of p+-region, which reduces the electric field crowding. The variables for this

structure are the length of the extended metal and the thickness and material of the field

oxide. Figure 1.9(b) is a guard ring structure, where highly doped p+-regions are formed

around the p+-anode region with a space between the neighboring p+-regions [153, 154].

These p+-rings will expand the depletion layer at the outer edge of p+-anode region, which

reduces the electric field crowding occurring at the p+-anode edge. Here, the space and ring

width needs be optimized to efficiently alleviate the electric field crowding. Figure 1.9 (c)

is a junction termination extension (JTE) structure, where a moderately-doped p-layer is

formed around the p+-anode [155]. Because the JTE-region will deplete at reverse bias, a

depletion layer will expand to the outer edge and electric field crowding occurring at the

p+-anode edge will be alleviated. At last, Fig. 1.9(d) is a positive bevel termination, where

more material is removed from the edge of lightly doped side in the pn junction [154]. In

this structure, the depletion layer width at the surface of the periphery is wider than that

inside the diode. Because the same voltage is being supported across the depletion layer,

the electric field at the periphery is reduced, in other words, electric field crowding does not

occur.
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Each of these structures has both advantages and disadvantages. For the field plate and

guard ring, the advantage is the convenient fabrication process where it can be formed by

simply changing the photolithography mask. However, disadvantage is the very few variable

that can be changed in the structure. This makes difficulties during optimization of the

structure to effectively alleviate the electric field crowding. In addition, because SiC handles

10 times higher electric field strength than Si, breakdown of field oxide can easily occur by

the high electric field when a similar structure in Si was used in SiC. For JTE, advantage

is the large number of variables that can be changed, such as its dose and design geometry.

However, additional implantation is needed when fabricating a JTE, which is a disadvantage

compared with the field plate and guard ring. For a positive bevel termination, although

it can completely alleviate the electric field crowding, the device structure to which it can

be applied is very few. Furthermore, it can only be used in a non-punchthrough structure,

which is not the case for standard UHV devices where a punchthrough structure is usual.

Among these edge termination structures, JTE-based structure is the most promising from

its efficiency to the electric field crowding alleviation. Although it may require an additional

step in the fabrication, the advantage will overcome the disadvantage.

From its effectiveness of JTE, a number of studies have been conducted in SiC [156–160].

However, these studies have been mainly based on a few kV-class devices, and fundamental

studies targeting UHV devices are very scarce. Because UHV devices need larger area of

JTE (will be shown in Chapter 3) and electric field strength is lower than a few kV-class

devices, direct adoption of JTEs used in a few kV-class devices are not useful. Therefore,

extensive studies on JTE using UHV devices are required.

1.3.3 Forward Conduction Loss of Bipolar Devices

In bipolar devices, forward conduction loss can be reduced by improving the on-resistance.

For SiC PiN diodes, extremely low on-resistance can be realized through the lifetime-

enhancement process as explained in the previous section. However, bipolar devices in

a wide bandgap semiconductor have one critical disadvantage: The wide bandgap causes a

large built-in potential leading to a relatively high forward voltage drop. In SiC, built-in

potential of ∼3 V needs to be applied before it can flow the current with a low on-resistance.

Therefore, if the operating current density is low, bipolar devices can have a larger conduc-

tion loss than unipolar devices, although enough conductivity modulation may be occurring.

One solution to solve this problem is the integration of unipolar and bipolar devices

in a single chip, in other words, assuming a hybrid operation where unipolar operation is

used at low current density and bipolar operation is used at high current density. This idea

has been proposed in Si transistors, where MOSFET operation and IGBT operation have

been integrated in a single chip [161–163]. One example of such a device is the Hybrid

Unipolar Bipolar Field Effect Transistor (HUBFET) proposed by Donnellan et al. in 2012.

Figure 1.10 shows the schematic structure and schematic figure of forward characteristics
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MOSFET IGBT HUBFET

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10: (a) Schematic cross section and (b) schematic illustration of forward I − V

characteristics of MOSFET, IGBT, and HUBFET taken from [163].
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of MOSFET, IGBT, and HUBFET from [163]. In a HUBFET, the drain/collector region

has a highly doped n+-region as a MOSFET in one part, and p+-region as an IGBT in

another part. During the forward operation, the MOSFET part of the device will operate

at low forward bias, and when the forward bias becomes sufficiently large, the IGBT part

turns on and conductivity modulation starts. The fabricated HUBFET was compared to

an IGBT in an inductive switching test, and showed reduction of turn-off loss at the low

current because of the MOSFET operation.

The concept of hybrid operation may have large impacts in SiC because of the large

built-in potential. Not only the switching loss, but also the conduction loss at low current

density may be largely reduced compared with conventional bipolar devices. Although

using a separate unipolar and bipolar devices in parallel may result in a similar result,

it will increase the system cost dramatically because of the large epi-wafer cost of SiC.

Therefore, combining them into a single chip will be effective in terms of both cost and

efficiency. However, application of this concept in SiC will need fundamental studies before

it can be actually used in real SiC power devices.

1.4 Outline of This Study

In this thesis, experimental studies are presented to solve the issues explained in the previ-

ous section, which are the undetermined values of impact ionization coefficients, extensive

studies of edge termination structures for UHV devices, and fundamental studies on hybrid

operating devices using a pn-diode for conduction loss reduction in bipolar devices. These

investigations will serve as a basis for improvement of UHV SiC devices, and for further

understanding of device physics in SiC devices. Because a pn-diode is the most funda-

mental structure of a power device, the obtained insight can be easily applied to the other

complicated devices such as MOSFETs or IGBTs.

In Chapter 2, impact ionization coefficients in SiC are determined by photomultipli-

cation measurement using SiC photodiodes. By using various multiplication layer struc-

tures, the impact ionization coefficients are determined in a wide range of electric field of

1.0–3.2 MV/cm. In particular, impact ionization coefficients at low electric field down to

1 MV/cm are determined for the first time in SiC. Values at this low electric field range is

particularly important for designing UHV devices. In addition, the temperature dependence

is accurately measured for the first time in SiC up to 150◦C, where an unusual temperature

dependence is observed in electron impact ionization coefficients. Then, by using the ob-

tained impact ionization coefficients, the critical electric field strength and ideal breakdown

voltage of SiC are calculated.

In Chapter 3, an edge termination structure, especially, JTE-based termination is ex-

tensively studied using UHV PiN diodes. First, breakdown characteristics of 10 kV-class

SiC PiN diodes with various JTE structures are experimentally studied. The JTE-dose
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dependence of breakdown voltage for a conventional single-zone JTE applied to UHV PiN

diodes is extensively investigated by both experiment and numerical device simulation. The

effect of interface charge on the JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage is especially

discussed here, and the importance of optimum JTE-dose window is clarified. To overcome

the negative effect of interface charge, space-modulated JTE (SM-JTE) is introduced in

this study, and its effect is experimentally studied for the first time. By the optimization

of SM-JTE structure, a 20 kV-class SiC PiN diode is demonstrated to show the superior

potential of SiC as a UHV power device.

In Chapter 4, a hybrid operating device in SiC is demonstrated. As the first step of

such a device, a UHV merged-PiN-Schottky (MPS) diode with epitaxial p+-anode layer is

proposed to reduce both the unipolar and bipolar on-resistance. First, each of the compo-

nent structures of the mesa MPS diode, which are the voltage-blocking layer, JBS region,

edge termination, and mesa structure, has been investigated through analytical modeling

and device simulation. In this study, a snapback phenomenon in the MPS diode is espe-

cially investigated. To predict and explain the snapback phenomenon, an analytical model

is proposed in this study, which is compared with the device simulation and experiment

to investigate the validity. In addition, forward characteristics of MPS diodes without

the snapback phenomenon are investigated and design guidelines of hybrid operating MPS

diodes are presented. Furthermore, using the SM-JTE studied in Chapter 3, a 10 kV-class

SiC MPS diode is demonstrated.

In Chapter 5, this thesis is summarized and suggestions for the future study are provided.
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Chapter 2

Impact Ionization Coefficients in SiC

toward Ultrahigh-Voltage Power

Devices

2.1 Introduction

Impact ionization coefficients, defined as electron-hole pairs generated by a carrier per unit

distance, is one of the most important physical properties in a semiconductor material.

Because impact ionization coefficients determine the breakdown voltage and safe-operating

area of power devices, its value needs to be determined toward the accurate designing and

characterization of a power device.

In SiC, there have been several experimental studies to determine them [1–8]. The first

reliable work was reported by Konstantinov et al. [1, 2], where photomultiplication charac-

teristics were measured by using a He-Cd laser (λ = 325 nm) on p+n diodes. At the same

time, Raghunathan and Baliga [3] have also reported the impact ionization coefficient of

holes (β) in 4H-SiC by Electron Beam Induced Current (EBIC) measurement on a Schottky

barrier diode. In the work by Hatakeyama et al. [5, 6], photomultiplication characteristics

were measured by using an Ar+-laser (λ = 350 nm) on p+n diodes on the Si-face and A-face

of 4H-SiC, and showed the anisotropy of avalanche breakdown voltage and impact ioniza-

tion coefficients. For these studies, however, Loh et al. [7] have pointed out a problem in

the measurement procedures: the penetration depth of the illumination light (or electron

beam) was too long and caused considerable carrier generation inside the depletion layer

and in the substrate. This will cause an increase in mixed carrier injection and results in an

error for the measured multiplication factors. Furthermore, Green et al. [8] has presented

ionization coefficients derived from the photomultiplication and excess noise measurement

using a frequency doubled Ar+ laser (λ = 244 nm), and showed that electron ionization

coefficient (α) exhibits strong electric field dependence at low electric field.

Although studies on impact ionization coefficients in SiC are both experimentally and
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theoretically [9–11] in progress, accurate values of ionization coefficients which can be used

for designing of power device have not been reported. For example, very few studies focusing

on designing of UHV devices have been reported. Due to its low doping concentration and

thick voltage-blocking layer used in UHV devices, breakdown occurs at lower maximum

electric field than the conventional 1 kV-class devices, making ionization coefficients at low

electric field (∼1 MV/cm) of much interest. Since most of the ionization coefficients reported

to date relies on accurate measurement results only to ∼1.5 MV/cm, experimental studies

are needed at lower electric field to accurately simulate UHV devices. Furthermore, since one

of the main benefits of SiC devices is the capability of high-temperature operation, ionization

coefficients at elevated temperatures will be especially important. However, reports on high-

temperature measurement of ionization coefficients are also very limited in 4H-SiC [6, 12, 13].

In this chapter, impact ionization coefficients along nearly ⟨0001⟩ of 4H-SiC were de-

termined in a wide range of electric field using various photodiodes (PDs) having different

multiplication-layer structures up to 150◦C. The obtained ionization coefficients were veri-

fied by comparing the calculated multiplication factors and ideal breakdown voltages with

the measurement result. Furthermore, the doping concentration and temperature depen-

dences of critical electric field strength and ideal breakdown voltage were calculated toward

convenient estimation of breakdown voltage of SiC power devices.

2.2 Extraction of Impact Ionization Coefficients

Because direct measurement of impact ionization coefficients cannot be done, a photomulti-

plication measurement is commonly used to indirectly extract the ionization coefficients [14].

This measurement is a standard technique to extract impact ionization coefficients in many

semiconductor materials including Si [15, 16], GaAs [17, 18], and SiC. In this measurement,

a photodiode is used and its photocurrent is measured while applying a reverse bias. When

the reverse bias voltage is high enough, the generated carriers by the illumination will initi-

ate avalanche multiplication causing an increase of photocurrent. Then by calculating the

ratio of the multiplied and unmultiplied photocurrent, we obtain a multiplication factor

M , and using the obtained multiplication factor, ionization coefficients can be algebraically

calculated.

In this section, photomultiplication measurement will be explained in details. Toward

the high accuracy in the final ionization coefficients, important aspects that need to be solved

during the measurement will be pointed out. While concerning these aspects, measurement

setup used in this study will be explained.

2.2.1 Photomultiplication Measurement

The schematic illustration of generated photocurrent during the photomultiplication mea-

surement is shown in Fig. 2.1. Here, a p+-i-n+ structure is assumed. When the photodiode
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of different current components of the measured pho-

tocurrent in a reverse biased photodiode.
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is illuminated, the measured photocurrent will contain various current components. These

are the drift current generated within the depletion region (Jgen), hole diffusion current from

the undepleted n-region (Jpdiff), and the electron current from the p+-region (Jndiff). When

the electric field inside the depletion layer is high enough, generated carriers will induce

avalanche multiplication and result in an increase of photocurrent. Assuming Jp and Jn

to be hole and electron currents inside the depletion layer, the schematic figure of current

components inside the depletion layer can be shown as Fig. 2.2. In this case, the increment

of hole current in the distance dx can be expressed in the following equation.

dJp = Jpβdx+ Jnαdx+ qu(x)dx. (2.1)

Here, α and β are the impact ionization coefficients of electrons and holes, respectively, and

u(x) is the generation rate by the illumination inside the depletion layer. Because total

current J = Jn + Jp is constant inside the depletion layer, above equation can be rewritten

as
dJp
dx

− (β − α)Jp = αJ + qu(x). (2.2)

The solution to this equation will give the equation for the total current J as

J =
Jp(0) + Jn(W ) · exp

[
−
∫W

0
(β − α)dx

]
+ q

∫W

0
u(x) · exp

[
−
∫ x

0
(β − α)dx′] dx

1−
∫W

0
β · exp

[
−
∫ x

0
(β − α)dx′

]
dx

(2.3)

≡ MpJp(0) +MnJn(W ) +MdepJdep. (2.4)

Here Mp, Mn, and Mdep are the multiplication factors initiated by holes, electrons, and

generated carriers inside the depletion layer, respectively, which can be expressed as follows:

Mp =
1

1−
∫W

0
β · exp

[
−
∫ x

0
(β − α)dx′

]
dx

(2.5)

Mn =
1

1−
∫W

0
α · exp

[
−
∫W

x
(α− β)dx′

]
dx

(2.6)

Mdep = Mp ·
∫W

0
qu(x) · exp

[
−
∫ x

0
(β − α)dx′] dx∫W

0
qu(x)dx

. (2.7)

In particular, equations (2.5) and (2.6) will give the ionization integral explained in Chap-

ter 1, which defines the breakdown voltage of a power device.

In photomultiplication measurement, the goal is to measure the reverse bias character-

istics of Mp and Mn separately. By using the obtained Mp and Mn, ionization coefficients

can be algebraically calculated, which will be explained in Section 2.4.

2.2.2 Toward the Accurate Measurement

In this section, details of the measurement condition of photomultiplication measurement

will be discussed toward the accurate measurement of the pure multiplication factor Mp
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the quantities of hole and electron currents inside

the depletion layer.
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and Mn. Here, measurement of pure Mp using p+-n-n+ diode will be focused since the same

discussion can be used for the measurement of pure Mn in other diode structure.

In equation (2.4), the current that will be measured is the total current J , which can be

expressed as,

J = MJ0 (2.8)

whereM is the measured multiplication factor and J0 is the photocurrent without avalanche

multiplication, which can be extracted from the measurement. Using equation (2.4), the

measured multiplication factor can expressed by the following equation:

M = Mp ·
Jp(0)

J0
+Mn ·

Jn(W )

J0
+Mdep ·

Jdep
J0

. (2.9)

Because the multiplication factor that can be experimentally obtained is M , to measure

Mp accurately, electron diffusion current Jn(0) and generation current Jdep must be reduced

inside the photocurrent. In the case of Jp(0) ≫ Jn(W ), Jdep, equation (2.4) reduces to

J = Mp · Jp(0) and Mp can be accurately obtained from the measurement. During the

measurement, the variable parameters will be the wavelength of the illumination light and

the direction of the light illumination. To realize the condition Jp(0) ≫ Jn(W ), Jdep, mea-

surement procedure that needs to be done is to illuminate the n+-side of the device with

a short-wavelength light source. If the illumination wavelength is short enough, absorption

occurs only near the surface of the diode: This will prevent the absorption in the depletion

layer and in p+-layer. Therefore, the one important parameter in the measurement that

needs to be optimized is the illumination wavelength

To optimize the illumination wavelength during the photomultiplication measurement,

one-dimensional simulation of photocurrent component was performed using an epilayer

structure that will be used in this study. Figure 2.3 shows the schematic structure of the one-

dimensional model used in this simulation. Here, n+-type contact layer (Nd = 1×1019 cm−3,

1 µm) and n-type multiplication layer (Nd = 4× 1016 cm−3, 13 µm) is grown on a p+-type

substrate, and illumination is assumed to be done from the top n+-layer. The photocurrent

components concerned are Jpdiff, Jndiff, and Jgen, which are defined in Fig. 2.1. Using

equations shown by Raynaud et al. [14], the percentage of the photocurrent component was

calculated by the mean of illumination wavelength, which is shown in Fig. 2.4. Here, reverse

bias voltage of 600 V was assumed and the wavelength dependence of absorption coefficient

reported by Cha et al. [19] was used. From Fig. 2.4, hole diffusion current becomes nearly

100% of the photocurrent when illumination is done at a wavelength shorter than 280 nm. If

the measurement was performed at a longer wavelength, other photocurrent component such

as generation current will be included in the measured photocurrent, causing inaccuracy in

measured multiplication factor, i.e., ionization coefficients.

Discussion described in this section can be applied to the measurement of Mn. For

the measurement of Mn, measuring while illuminating from the p+-side in Fig. 2.2 using a

short-wavelength excitation source will realize the accurate value of Mn.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic structure of the one-dimensional model assumed here for the sim-

ulation of photocurrent component by the change of illumination wavelength.
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2.2.3 Measurement Setup

According to the discussion described in the previous section, a schematic figure of the

measurement setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 2.5. In this measurement, a Xe

lamp combined with a band pass filter (BPF) of 254, 260, and 270 nm was employed as

a nearly-monochromatic illumination source. The penetration depth in 4H-SiC at these

wavelengths is small enough (<0.5 µm) to obtain pure carrier injection in all of the diode

structures used in this study since absorption in the depletion layer is negligibly small [19].

While illuminating the devices from the top, reverse current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics

were measured. Here, devices were immersed in a silicone oil to avoid air sparking. In this

study, high-temperature measurement was done by heating the stage up to 150◦C, where

the temperature limit was determined by the silicone oil used.

2.3 Device Fabrication

In this section, structure and fabrication process of PDs used in this study will be ex-

plained. The schematic structures of fabricated 4H-SiC PDs are shown in Fig. 2.6, and

their detailed structures are summarized in Table 2.1. These doping densities and thick-

nesses were obtained by using capacitance-voltage (C–V ) measurement, and also secondary

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was performed to verify the depth profiles. During the C–V

measurement, a dielectric constant of 10.2 was used because the diodes were fabricated on

nearly (0001). In this study, PDs with various multiplication layer structures were used.

The calculated electric field distributions inside the depletion region at breakdown for some

of the diodes are shown in Fig. 2.7. Maximum electric field at breakdown will vary by

the multiplication layer structures, meaning that the maximum electric field which the ion-

ization coefficients can be extracted will differ in each device. Therefore, by using various

multiplication layers, ionization coefficients can be extracted in a wide range of electric field.

The details will be explained in Section 2.5. In these PDs, epilayers were grown by using

chemical vapor deposition (CVD), where 4H-SiC (0001) substrates with an off-angle of 4◦

(n-type substrate) and 8◦ (p-type substrate) were used. Although these substrates have

slightly different off-cut angles, the impacts on the ionization coefficient extraction is small

based on results of diode fabrication on substrates with different off-cut angles, which were

previously investigated in the author’s group. In this study three devices for each type of

PDs were measured to confirm the reproducibility. All the measured PDs had a diameter

of 200 µm for NPT1–3, 250 µm for NPT4, and 450 µm for PT1–2. These diodes are free of

macroscopic defects and threading screw dislocations.

Toward the accurate measurement of ionization coefficients, measured PDs needs to

be optimized. The most important factor for the measured PDs are the alleviation of

electric field crowding. When electric field crowding occurs in a device, unwanted avalanche

multiplication in a local region will occur, which results in an inaccurate measurement.
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h�
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the measurement setup used for the photomultipli-

cation measurement in this study.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic cross section of the fabricated PDs. Structures of the individual

layers are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Doping concentration and thickness of the layers in photodiodes shown in

Fig. 2.6.

Device Name Top Contact Multiplication Buffer/Substrate

Layer Layer

NPT1
1×1019 cm−3 4.0×1016 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

1 µm 13 µm

NPT2
1×1019 cm−3 2.0×1016 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

1 µm 13 µm

NPT3
1×1019 cm−3 3.7×1016 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

1 µm 12 µm

NPT4
7.5×1018 cm−3 1.3×1017 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

3 µm 3 µm

PT1
1×1018 cm−3 5×1014 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

0.8 µm 4.75 µm

PT2
1×1018 cm−3 5×1014 cm−3

2×1018 cm−3

0.8 µm 2.13 µm
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at breakdown voltage.
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Here, each device structure has different edge termination to alleviate unwanted electric

field crowding, where the details will be explained in the next section. Another aspect that

needs to be solved is the exclusion of unwanted illumination to the mesa sidewalls or edges.

If a light absorption occurs at the mesa sidewalls, this can result in an increase of generation

current inside the depletion layer, i.e., inaccuracy in measured multiplication factors. In this

study, a polyimide (TORAY: PW-1500) was coated on the surface of PDs. Figure 2.8 shows

the optical transmission spectrum of the polyimide film, where the film cuts off UV-light

below 350 nm. Because the illumination wavelength used in this study is 254–270 nm, this

polyimide will prevent the unwanted illumination to the mesa sidewalls or edges.

2.3.1 Non-Punchthrough Diodes for the Measurement in

Medium Electric Field Range

Figures 2.6(a) and (b) show the schematic structures of two complementary non-

punchthrough (NPT) diodes. These diodes were used to obtain ionization coefficients in

the electric field range of 1.5–2.5 MV/cm. The junction of NPT1–2 [Fig. 2.6(a)] consists of

n-type multiplication layer grown on a p+-type buffer layer and substrate, and the junction

of NPT3 [Fig. 2.6(b)] consists of a p-type multiplication layer grown on an n+-type buffer

layer and substrate. Here, punchthrough does not occur up to the breakdown voltage in

these diodes. In these PDs, positive-bevel edge termination [20] with a bevel angle of 80◦

was employed by fully etching into the substrate to avoid the electric field crowding.

By using NPT1–2, Mp can be measured by illuminating from the top of the diode, as

explained in the previous section. However, measurement of Mn using NPT1–2 will have

severe difficulty; The thick p+-substrate will prevent the generation of enough photocurrent

for the Mn measurement in the case of back illumination. Therefore in this study, NPT3

was used for the measurement of Mn, where Mn can be obtained by illumination from the

top.

Figure 2.9 shows the fabrication process of NPT1–3. First, SiO2 was deposited using

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), then patterned using photolithog-

raphy and capacitively-coupled-plasma reactive ion etching (CCP-RIE) to fabricate the

etching mask. Using the SiO2 mask, inductively-coupled-plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-

RIE) with Cl2-O2 chemistry was performed and deep mesa to the substrate (Fig. 2.10:

15-µm-depth) was fabricated. Because Cl2-based RIE have a lower etching rate of SiO2

compared with a conventional CF4-based chemistry [21, 22], high etching selectivity of SiC

over SiO2 can be obtained, which realized the deep mesa of 15-µm-depth. After the deep

mesa etching, a 40-nm-thick oxide was formed for passivation by dry oxidation at 1300◦C

for 40 min, followed by nitridation in NO (10% diluted in N2) at 1250
◦C for 70 min. Ti/Al

(50/200 nm) and Ni (200 nm) annealed at 1000◦C for 2 min were employed as ohmic contacts

for the p+-type and n+-type, respectively. After the metallization, a 6-µm-thick polyimide

was coated as a top-surface passivation layer and to block the illuminated UV light.
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Figure 2.8: Transmittance characteristics of a polyimide used in this study.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic figure of the fabrication process of NPT1, NPT2, and NPT3.
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Figure 2.10: SEM image of a fabricated deep mesa by Cl2-based ICP-RIE.
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2.3.2 Non-Punchthrough Diode for the Measurement in High

Electric Field Range

Figure 2.6(c) shows the schematic structure of an NPT diode with a highly-doped multipli-

cation layer. Using this highly-doped multiplication layer, ionization coefficients at higher

electric field (>2.5 MV/cm) can be obtained. NPT4 consists of p+-type contact layer and

n-type multiplication layer grown on an n+-type buffer layer and substrate. When this PD

is illuminated from the top, Mn can be measured. To avoid the electric field crowding oc-

curring near the p+/n interface, epilayers were etched down to the substrate with an angle

of ∼90◦ to realize one-dimensional electric field distribution.

The fabrication process of NPT4 is shown in Fig. 2.11. First, a SiO2 mask was formed

as shown in NPT1–3, and using CF4-based CCP-RIE, the top p+-contact layer was etched

down to just above the pn-junction. Then again, a SiO2 mask was formed and CF4-based

CCP-RIE was used to etch down to the substrate. Here, two-step etching was done because

etching all the way into the substrate by a single-step etching was difficult under this RIE

condition. In this PD, Cl2-based ICP-RIE used in NPT1–3 was not employed because the

ICP-RIE process causes a bevel angle of 80◦ but not 90◦. In the case of device structure

used here, non-perpendicular mesa results in a negative bevel structure which enhances the

electric field crowding [20]. Although CF4-based CCP-RIE cannot realize single-etching into

the substrate, it can etch the SiC while maintaining the perpendicular shape of SiO2 mask

which realizes the one-dimensional electric field distribution. The remaining of the device

fabrication process including passivation and electrodes is the same as that of NPT1–3.

2.3.3 Punchthrough Diodes for the Measurement in Low

Electric Field Range

Figure 2.6(d) shows the schematic structure of a punchthrough (PT) diode with a low-

doping concentration multiplication layer. By using this diode, the ionization coefficients

at low electric field (<1.5 MV/cm) can be obtained. PT1 and PT2 consist of implanted

n+-type contact layer and n−-type multiplication layer grown on a p+-type buffer layer and

substrate.

When a PT diode is fabricated using the diode structure shown in NPT1–3, electric field

crowding occurs near the n+/n− interface. Figure 2.12 shows the electric field distribution at

breakdown which was simulated using a commercial device simulator (Sentaurus TCAD).

For a conventional structure, electric field crowding is occurring at the edge of n+/n−

interface as shown in Fig. 2.12(a). To avoid the electric field crowding, a small-beveled

mesa structure with a bevel angle of 2◦ was adopted on the top n+-layer in this study. This

small-beveled mesa structure will enhance the depletion of top n+ layer at the edge of the

device, which will alleviate the electric field crowding. The electric field distribution for

PD with small-beveled mesa structure is shown in Fig. 2.12(b), and the simulation result of
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reverse I–V characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.13. From Fig. 2.12, electric field crowding

has been alleviated compared with the conventional structure. Therefore, from Fig. 2.13,

breakdown voltage of this device is very close to the ideal breakdown voltage calculated for

a one-dimensional structure.

The fabrication process of PT1–2 are shown in Fig. 2.14. First, a photolithography

of thick photoresist (∼27 µm) was done followed by a high-temperature post bake. This

high-temperature post bake will cause reflow of patterned photoresist, making a lens-like

photoresist structure. Then using the lens-like photoresist mask, CF4-based CCP-RIE was

performed to translate the lens-like structure to SiC. Here, an etching recipe with low

selectivity of photoresist over SiC was used to fabricate the very small bevel angle [23]. The

results of surface profile measurement of lens-like photoresist, and SiC after RIE are shown

in Fig. 2.15. The edge part of lens-like structure has been successfully translated to SiC.

After the formation of small-beveled mesa, the remaining of the device fabrication process

including deep mesa etching, passivation, and electrodes is the same as that of NPT1–3.

2.4 Extraction Procedures of Impact Ionization

Coefficients

When extracting impact ionization coefficients from the multiplication factors, several meth-

ods have been proposed in various materials [24–28]. However, these methods use Mp and

Mn obtained from measurement of a single device, which is not the case in this study

since Mp and Mn were obtained from different devices with different multiplication-layer

structures. In this section, extraction procedures of impact ionization coefficients from the

measured multiplication factors from different devices are explained. The derivation of the

equations shown here will be explained in Appendix A.

2.4.1 Extraction of Hole Impact Ionization Coefficient β

The hole ionization coefficient β at relatively low electric field were extracted using Mp

obtained from NPT1–2 and PT1–2. In both cases, α → 0 or Mn → 1 can be assumed since

at sufficiently low electric field, it is known that β is much higher than α in magnitude.

Under this assumption, β can be expressed by the following equation using Mp obtained

from NPT1 and NPT2.

β(Em) =
qNd

ε0εs
· 1

Mp

· dMp

dEm

. (2.10)

Here, Nd is the doping concentration of multiplication layer of the PD and Em is the

maximum electric field. For Mp obtained from PT1 and PT2, the following equation can

be used because the electric field distribution inside the depletion layer can be assumed to

be uniform Fig. 2.7.

β(E) =
ln(Mp)

W
. (2.11)
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Here, W is the width of multiplication layer [13]. At high electric field or near the breakdown

voltage, the assumption Mn → 1 does not hold and equations (2.10) and (2.11) cannot be

used.

2.4.2 Extraction of Electron Impact Ionization Coefficient α

The electron ionization coefficient α were extracted using Mn obtained from NPT3 and

NPT4. Here, different equations of Mn are needed for NPT3 and NPT4 in the analysis

because the multiplication factor depends on whether the carriers have been injected from

the higher electric field side or the lower side. In other words, the equation of multiplication

factor that represents the avalanche multiplication is different if the direction of carrier

injection is different. The detail will be explained in Section 2.7. For Mn obtained from

NPT3, carriers are injected from the lower electric field side, and the following equation can

be used to extract α.

α(Em) =
qNa

ε0εs
· 1

M2
n

· dMn

dEm

·
(
qNd

ε0εs
· 1

β(Em) ·M2
p

· dMp

dEm

)Nd
Na

. (2.12)

Here, Na is the doping concentration of the multiplication layer of NPT3. Nd and Mp are

the doping concentration of the multiplication layer and the measured multiplication factor

of NPT1, respectively. In this equation, α can be obtained from the measured Mn and Mp

obtained from a diode with a multiplication-layer structure close to that of NPT3, which is

NPT1 in this study.

For Mn obtained from NPT4, on the other hand, carriers are injected from the higher

electric field side and α can be expressed by the following equation in this case [26].

α(Em) =
qNd

ε0εs
· 1

Mn

· dMn

dEm

− (Mn − 1) · β(Em). (2.13)

Here, Nd is the doping concentration of the multiplication layer of NPT4.

In the case of NPT4, however, the dead space effect should be considered [4, 26]. The

schematic illustration to explain the dead space effect is shown in Fig. 2.16. Here, a p+n

NPT structure is assumed where its electric field distribution can be shown in the upper

part of the figure. When carriers are injected into the depletion layer, they need to gain

enough energy (ionization threshold energy: εth) before impact ionization occurs. Due to

this acceleration of carriers, a region where impact ionization does not occur appears at

each edge of depletion layer. For the lower electric field edge of depletion layer (x = W

in Fig. 2.16), this effect is negligibly small because its electric field is low enough and

impact ionization does not occur. However, for carriers that are injected from the higher

electric field side (in this case, electrons), appearance of the dead space region will affect

the measured multiplication factor since large numbers of avalanche multiplication in this

region is included in a conventional local model. In this study, the dead space region at

the higher electric field side of depletion layer will be discussed. Because of this dead space

effect for electrons, following effects must be considered:
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1. Because impact ionization does not occur in the dead space region, maximum electric

field effective for the avalanche multiplication of electrons will decrease from Em to

E ′
m in Fig. 2.16.

2. Although election impact ionization does not occur in this region, holes injected from

the lower electric field side will cause impact ionization in the dead space region

because they will have enough energy when they reach the region.

Due to these effects, the “measured” electron multiplication factor (Mn) will be different

from the “actual” electron multiplication factor (Mni) that can be used for the extraction

of α shown in equation (2.13).

In this study, to take this dead space effect into account and to correct the “measured”

Mn to the “actual” Mni, a model proposed by Woods et al. [26] was employed while re-

modeling it to take the hole impact ionization into account. First, reduction of effective

maximum electric field was taken into account by calculating the width of dead space region

xth using the following relationship between εth and xth:

εth =

∫ xth

0

E(x)dx. (2.14)

Here, E(x) is the electric field profile inside the depletion layer. Then using the obtained

xth, effective maximum electric field E ′
m can be calculated as E(xth). Next, the effect of

hole impact ionization inside the dead space was considered using the following relationship

between Mn and Mni:

1− 1

Mn

=

(
1− 1

Mni

)
· exp

(∫ xth

0

βdx

)
. (2.15)

Using the above equation, measured Mn was corrected to Mni, and finally, obtained Mni

was used to extract α by equation (2.13) where Mni was used instead of Mn in the equation.

In all of these equations, β obtained from NPT1–2 and PT1–2 was used.

2.5 Determination of Impact Ionization Coefficients

at Room Temperature

In this section, impact ionization coefficients will be derived from the photomultiplication

measurement using PD structures and extraction methods explained in the previous section.

Here, measurement results at room temperature (RT) are focused. The extracted ionization

coefficients will be verified by calculating the breakdown voltage and multiplication factors,

and comparing them with the measurement.
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2.5.1 Impact Ionization Coefficients in Medium Electric Field

Range

In this section, impact ionization coefficients in the medium electric field range are extracted

using NPT1–3. The reverse I–V characteristics of NPT1 and NPT3 at RT are shown in

Fig. 2.17 and Fig. 2.18. In both figures, (b) shows the photocurrent at relatively low reverse

bias voltage. During the measurement, a BPF of 260 nm was used.

To calculate multiplication factors, initial unmultiplied current, or photocurrent without

avalanche multiplication needs to be derived. Because the illuminated light is mainly ab-

sorbed near the surface of the diode, pure hole diffusion current and pure electron diffusion

current from the top n+ and p+ layers will be the main component of the photocurrent

in NPT1–2 and NPT3, respectively. The initial unmultiplied current can be obtained by

fitting the following equation of the diffusion current to the measured photocurrent in the

low reverse bias region where avalanche multiplication is not occurring.

Ipdiff = qG0
α0Lp

1− α2
0L

2
p

e−α0wn

·

Lp(S +Dpα0)e
α0wn −

{
LpS cosh

(
wn

Lp

)
+Dp sinh

(
wn

Lp

)}
Dp cosh

(
wn

Lp

)
+ LpS sinh

(
wn

Lp

) − Lpα0

 .

(2.16)

Here, G0, α0, Lp, Dp, wn, S are the absorbed light flux, absorption coefficient, diffusion length

of hole, diffusion coefficient of hole, neutral region width (width between top surface and

top depletion layer edge), and surface recombination velocity [14]. The above equation can

be used for NPT1–2, and by using Ln, Dn, and wp, it can be also applied for NPT3. Using

the above equation, the extrapolated initial unmultiplied current is shown by dot-dashed

lines in Fig. 2.17 and Fig. 2.18 where the fitted parameters are shown in the table inside

the figure. Here, the surface recombination velocity and absorption coefficients obtained

by Kato et al. [29] and Cha et al. [19] were used, respectively. By dividing the measured

current by the initial unmultiplied current, Mp and Mn were determined.

Figure 2.19 shows the calculated multiplication factors obtained at RT. In both figures,

the inset plots M − 1 on a logarithmic scale to show the small multiplication. Mp starts

to increase at relatively low reverse bias voltage, whereas Mn increases abruptly near the

breakdown voltage. This indicates that the hole ionization coefficient β is considerably

higher than the electron ionization coefficient α at low electric field, which agrees well with

the previous results [1, 5, 7, 8].

From obtained multiplication factors, ionization coefficients were extracted. For the

calculation of β, equation (2.10) was used for Mp obtained from NPT1–2, and for α, equa-

tion (2.12) was used for Mn obtained from NPT3 and Mp obtained from NPT1. When using

equation (2.12), the electric field dependence of β is needed. In this study, the final result of

β shown in Section 2.5.4 was used here. The extracted electric field dependence of ioniza-

tion coefficients are shown in Fig. 2.20. Ionization coefficients in the electric field range of
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1.4–2.5 MV/cm (0.4< 1/E <0.67 cm/MV) was obtained by these PDs. For NPT1–2, calcu-

lated β is not shown for relatively high electric field (>2.3 MV/cm) because the assumption

Mn → 1 does not hold in this region, and the equation (2.10) cannot be used.

2.5.2 Impact Ionization Coefficients in High Electric Field

Range

In this section the impact ionization coefficient in a high electric field range are extracted

using NPT4. The reverse I–V characteristics of NPT4 at RT is shown in Fig. 2.21. Here,

a BPF of 260 nm was used during the measurement.

For the calculation of multiplication factor, the initial unmultiplied current needs to be

obtained. In the case of this measurement, the initial unmultiplied current should take a

constant value. For the ideal case, because the p+-contact layer is highly doped compared

with the multiplication layer, depletion layer width inside the p+-contact layer should be

extremely thin, and the change of its width should be negligible. Therefore, the width

between top surface of the diode and depletion layer edge in p+-contact layer should not

change, resulting in a constant photocurrent. However, from Fig. 2.21(b), the initial un-

multiplied current is increasing a little with the reverse bias voltage. This indicates that

the depletion-layer broadening inside the p+-contact layer may not be negligible in this

case, because the multiplication layer has high doping concentration compared with a con-

ventional PD such as NPT3, In this study, to take this depletion-layer broadening of the

contact layer into account, a linear extrapolation of photocurrent at low reverse bias voltage

where multiplication is not occurring was used, which is commonly employed in this type

of analysis [7].1 The extracted initial unmultiplied current is shown by dot-dashed line in

Fig. 2.21. By dividing the measured photocurrent by the initial unmultiplied current, Mn

was calculated.

Figure 2.22 shows the maximum electric field dependence of Mn−1 from NPT4 together

with the experimental result of NPT3. Compared with NPT3, avalanche multiplication

begins at higher maximum electric field for NPT4. When the doping concentration of the

multiplication layer is higher, carriers cannot gain high energy from the electric field at

a given maximum electric field. Therefore, larger maximum electric field are necessary

for the same quantity of avalanche multiplication to occur for NPT4 having multiplication

layer with higher doping concentration. Because avalanche multiplication occurs at higher

maximum electric field for NPT4, it enables the extraction of ionization coefficient at higher

electric field.

For the extraction of ionization coefficients using NPT4, however, the dead space effect

must be considered. Here, dead space correction explained in Section 2.3.2 was done and

the “actual” multiplication factor Mni was extracted from the “measured” multiplication

1When equation (2.16) was assumed for the initial unmultiplied current, a good fitting could not be

obtained probably due to the uncertainty of physical properties such as S and Dn.
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factor Mn assuming various values of ionization threshold energy εth. Figure 2.23 shows the

“effective” maximum electric field E ′
m dependence of Mni at various values of εth. When

the dead space correction is made, corrected Mni increases at low E ′
m, and decreases at

high E ′
m. At low E ′

m (<3.0 MV/cm), the dead space width is comparable to the whole

depletion layer width. Therefore, effect of E ′
m reduction, which also means an Mni increase,

is enhanced especially at this low electric field region. Because the dead space width will

widen with the increasing εth, Mni is increasing (or E ′
m decreasing) with εth. At high E ′

m

(>3.3 MV/cm), on the other hand, impact ionization of holes inside the electron dead

space region causes a large effect. Because large portion of the measured photocurrent with

avalanche multiplication will contain carriers generated by the hole impact ionization in

the dead space region, Mni will become smaller than Mn. Here, a wider dead space region

(larger εth) will cause much more avalanche multiplication by holes in the dead space, which

results in the decrease of Mni with the increasing εth.

Using the corrected Mni, the electron ionization coefficient α was calculated using equa-

tion (2.13), while using Mni instead of Mn. Figure 2.24 shows the calculated α using various

values of εth. Fortunately, the impacts of εth on the calculated α was very small for the

device structure used in this study. Because effect of the E ′
m reduction and the hole impact

ionization inside the dead space region have an opposite effect to Mni, it may have canceled

out each other, resulting in the small difference of α. However, it should be noted that

this does not mean that the dead space effect can be neglected in SiC. For example, Ng et

al. [4] have shown experimentally that in an avalanche photodiode with a thin multiplica-

tion layer (∼0.1–0.2 µm) the dead space effect must be considered for its characterization.

Furthermore, the dead space correction used in this study is the most simple case, and

when the depletion layer is extremely thin, even the concept of impact ionization coeffi-

cients [α(E) and β(E)] may not be used in that case [26]. For the further understanding

of the nonlocal effects in SiC, further theoretical studies will be required such as by Monte

Carlo simulations [11].

Because the difference of εth was less sensitive to the calculated α, εth of 10 eV [1] was

used for the extraction of α in this study. Figure 2.25 shows the extracted α from NPT4

together with α obtained from NPT3 in the previous section. Compared with the result of

NPT3, α was successfully extracted to the higher electric field of 3.2 MV/cm.

2.5.3 Impact Ionization Coefficients in Low Electric Field Range

In this section, impact ionization coefficients at low electric field range are extracted using

PT1–2 toward the accurate calculation of UHV devices. The reverse I–V characteristics of

PT1 at RT is shown in Fig. 2.26. Here, a BPF of 254 nm was used during the measurement.

For the calculation of initial unmultiplied current, a linear extrapolation was used as

similar to NPT4 to take the depletion layer broadening into account. Here, equation (2.16)

could not be used because the top contact layer was fabricated by ion implantation: The
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doping profile is complicated at the n+/n− junction, making calculation of width between

the surface and depletion layer edge difficult. The extracted initial unmultiplied current is

shown by dot-dashed line in Fig. 2.26. By dividing the measured photocurrent by the initial

unmultiplied current, Mp was calculated.

Figure 2.27 shows the maximum electric field dependence of Mp − 1 from PT1–2 to-

gether with the experimental results of NPT1–2. For PT1–2, maximum electric field was

calculated using constant electric field assumption: Em = V/W where V is the reverse

bias voltage and W is the depletion layer width.Compared with NPT1–2, PT1–2 begins

avalanche multiplication at lower maximum electric field. When the doping concentration

is lower, injected carriers can gain more energy from the electric field at the same maximum

electric field. This will result in a larger value of multiplication factor, making Mp of NPT2

to be larger than that of NPT1, and PT1–2 to be larger than NPT1–2 at the same maxi-

mum electric field. Between PT1–2, increasing the width of multiplication layer will cause

a similar effect; PT1 exhibits a larger multiplication factor than PT2 at the same maximum

electric field.

Using the obtained Mp, the hole ionization coefficient β was calculated using equa-

tion (2.11). Figure 2.28 shows the calculated β together with that of NPT1–2. By using

PT1–2, β was successfully determined down to an electric field of 1 MV/cm accurately for

the first time in SiC.2 Ionization coefficients at this low electric field is the most important

range for designing UHV devices.

2.5.4 Fitting and Verification of Extracted Impact Ionization

Coefficients

To use the extracted impact ionization coefficients in a device simulation, experimental

results must be fitted by mathematical equations. For the electric field dependence of

ionization coefficients, a number of expressions have been proposed both empirically [30–32]

and theoretically [33–36]. Among these expressions, modified Chynoweth’s expression [30]:

α, β=a ·exp [−(b/E)c] has been chosen in this study because it is the most simple, and most

common expression used in the studies of ionization coefficients. In this equation, a, b, and

c is the fitting parameters, and E is the electric field strength.

Figure 2.29 shows the extracted electron (α) and hole (β) impact ionization coefficients

in this study. These experimental results were fitted and the results are shown by solid

lines, where its equation can be expressed as follows:

α(E) = 1.43× 105 · exp

[
−
(
4.93× 106

E

)2.37
]

cm−1 (2.17)

2Although Loh et al., [7] have also extracted β down to 0.9 MV/cm, air sparking was occurring during

the measurement, which will lead to inaccuracies for the extracted β. Furthermore, data points of the

measurement is very few in their case.
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β(E) = 3.12× 106 · exp

[
−
(
1.18× 107

E

)1.02
]

cm−1. (2.18)

Here, E is the electric field strength in V/cm. The determined impact ionization coefficients

can be used in a wide range of electric field of 1–3 MV/cm.

The extracted ionization coefficients were first verified by calculating the multiplication

factors. Calculated maximum electric field dependences of multiplication factors are shown

by lines of Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.27. For the calculation of NPT4, the dead space effect

with εth = 10 eV was considered for the calculation. The simulated multiplication factors

agree very well with the experimental results in a wide range of electric field, indicating the

successful extraction of ionization coefficients.

Figure 2.30 shows the doping concentration dependence of breakdown voltage for a p+n

NPT diode. In the figure, not only the experimental and calculated results of this study

are shown, but also results from past literatures are shown. The breakdown voltage calcu-

lated using ionization coefficients obtained in this study has reproduced the experimental

results including values reported from other groups very well. In addition, ideal breakdown

voltage for PiN structure with various i-layer thickness has been calculated, as shown in

Fig. 2.31. Here, circles show experimental results of PiN diodes [37] and BJT [38] with

the corresponding i-layer structures, which shows fairly good agreement with the calculated

results using the obtained ionization coefficients. Although these devices have an appropri-

ate edge termination to alleviate the electric field crowding, complete alleviation is difficult

in actual devices. Therefore, experimental breakdown voltage is slightly lower than the

calculated ideal breakdown voltage. For the calculation results using other ionization coeffi-

cients, however, they are causing underestimation (for Loh’s coefficients) or overestimation

(for Konstantinov’s coefficients) of breakdown voltage. These calculation results, indicates

that ionization coefficients determined in this study can be used for the accurate design and

the breakdown characterizations of SiC power devices. Toward the further improvement of

accuracy in calculation of breakdown voltage, determination of α at lower electric field will

be a key issue.

2.5.5 Discussion

In this section, the ionization coefficients extracted in this study are compared with those

from past literatures, and the differences from them are discussed. Figure 2.32 shows the

ionization coefficients obtained in this study with those reported by other groups. In the

figure, symbols show the data actually determined and the lines are the fitted results.

For hole ionization coefficient β, the work by Loh and Green is taking similar values to

the obtained β in this study. Because their measurement was done using a short-wavelength

(244 nm) illumination as in this study (254 or 260 nm), an accurate measurement was re-

alized, which resulted in the similar values of β. On the other hand, Konstantinov and
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Hatakeyama’s results are taking lower values than that of others. This difference can be

explained by the difference in the wavelength of illumination light used in the measurement,

as pointed out by Loh. When the photomultiplication measurement was done using illumi-

nation with inappropriate wavelength (not short enough), considerable effect of Mdep and

Mn will occur for the measurement of Mp. From equation (2.5)–(2.7), Mdep and Mn are

smaller than Mp at relatively high electric field for SiC. Because the measured M will be

the average of Mp, Mn, and Mdep weighted by the component of photocurrent as shown in

equation (2.9), measured M will be smaller than a pure Mp, meaning underestimation of

Mp in the photomultiplication measurement. This may result in the underestimation of β,

which is actually observed in Fig. 2.32.

Although β is taking a similar value in this study with Loh and Green, for the electron

ionization coefficient α, there are definite differences among them. Because α takes much

smaller values compared with β, and has a strong electric field dependence, both measure-

ment and analyzing of Mn must be carefully conducted to determine α precisely. If Mn was

measured using an excitation light with inappropriate wavelength, a mixed carrier multi-

plication will take place which will cause a large error in the measured Mn. In addition,

extraction method using an approximation of electric field distribution (e.g. uniform distri-

bution) must be carefully considered because this can also cause errors when extracting α.

For example, if a difference between the maximum and the minimum electric field strength

inside a PT depletion layer is not negligible, α(E) may have a distribution inside depletion

layer by an order of magnitude due to the sharp increase of α by the change of electric

field. In this case, if a constant electric field is assumed, it is impossible to approximate the

α(E) to be constant by the large difference of α(E) inside the depletion layer. During the

measurement by Loh and Green, there are a problem for this consideration: The doping

concentration and thickness of multiplication layer used in their PD is not sufficient to use

the constant electric field approximation. In this study, to obtain α accurately, a sufficiently

short wavelength excitation was employed in the photomultiplication measurement to ob-

tain a pure Mn. Moreover, the extraction method of α shown in equations (2.12) and (2.13)

does not rely on any approximation in electric field distribution, which enables an accurate

extraction of α. Therefore, the ionization coefficients in this study can accurately reproduce

the experimental breakdown voltage as shown in Fig. 2.30, and will be suitable to simulate

breakdown voltage of SiC power devices.

2.6 Temperature Dependence of Impact Ionization

Coefficients

In this section, temperature dependence of impact ionization coefficients is investigated.

A high temperature (HT) measurement up to 150◦C was performed, and ionization coef-

ficients were extracted by a similar method used in RT measurement. The temperature
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dependence of ionization coefficients will be verified by comparing the experimental results

with calculation results.

2.6.1 High Temperature Measurement for Impact Ionization

Coefficients

The high temperature measurement of PDs was done by heating the stage of the measure-

ment setup. Figure 2.33 shows the temperature dependence of reverse I–V characteristics

of NPT1 and NPT3. Not only NPT1 and NPT3, but also other PDs have shown a pos-

itive temperature coefficient of breakdown voltage, indicating avalanche breakdown. For

the dark current, its value has increased with temperature, which may be due to the gen-

eration current originating from carrier generation along the mesa periphery [39]. In the

high-temperature measurement of the photocurrent, BPF was changed (260 nm → 270 nm)

to obtain enough photocurrent, because photocurrent decreased due to the increase of ab-

sorption coefficient at high temperature [40]. Changing the BPF (260 nm → 270 nm) will

increase the penetration depth of the illumination light and result in higher photocurrent,

which is beneficial for accurate determination of ionization coefficients. Here, the penetra-

tion depth is still short enough for a pure carrier injection.

Figure 2.34 shows the temperature dependence of multiplication factors from NPT1 and

NPT3, in other words Mp and Mn, respectively. As the temperature increases, both of the

multiplication factors decrease resulting in the positive temperature coefficient of breakdown

voltage. This also indicates the negative temperature coefficient of ionization coefficients,

as in the case of other semiconductor materials.

Using the extraction method used in RT measurement, Fig. 2.35 shows the extracted

impact ionization coefficients at elevated temperatures. This temperature dependence was

modeled using the Okuto-Crowell model [31]:

α, β(E) = a · (1 + c(T − T0))E
γ · exp

[
−
(
b[1 + d(T − T0)]

E

)δ
]

cm−1 (2.19)

where E, T are the electric field strength in V/cm and temperature in Kelvin. The obtained

parameters are summarized in Table 2.2. These parameters are valid from room temperature

to elevated temperatures up to 150◦C. In this study, β showed a negative temperature

coefficient. However, the temperature dependence of α was very small in the measured

range of electric field and temperature. This makes the values of α obtained at room

temperature to be used for high temperature simulation. The origin of the temperature

dependency will be discussed in the next section.

2.6.2 Discussion

In this section, origins of the temperature dependency of ionization coefficients are dis-

cussed, followed by the verification of ionization coefficients by comparing the experiment
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Table 2.2: Parameters obtained from fitting temperature dependence of ionization coeffi-

cients by the Okuto-Crowell model.

Electrons (α) Holes (β)

a (1/V) 1.43×105 3.14×106

b (V/cm) 4.93×106 1.18×107

c (1/K) 0 6.30×10−3

d (1/K) 0 1.23×10−3

T0 (K) 300 300

γ 0 0

δ 2.37 1.02
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and calculation.

The β values showed a negative temperature coefficient which can be ascribed to the

enhanced phonon scattering at elevated temperature as in other semiconductor materials

[41]. The increase of phonon scattering will reduce the mean free path for the optical

phonon generation, leading to the reduction of carrier energy obtained from the electric

field. On the other hand, the temperature dependency of α is somewhat unusual. However,

this may be linked to the fact that impact ionization of electrons along c-axis in 4H-SiC is

strongly affected by the narrow width of the conduction band [1]. Although the increase of

phonon scattering should occur at elevated temperatures, an opposite effect may exist such

as widening of the unusual conduction band width in 4H-SiC, which will enable electrons

to gain energy more easily. This may cancel out the negative temperature coefficient due

to phonon scattering and may result in the small temperature dependence of α. To verify

this speculation and to further understand the impact ionization of electrons in 4H-SiC,

theoretical studies such as accurate calculation of the conduction band (up to the high

energy region) is required.

Using the temperature dependence of ionization coefficients, temperature dependence

of breakdown voltage was calculated. Figure 2.36 shows the comparison of temperature

dependence of breakdown voltage measured in this work and the calculated result. For

NPT1 and NPT2, measurement results and the calculation agree well with each other. For

PT1, the measurement results are a bit lower than the calculated results, probably because

electric field crowding near the edge could not be completely alleviated. However, the

tendency for the increase of breakdown voltage agrees well with each other. These results

suggest that the obtained temperature dependence of ionization coefficients can be used to

accurately predict the breakdown voltage of power devices at high temperature, at least,

up to 150◦C.

2.7 Application of Impact Ionization Coefficients

In this section, critical electric field strength and ideal breakdown voltage are calculated

using the impact ionization coefficients obtained in this study. Temperature dependence

of critical electric field is also shown, together with an important reminder when using

a critical electric field in device designing and characterization. For the ideal breakdown

voltage, differences occurring by the different conduction type of voltage blocking layer are

focused.

2.7.1 Critical Electric Field Strength

Critical electric field strength is defined as the maximum electric field strength at breakdown

(ionization integral = 1) for a NPT diode structure. Although impact ionization coefficients

are the key properties when simulating breakdown voltage, use of critical electric field
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strength is a more convenient way when designing power devices. By using the obtained

temperature dependence of impact ionization coefficients, the temperature dependence of

critical electric field strength was calculated. Here, p+n NPT diodes were considered and

the doping concentration of the n-blocking layer was varied. Figure 2.37 shows the doping

concentration dependence of critical electric field strength (Ecr) at various temperatures.

This temperature dependence can be fitted by using the following empirical formula where

Nd (cm−3) is the doping concentration of the n-blocking layer.

Ecr =
A

1− 1
4
log10(Nd/1016)

MV/cm (2.20)

A = 2.653 + 2.222× 10−6 · T 2 − 1.166× 10−3 · T (2.21)

Here, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and A = 2.503 MV/cm at room temperature (298 K).

Because impact ionization coefficients had a negative temperature coefficient, the critical

electric field strength has increased with the temperature.

Before using this critical electric field strength, however, some important points have to

be reminded. Because the critical electric field strength is calculated considering a NPT

diode as in the definition, the maximum electric field at breakdown will be different for

PT diodes or diodes having a non-uniform doping profile in a voltage blocking layer. Fig-

ure 2.38 shows the doping concentration dependence of maximum electric field strength at

breakdown for p+-n-n+ structure with different voltage-blocking layer thickness. Below the

doping concentration of PT, maximum electric field strength at breakdown becomes larger

compared with the critical field strength given by the NPT structure. This is because at the

same maximum electric field and doping concentration, larger number of avalanche multipli-

cation will occur in NPT structure compared with PT structure because NPT structure has

wider depletion layer width where impact ionization occurs. To obtain the same number of

avalanche multiplication, PT structure will need larger maximum electric field, which leads

to the larger maximum electric field strength at breakdown. Furthermore, not only the

difference of NPT and PT, but also conduction type (n- or p-type) of the voltage-blocking

layer will change the maximum electric field strength at breakdown, which will be explained

in the next section. Therefore, the critical electric field strength shown in equation (2.20)

only holds for the p+n NPT structure, and cannot be used for other structures. This dis-

cussion is the same for the other critical field strength reported in the past literatures [1, 5],

where the reported equations will only hold for the structure assumed in the calculation

or measurement. From the above discussion, the author would like to remind that when

designing or characterizing power devices using the critical electric field strength, one must

keep in mind the device structure which the critical electric field strength was obtained

from.
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2.7.2 Conduction Type Dependence of Ideal Breakdown Voltage

In the previous section, critical electric field strength was calculated for a p+n NPT struc-

ture, in other words, for n-type blocking layer structure. However, there are power devices

such as IGBT or GTO which can be fabricated with both n-type and p-type blocking layer

structure [20]. For these devices, differences such as ideal breakdown voltage between the

conduction type of blocking layer needs to be clarified for the further understanding and

improvement of device characteristics. In this study, ideal breakdown voltage was calculated

for p+n and n+p structure to show the differences occurring by the different conduction type

of blocking layer. The origin of the differences occurring between the different conduction

type will be discussed, and clarify the superior blocking layer from the point of view of

breakdown voltage.

Figure 2.39 shows the doping concentration dependence of ideal breakdown voltage and

critical electric field strength for p+n and n+p NPT structure, in other words, n-type and

p-type blocking layer structure, respectively. For both ideal breakdown voltage and critical

electric field strength, n+p (p-type blocking layer) structure takes a smaller value than

that of p+n (n-type blocking layer) structures. Specifically, n+p structures have ∼9% lower

ideal breakdown voltage, and ∼5% lower critical electric field strength than p+n structures.

Figure 2.40 shows the doping concentration dependence of ideal breakdown voltage for

PiN structure with different i-layer thicknesses. Similar to the result of NPT structure,

lower ideal breakdown voltage was obtained when the p-type blocking layer was assumed.

However, when the doping concentration is reduced, the difference between the p-type and

n-type blocking layers becomes smaller, and at last, the difference disappears.

The origin of this different ideal breakdown voltage between the conduction types of

blocking layer is discussed. Figure 2.41 shows a band diagram and an electric field distribu-

tion at reverse bias for p+n and n+p structures. Here, the direction of carrier multiplication

is considered in the following discussion. For p+n structure, holes are injected from the lower

electric field side and are multiplied to the higher electric field side. For electrons, which

are injected from the higher electric field side or generate by the hole impact ionization,

are multiplied to the direction toward the lower electric field side. On the other hand, for

n+p structure, the direction is completely opposite: Holes are multiplied toward the lower

side, and electrons toward the higher side. Therefore, even if the doping concentration of

the blocking layer is identical, the process of the carrier multiplication inside the depletion

layer is different for these two structures. Because the carrier multiplication is different, the

final result of avalanche breakdown voltage is different. Here, if the ionization coefficients

of electrons and holes are the same, meaning α = β, this effect will not occur because the

process of the carrier multiplication is the same for the two. For example, when the same

calculation is done in GaAs where α and β have very similar values [28], difference of the

ideal breakdown voltage between the conduction type of blocking layer does not appear.

However, in the c-axis direction of 4H-SiC, α and β exhibit a large difference to each other.
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Therefore, from the large difference between the ionization coefficients, it has enhanced the

difference between the ideal breakdown voltage as shown in Fig. 2.39.

In the case of PT structure, effect of conduction type difference will vary by the doping

concentration and thickness. Figure 2.42 shows two types of electric field distribution for

PT structure. When the doping concentration is sufficiently low or the thickness of blocking

layer is thin, the electric field distribution inside the depletion layer will be nearly constant

as shown in Fig. 2.42(a). In this case, there will be no higher or lower side of the electric

field in depletion layer, which results in no difference of ideal breakdown voltage as seen in

Fig. 2.40. However, if the doping concentration is not low enough, electric field distribution

inside the depletion layer will not be constant as shown in Fig. 2.42(b). In this case, the

same effect for NPT structure will occur, which is the lower ideal breakdown voltage for a

device with p-type blocking layer.

Especially, this effect must be considered when designing UHV devices with breakdown

voltage over 10 kV. Because the doping concentration that can be controlled in epitaxial

growth is about 1014 cm−3 in SiC [42], the blocking layer thickness has to be thicken to

achieve a high breakdown voltage. In this case, as shown in Fig. 2.40, the difference of ideal

breakdown voltage between the conduction type of blocking layer appears clearly: For a

device using a p-type blocking layer, it requires a thicker epilayer compared with a device

using an n-type blocking layer. However, the fact that devices using an n-type blocking

layer have higher ideal breakdown voltage than devices using a p-type blocking layer is a

desirable result. In unipolar devices, the on-resistance relies on thickness of blocking layer

and also mobility of the conducting carriers. Because electrons have a higher mobility than

holes while a thinner n-type blocking layer is enough to obtain a given breakdown voltage,

usage of an n-type blocking layer will be ideal in unipolar devices. On the other hand, in

bipolar devices, this fact is also desirable because remarkable carrier lifetime enhancement

and control have been achieved on for n-type SiC [43, 44], and a long carrier lifetime over

20 µs has been already realized [45]. A longer carrier lifetime will enhance the conductivity

modulation in bipolar devices, leading to a lower on-resistance [46]. Furthermore, when

n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs or IGBTs are compared, n-channel devices have lower

on-resistance owing to the higher channel mobility for electrons [47].

In summary, due to the large difference between the ionization coefficients of electrons

and holes, ideal breakdown voltage exhibits a conduction type dependency of blocking layer:

n-type blocking layer structure has a higher breakdown voltage compared with p-type. From

this fact, it can be concluded that power devices with an n-type blocking layer will have

advantages in both on-resistance and breakdown voltage compared with devices with p-type

blocking layer.
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2.8 Summary

In this chapter, the impact ionization coefficients of SiC along nearly ⟨0001⟩ were determined

in a wide range of electric field of 1–3 MV/cm, and at high temperature up to 150◦C. First,

a measurement setup of photomultiplication measurement and structures of photodiodes

used in this study were explained. Toward the accurate determination of impact ionization

coefficients, these measurement setup and photodiode structures were optimized, and by

using photodiodes with various multiplication layer structures, ionization coefficients were

extracted in a wide range of electric field. Breakdown voltage calculated from the obtained

impact ionization coefficients reproduced very well the experimental results, indicating the

successful extraction. In this study, accurate measurement of ionization coefficients at high

temperature was performed, which showed a negative temperature coefficient of β, and

a very small temperature dependence of α. Then using the obtained impact ionization

coefficients in this study, temperature dependence of critical electric field strength was

calculated and showed an equation to express the temperature dependence for the quick

designing of power devices. When an ideal breakdown voltage was calculated for n-type

and p-type blocking layer, a difference of breakdown voltage has surprisingly occurred due

to the large difference between α and β. From this difference of ideal breakdown voltage,

the author would like to suggest that if one is trying to design a power device with a p-

type blocking layer, one must be aware that potentially, those devices will have a lower

breakdown voltage than a power device with n-type blocking layer.

These results obtained in this study is a basis of designing and analyzing SiC power

devices. It will be essential for the further improvement and optimization of device perfor-

mances. In the future, even more accurate values of impact ionization coefficients in a wider

range of electric field and temperature will be important for the further understanding of

high-field physics in SiC from an academic viewpoint.
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Chapter 3

Fundamental Study on Junction

Termination Structures in

Ultrahigh-Voltage PiN Diodes

3.1 Introduction

Owing to the superior physical properties SiC has, it is an excellent candidate for the future

high-power and high-temperature semiconductor devices. In recent years, several diodes

and switches with breakdown voltage greater than 10 kV have been demonstrated [1–7].

However, fundamental studies targeting such high voltage are still needed to understand

the basic device physics for realizing high-performance ultrahigh-voltage (UHV) devices. To

fully achieve the performance which the material potentially has and to realize ultrahigh

breakdown voltage, proper designing of the edge termination to reduce the well-known

electric field crowding taking place at the junction edge is important [8]. Among the several

edge termination techniques, junction termination extension (JTE) based technologies such

as implanted JTE [9–11], mesa-combined JTE [2, 3, 12], and etched JTE [13, 14] have

been investigated as promising structures in SiC from its easy design and relatively simple

fabrication process. However, a major problem which the conventional single-zone JTE faces

is the very narrow window of the JTE dose to obtain high breakdown voltage (optimum

JTE-dose window). Because the JTE dose effective for the depletion inside the JTE can

easily change by various factors, shooting the very narrow optimum JTE-dose window is a

challenge. This makes difficulties in obtaining the expected breakdown voltage with a high

yield using a single-zone JTE. Moreover, while JTE is one of the key component technologies

to achieve high breakdown voltage, extensive experimental studies of JTE structures in UHV

SiC devices are still missing.

In recent years, advanced structures such as space-modulated JTE (SM-JTE) [15],

multiple-floating-zone JTE (MFZ-JTE) [16], JTE implementing diffusion of boron [17],

and smoothly tapered JTE by gray-scale lithography [18] have been proposed for extension
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of the optimum JTE-dose window. Among these JTE structures, SM-JTE, is one of the

most promising termination structures with a wide optimum JTE-dose window. Due to its

reduced implantation steps without increasing the complexity of fabrication processes, it is

an excellent termination structure to fabricate UHV devices. However, the study on this

SM-JTE is only based on a numerical device simulation, which makes experimental studies

necessary to assure its effect, and consequently, apply it for the fabrication of UHV devices.

In this chapter, UHV SiC PiN diodes with various JTE structures have been fabricated.

First, the breakdown characteristics of 10 kV-class PiN diodes have been investigated for

various JTE structures, including single-zone JTE, two-zone JTE, and SM-JTE, to clarify

the fundamental characteristics of JTEs in UHV devices. The JTE-dose dependence of

breakdown voltage was characterized by both experiment and numerical device simulation,

which clearly showed a performance limitation factor when using a JTE. Then on the basis

of the obtained knowledge from the studies of 10 kV-class PiN diodes, 20 kV-class diodes

having SM-JTE have been demonstrated for the first time in SiC to show a guideline for

designing junction termination structures of UHV devices.

3.2 Device Structure and Fabrication

In this section, the device structure and the fabrication process of UHV SiC PiN diodes

are explained. Technological background and the detail of SM-JTE used in this study are

especially explained.

3.2.1 Widening of Optimum Junction Termination Extension

(JTE) Dose Window and the Concept of Space-Modulated

JTE

In this section, multi-zone JTE, a technique to widen the optimum JTE-dose window, is

explained. Then, according to the physics and the fabrication process of multi-zone JTE,

the concept and advantages of SM-JTE used in this study are shown.

To widen the optimum JTE-dose window, the most common method is to use a multi-

zone JTE [19, 20]. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic structure of a conventional single-zone

JTE, two-zone JTE, and multi-zone JTE in a planar PiN diode. In the two-zone JTE, the

JTE region is divided into two parts, namely JTE1 and JTE2, where the dose of JTE2

(DJTE2) is smaller than that of JTE1 (DJTE1). Figure 3.2 shows the JTE1-dose (Q1 in the

figure) dependence of breakdown voltage for a single-zone and two-zone JTE in Si PiN diode

summarized from [19]. When the JTE dose is lower than the optimum JTE dose in a single-

zone JTE, JTE completely depletes at a relatively low reverse bias voltage and cause electric

field crowding at the edge of p+-anode, which causes premature breakdown. On the other

hand, when the JTE is overdosed in a single-zone JTE, JTE does not completely deplete
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of (a) single-zone JTE, (b) two-zone JTE, and (c)

multi-zone JTE.
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Figure 3.2: Simulated JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for a single-zone and

two-zone JTE summarized from [19].
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and electric field crowding occurs at the outer edge of JTE, also causing the reduction of

breakdown voltage. However, when a two-zone JTE is adopted, the electric field crowding

occurring at the outer edge of JTE1 is alleviated by introduction of the outer JTE2, which

increases the breakdown voltage. In other words, JTE2 is working as a “JTE” of JTE1.

Therefore, by increasing the number of zones in JTE (Fig. 3.1 (c), DJTEn-1 > DJTEn), each

of the outer JTE will work as a new JTE for the inner JTE and prevent the premature

breakdown. This will lead to the wider optimum JTE-dose window, which is essential for

realization of high breakdown voltage with a high yield.

Although the multi-zone JTE is effective for widening the optimum JTE-dose window,

it has a large drawback: Increase of the number of JTE zones causes an increase of implan-

tation steps to fabricate it. Because the increase of implantation steps will cause an increase

of fabrication cost and complexity in fabrication process, number of implantation steps must

be reduced as much as possible. To realize multi-zone JTE in a reduced implantation steps,

Feng et al. [15] have proposed the Space-Modulated JTE (SM-JTE). Figure 3.3 shows the

schematic structure of SM-JTE combined with a single-zone JTE. In SM-JTE, the part

of conventional JTE is fragmented into rings and spaces. Because the dose of the rings is

relatively low, rings are depleted at reverse bias and the “effective” JTE-dose (DJTEeff) can

be macroscopically modulated to the ratio of ring width (dring) and space (dspace) which can

be expressed as follow:

DJTEeff = DJTE · dring
dring + dspace

. (3.1)

Using this structure, a quasi -multi-zone JTE can be fabricated in less ion implantation

steps as shown in lower part of Fig. 3.3. This concept of SM-JTE has been introduced

by device simulation as shown in Fig. 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows the schematic structures of

various JTE structures and its JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for single-zone,

two-zone, and single-zone combined with SM-JTE from [15]. By combining the SM-JTE to

single-zone JTE, the optimum JTE-dose window has remarkably been widened compared

with a conventional single-zone JTE. Moreover, by the optimization of SM-JTE structure,

the optimum JTE-dose window becomes even wider than the two-zone JTE which needs

two-step implantation.

From Fig. 3.4, it is clear that SM-JTE is an effective junction termination structure

for realizing an UHV devices. However, the concept of SM-JTE has been shown only by a

numerical device simulation where an ideal case such as complete activation of implanted

species is assumed. Therefore, in this study, experimental studies have been done to assure

that SM-JTE can actually be used to fabricate UHV devices. At the same time, conventional

structures such as single-zone JTE have been employed to UHV devices to study the device

physics in such a high voltage-class devices. Moreover, PiN diodes with extremely high

breakdown voltage over 20 kV have been demonstrated to show the superior potential of

SiC bipolar devices.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of space-modulated JTE combined with single-zone

JTE, together with the concept of “effective” JTE dose.
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Figure 3.4: JTE-dose dependence of the simulated breakdown voltage for SiC PiN diodes

with various JTE structures taken from [15]. The thickness and doping concentration of

n−-epilayer used are 120 µm and 1×1014 cm−3, respectively. Schematic illustration of each

JTE structure is shown at the bottom.
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3.2.2 Device Fabrication

In this section, fabrication process of PiN diodes used in this study is explained. The

schematic structure of a fabricated SiC PiN diode with implanted two-zone JTE combined

with SM-JTE is shown in Fig. 3.5. In this study, two types of voltage-blocking layer were

used. For the “type A” epilayer, a 147-µm-thick n-type epilayer doped to 6–7×1014 cm−3

was used to realize 10 kV-class devices. On the other hand, for the “type B” epilayer, a

186-µm-thick n-type epilayer doped to 2× 1014 cm−3 was used for the 20 kV-class devices.

For both devices, the epilayer was grown on an n+-type 8◦ off-axis 4H-SiC (0001) substrate.

Figure 3.6 shows the fabrication process of the PiN diode in this study. First, the

p+-anode layer was formed on the voltage-blocking layer. For type A epilayer, 0.8-µm-

thick p+-anode layer and 0.2-µm-thick p+-contact layer were formed by high-dose Al+ ion

implantation at 500◦C with a concentration of 2 × 1018 and 2 × 1020 cm−3, respectively.

The energies and doses of Al ion implantation are shown in Table 3.1. For type B epilayer,

2.0-µm-thick p+-anode layer and 0.2-µm-thick contact layer were formed by epitaxial growth

with concentrations of 5×1018 and 1×1019 cm−3, respectively. Then, for the device isolation,

an improved beveled mesa structure with a mesa height of 1.7 µm (for type A) or 2.6 µm

(for type B) and a diameter of 300 µm was fabricated by reactive ion etching with a CF4-

O2 chemistry using SiO2 as an etching mask [3]. Improved beveled mesa structure has a

rounded corner at the mesa bottom to reduce the electric field crowding occurring at the

mesa bottom. The SEM image of the improved mesa structure is shown in Fig. 3.7. This

rounded corner can be fabricated by using the isotropically etched SiO2 mask, which has a

rounded corner. Although the anode layer was formed by ion implantation for type A, a

mesa structure was adopted here. Because better forward characteristics can be obtained in

an epitaxial pn junction [21], the standard edge termination for PiN diode should consider

the mesa structure (not planar structure) that is essential in an epitaxial p+-anode. After

the mesa fabrication, the JTE region was formed by Al+ ion implantation, conditions of

which are shown in Table 3.2, at room temperature with a total implantation dose of 0.5–

2.45×1013 cm−2 to a depth of 0.8 µm using a SiO2 mask. Following the implantation,

activation annealing was done in Ar ambient at 1700◦C for 20 min with a carbon cap [22],

where nearly all of the implanted species were activated (>95%) in the JTE region and

implanted anode-layer [23]. In addition, due to the extremely low diffusion constants of

dopants, implanted profile of Al+ has not changed even after the 1700◦C annealing. For

the passivation, 30-nm-thick oxides thermally-grown in 10%-diluted N2O in N2 at 1300◦C

for 5 h was employed. Ti/Al/Ni (20/100/80 nm) and Ni (100 nm) annealed at 1000◦C for

2 min in Ar ambient were used as ohmic contacts on the anode and cathode, respectively.

After the metallization, a 2.5-µm-thick polyimide was coated as an additional passivation

layer.
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Anode
(Ti/Al/Ni)
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JTE Region

PolyimideSiO2

Figure 3.5: Schematic structure of a fabricated SiC PiN diode. Type A epilayer was

used to fabricate 10 kV-class diodes, and type B epilayer was used to fabricate 20 kV-class

diodes.
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growth (type B).
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(b) SiO2 mask with rounded corner 
fabricated by BHF isotropic etching.
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n--epilayer

(c) CF4-based CCP-RIE to fabricate 
improved beveled mesa with 
rounded corner at mesa bottom.
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(d) Formation of JTE region by Al+ ion 
implantation followed by activation 
annealing in Ar ambient.
(1700oC, 20 min)
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(e) Surface passivation (30-nm-thick 
thermally-grown oxide in N2O (10% 
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(Ti/Al/Ni�p+-type, Ni�n+-type) 
formation.

(f) Polyimide coated as additional 
passivation layer.
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n--epilayer
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustrations of the fabrication process of SiC PiN diodes.
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Table 3.1: Implantation energy and dose to form p+-anode layer.

Energy (keV) Dose (cm−2) Temperature (◦C)

700 3.0×1013 RT

520 2.7×1013 RT

360 2.7×1013 RT

270 1.3×1013 RT

150 1.95×1015 500

100 1.56×1015 500

60 1.14×1015 500

30 7.02×1014 500

20 3.9×1014 500

10 3.9×1014 500

Figure 3.7: SEM image of the improved beveled mesa used in this study.
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Table 3.2: Implantation energy and dose to form JTE region with a dose of 1.0×1013 cm−2.

All of the other doses were scaled equally.

Energy (keV) Dose (cm−2) Temperature (◦C)

700 3.33×1012 RT

450 2.22×1012 RT

280 1.78×1012 RT

170 1.25×1012 RT

100 6.66×1011 RT

55 4.66×1011 RT

25 2.83×1011 RT
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3.3 Breakdown Characteristics of 10 kV-class PiN

Diodes

In this section, breakdown characteristics of 10 kV-class PiN diodes (type A epilayer) are

discussed. The JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for various JTE structures is

investigated both experimentally and by numerical device simulation, and by comparing

them, importance of additional interface charge is discussed.

3.3.1 JTE Structures Fabricated

JTE structures investigated in this study are shown in Fig. 3.8. In this study, the effect

of SM-JTE was evaluated by combining it with the two-zone JTE. For the SM-JTE, a

minimum ring/space width of 10 µm was used to exclude the influence of photolithography

misalignment. The total JTE length of all the structures was fixed to 500 µm, where

the breakdown voltage starts to saturate in numerical device simulation [15], and also in

experiment for the breakdown voltage of two-zone JTE as shown in Fig. 3.9. Although the

breakdown voltage may not change by further widening of the total JTE length, structures

with SM-JTE also have the fixed 500-µm-JTE-length to exclude the effect of breakdown

voltage improvement by the widening of JTE-length. In two-zone JTE, the length and the

dose ratio of JTE1 and JTE2 were optimized to be 4 : 1 and 3 : 2, respectively by device

simulation, and the dose of the rings in SM-JTE was fixed to that of JTE2 to use the same

implantation process of the conventional two-zone JTE.

Reverse characteristics of the fabricated diodes were measured in a custom-made

ultrahigh-voltage DC measurement system as shown in Fig. 3.10. Here, diodes were im-

mersed in FluorinertTM during the measurement to avoid the air sparking. When measuring

the temperature dependence, the measurement stage was heated up to 120◦C in this study.

3.3.2 Blocking Characteristics of 10 kV-class PiN Diodes

Figure 3.11 shows the breakdown voltage experimentally measured as a function of JTE1

dose for various JTE structures. In the single-zone JTE [Fig. 3.8 (a)] shown by triangles, a

narrow window of the optimum JTE dose to achieve high breakdown voltage was observed.

Due to this narrow window, the tolerance to the deviation of JTE dose is relatively low.

This will cause difficulties in shooting the peak point and obtain high breakdown voltage the

epilayer potentially has with a high yield. The highest breakdown voltage obtained in this

structure was 11.8 kV, only corresponding to about 73% of the parallel-plane breakdown

voltage for the epilayer structure (∼ 16 kV), which was calculated by using ionization

coefficients obtained in Chapter 2. In the two-zone JTE [Fig. 3.8 (b)] shown by circles,

however, the window of the optimum JTE dose is clearly wider compared to the single-zone

JTE, realizing a breakdown voltage of 15 kV (power supply limit). This corresponds to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.8: JTE structures fabricated in this study. Space-modulated JTEs were combined

with the two-zone JTE while fixing the total JTE length to 500 µm, and dose ratio of 3 : 2.

(a) Single-zone JTE. (b) Two-zone JTE. (c) Two-zone JTE + SM1. (d) Two-zone JTE +

SM2.
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Figure 3.9: Total JTE-length dependence of the breakdown voltage for PiN diodes with

two-zone JTE (DJTE1 = 1.45× 1013 cm−2).
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Figure 3.10: Schematic illustration of the custom-made ultrahigh-voltage DC measure-

ment system used in this study.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental breakdown voltage vs. JTE dose for SiC PiN diodes with

single-zone JTE (△), two-zone JTE (⃝), and SM-JTE combined to two-zone JTE (□,3).
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about 93% of the parallel-plane breakdown voltage, which is fairly high for over 10 kV-class

SiC diodes. Furthermore, the increase of maximum breakdown voltage also indicates that

single-zone JTE cannot sufficiently alleviate the electric field crowding occurring in a device,

making single-zone JTE unsuitable for fabricating UHV devices.

First, SM-JTE consisting three sets of 10-µm-wide ring and 10-µm-space [Fig. 3.8 (c):

SM1] combined with two-zone JTE was investigated. This SM-JTE structure (SM1) was

designed as a JTE region with a smaller effective JTE dose than JTE2, making the whole

JTE structure as a quasi-three-zone JTE. The results are shown by squares in Fig. 3.11.

While keeping the maximum breakdown voltage of 15 kV as obtained in the two-zone JTE,

the optimum JTE-dose window has extended to the higher JTE-dose region. Although

15 kV is the power supply limit, the real maximum breakdown voltage of the structure

should not differ largely by addition of SM-JTE [15]. In the high JTE-dose region, electric

field crowding takes place at the outer edge of JTE2 for two-zone JTE because the JTE

region does not fully deplete at the high reverse bias voltage. By introducing the SM-JTE

at the outer JTE2, electric field crowding is suppressed, which enables the high breakdown

voltage and leads to the wide optimum JTE-dose window. Results on SM-JTE with a fixed

space width of 15 µm and gradually reduced ring width toward the outer edge [Fig. 3.8

(d): SM2] are shown by rhombuses in Fig. 3.11. In this structure, the effective JTE dose

is gradually reduced toward the outer edge. Maximum breakdown voltage of 15 kV and

a wider optimum JTE-dose window compared to two-zone JTE were obtained. Although

the JTE-dose window for obtaining breakdown voltage greater than 14 kV is narrower than

the last SM-JTE structure (SM1), when the targeting breakdown voltage of the device is

lower than 11 kV (about 70% of parallel-plane breakdown voltage), this structure is superior

to the other structures fabricated in this study from the point of view of tolerance to the

deviation of JTE dose.

I–V characteristics of a fabricated 15 kV-class SiC PiN diode with two-zone JTE and

SM1 (DJTE1 = 1.45 × 1013 cm−2) are shown in Fig. 3.12. The current density for forward

characteristics was calculated using a circular area with the diameter of the mesa. The

differential on-resistance and the voltage drop at 100 A/cm2 are 62 mΩcm2 and 9.68 V, re-

spectively, which shows a lower on-resistance than a Schottky diode using the same epilayer

(about 180 mΩcm2), indicating the effect of conductivity modulation. However, because

this diode is a small device, current spreading may need to be considered which will make

the real on-resistance a larger value. These on-resistance and forward voltage drop are rel-

atively high because the p+-anode layer was formed by ion implantation. To improve the

forward characteristics, an epitaxial pn junction is essential [21]. For the reverse character-

istics, the current density was calculated from the diameter including both mesa and JTE,

where a leakage current density below 1×10−6 A/cm2 was obtained even at a reverse bias

voltage of -15 kV.

Figure 3.13 shows reverse characteristics at room temperature, 50◦C, 80◦C, and 120◦C

of a fabricated SiC PiN diode with two-zone JTE + SM2 at JTE1 dose of 1.2×1012 cm−2.
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(J < 1x10-6 A/cm2 @-15 kV) -5x10-5

(@ 100 A/cm2)

Figure 3.12: I-V characteristics of a 15 kV-class SiC PiN diode with two-zone JTE and

SM-JTE [Fig. 3.8 (c)].

Increasing 
Temperature

Figure 3.13: Reverse I-V characteristics of a PiN diode with two-zone JTE + SM2

(DJTE1 = 1.2× 1013 cm−2) at room temperature (25◦C), 50◦C, 80◦C, and 120◦C.
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A clear positive temperature coefficient of leakage current and breakdown voltage can be

observed. Although these characteristics were measured in a DC mode, the diode did not

show destructive breakdown even after the avalanche multiplication occurred, indicating

high ruggedness of the diode. This indicates that electric field crowding is not taking place

at a local point, showing that the present JTE structure is successfully relieving the electric

field crowding in the diode.

From these results, the effectiveness of SM-JTE for realizing UHV devices has been ex-

perimentally demonstrated. Because SM-JTE can be fabricated with the same implantation

steps of two-zone JTE, it can be easily adopted in the fabrication process of UHV devices.

Further optimization of SM-JTE toward the widening of optimum JTE-dose window will

be discussed in the following Sections.

3.3.3 Discussion: Influence of Interface Charges

In this section, the obtained JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for single-zone

JTE is investigated using a numerical device simulation. Here, single-zone JTE is used

because of its simple structure and the easiness to clarify where the electric field crowding

is taking place, making it suitable for discussion of the physics in a JTE structure.

Experimental and simulated JTE-dose dependences of breakdown voltage for the single-

zone JTE structure are shown in Fig. 3.14. The numerical device simulation was performed

by using DESSIS by SynopsysTM TCAD, and the breakdown voltage was defined as the

voltage when the calculated ionization integral approached unity. During the calculation,

impact ionization coefficients obtained by Konstantinov et al. [24] was used. Although ion-

ization coefficients by Konstantinov may cause inaccuracies in the calculated breakdown

voltage, the tendency of JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage should not change.

Moreover, the difference between the calculated breakdown voltage using ionization coeffi-

cients by Konstantinov and those obtained in this study is rather small (∼ 1 kV) compared

with the ideal breakdown voltage (∼ 16 kV). The closed circles show the simulated results,

where a highest breakdown voltage obtained was 13.1 kV at a dose of 9.95×1012 cm−2,

which is a slightly higher than the experimental results (11.8 kV). Compared with the sim-

ulation, the experimental results of the dose dependence showed a shift of 2×1012 cm−2

toward the heavier dose. Because the JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage is similar

for all of the JTE structures in this study when a JTE dose is lower than the optimum JTE

dose as shown in Fig. 3.11, this positive shift has occurred in all of the JTE structures. To

understand the device physics occurring here, the origin of this positive shift is discussed.

First, the factor that can be considered immediately for this positive shift is the in-

complete activation of implanted species. When the implanted species are not completely

activated, the effective JTE-dose would be smaller than the implanted dose, causing a

positive shift of experiment compared with the ideal case. However, the activation an-

nealing condition used in this study can nearly activate the implanted species completely
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Figure 3.14: Experimental and simulated JTE dose dependence of breakdown voltage of

PiN diodes with single-zone JTE. Positive charge (+2×1012 cm−2) at the SiO2/p-SiC inter-

face, and/or negative charge (−1.4×1012 cm−2) at the SiO2/n-SiC interface were assumed

in the simulation.
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(>95%) [23]. Even assuming a 90% activation ratio still cannot explain the large shift of

2× 1012 cm−2 observed in this study, making incomplete activation of implanted species to

be excluded here.

Therefore, to explain this large shift, effects of the charges at the SiO2/SiC interface

were considered. At the SiO2/p-SiC (JTE region) interface, there exists a positive charge

of about 2 × 1012 cm−2 caused by holes trapped at the energetically deep interface states

and the fixed oxide charge in this oxide formation process [25]. Simulation results of JTE-

dose dependence taking account of the positive charge between the SiO2/p-SiC interface are

shown in closed squares in Fig. 3.14. Compared with the simulation without the interface

charge, a positive shift of JTE-dose dependence was observed. The effect of positive charges

can be explained using Fig. 3.15. When positive charge exist at the SiO2/p-SiC interface,

the negative charge of the ionized acceptors inside the JTE region is partly compensated.

This will cause reduction of the ionized acceptors effective for depletion of JTE, in other

words, reduction of effective JTE dose. Reduction of effective JTE dose means the shift

of JTE-dose dependence toward the heavier dose in experimental breakdown voltage. This

result also agrees with the simulation in [26] where the optimum JTE dose increases with

positive oxide charge.

In addition to the positive charges at SiO2/p-SiC interface, there is a fact that at

the SiO2/n-SiC (voltage-blocking layer) interface, there exists negative interface charge

of −1.4× 1012 cm−2 in this oxide formation process [27]. Simulation results of JTE-dose

dependence considering both negative and positive interface charges are shown in closed

triangles in Fig. 3.14. By introducing the negative charges at SiO2/n-SiC interface, break-

down voltage for a JTE dose higher than the optimum JTE dose has increased. This effect

can be explained using Fig. 3.16. When negative charge exist at the SiO2/n-SiC interface,

they will compensate the ionized donors near the surface of the epilayer and enhance the

formation of depletion layer near the SiO2/n-SiC interface as shown in Fig. 3.16 (a). This

broadens the depletion layer near the outer edge of JTE, which will reduce the electric field

near the JTE edge. Figure 3.16 (b) shows the electric field distribution along horizontal and

vertical directions at the outer edge of JTE. In particular, electric field along the horizontal

direction has decreased by the existence of negative charge, which results in the improve-

ment of breakdown voltage. Since this decrease of electric field at the outer edge of JTE

does not affect the breakdown voltage when electric field crowding takes place at the inner

JTE or at the mesa edge, the increase of the breakdown voltage will occur only when the

electric field crowding takes place at the outer JTE, which is the case when the JTE dose

is larger than the optimum JTE dose.

In this section, it was shown that breakdown characteristics of SiC PiN diodes were

severely affected by the charge near the SiO2/SiC interface. Because the interface charge

density will vary by the passivation or process conditions and may change by the operating

temperature, these effects must be carefully taken into account when designing a JTE

structure. Therefore, to tolerate the impact of interface charge, a JTE structure with a
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Figure 3.15: Schematic illustration of the effect of positive charge near the SiO2/p-SiC

interface.
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Figure 3.16: (a) Schematic illustration of the effect of negative charge near the SiO2/n-SiC

interface. (b) Simulated electric field distribution at 0.4-µm-depth inside the JTE for single-

zone JTE with and without the negative charge near SiO2/n-SiC interface. The reverse bias

voltage is 6370 V, which is the breakdown voltage for a single-zone JTE without negative

charge. Here, x− and y− direction are shown in (a).
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wide optimum JTE-dose window is important to fabricate UHV devices.

3.4 Demonstration of 20 kV-class SiC PiN Diodes

In the previous section, the effect of interface charge near the SiO2/SiC interface and the

importance of JTE structure for fabricating UHV devices were shown. In this section, for

the fabrication of 20 kV-class SiC PiN diode (type B), two-zone JTE and SM-JTE combined

to it was modified to realize a JTE structure with a wide optimum JTE-dose window.

3.4.1 Device Simulation of JTE Structure: Space-Modulated

Two-Zone JTE

Toward further widening of optimum JTE-dose window, 20 kV-class PiN diodes were fab-

ricated using an improved JTE structure. Figure 3.17 shows the schematic structure of the

space-modulated two-zone JTE (SM-two-zone JTE) and its effective JTE-dose distribution.

To realize the tapered distribution of the effective JTE dose, SM-JTE was combined to the

both JTE1 and JTE2. In the SM-JTE, the ratio of dring and dspace was decreased toward

the outer JTE as (dspace, dring) = (10.5, 24.5), (17.5, 17.5), (24.5, 10.5) (in µm).

Figure 3.18 shows the simulated JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for PiN

diode (type B epilayer) with SM-two-zone JTE. In this simulation, the ratio of the JTE

dose in JTE1 and JTE2 for two-zone JTE were fixed to 3 : 2. Interface charge was not

considered here for the observation of true characteristics of the JTE structure itself. In

Fig. 3.18, results of PiN diodes with a conventional two-zone JTE are shown by closed

circles. A maximum breakdown voltage of 26.4 kV was obtained, which approaches to the

ideal breakdown voltage of 27 kV calculated from the epilayer structure. By combining SM-

JTE to the outer JTE2 (SM2), the optimum JTE-dose window to obtain breakdown voltage

over 20 kV has widened (closed triangle) while keeping the maximum breakdown voltage

obtained in two-zone JTE. Addition of SM2 will decrease the electric field crowding taking

place at the outer JTE2 in two-zone JTE, resulting in the increase of breakdown voltage

in the dose region greater than the optimum JTE-dose. Results of SM-JTE combined to

both JTE edges in two-zone JTE are shown by closed squares. By addition of SM-JTE to

the outer JTE1 (SM1), the field crowding is further alleviated, increasing the breakdown

voltage in the dose region of 1.2–1.5×1013 cm−2.

Figure 3.19 shows the electric field distribution at the place of field crowding occurring

for various JTE doses. With the increase of JTE dose, the position of electric field crowding

taking place has moved from the mesa edge to the outer edge of SM2. Figure 3.20 shows

the electric field profile inside the JTE at 0.8-µm-depth for two-zone JTE and SM-two-zone

JTE with both SM1 and SM2. At a JTE1 dose of 1.3×1013 cm−2, breakdown voltage for

two-zone JTE is 16 kV, and the maximum electric field is 2.4 MV/cm. However, in the

SM-two-zone JTE, electric field is distributed to each of the rings, and the maximum electric
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Figure 3.17: Schematic illustration of a fabricated SiC PiN diode with space-modulated

two-zone JTE and its effective JTE-dose distribution.
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Figure 3.18: Simulated JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for PiN diode for

two-zone JTE, two-zone JTE combined with SM2, and two-zone JTE combined with SM1

and SM2 (SM-two-zone JTE).
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Figure 3.19: Electric field distribution in the region of electric field crowding occurring

for various JTE doses at breakdown voltage.
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field is lower than 2.0 MV/cm at this voltage. Note that the electric field strength inside the

fragmented rings is not zero, indicating that the floating rings are depleted at high reverse

bias voltage.

Figure 3.21 shows the JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for SM-two-zone

JTE taking account of the interface charge. Here, positive charge (+2× 1012 cm−2) at the

SiO2/p-SiC interface and negative charge (−1.4 × 1012 cm−2) at the SiO2/n-SiC interface

were assumed. By the positive charges, the whole JTE-dose dependence has shifted to the

higher JTE-dose region. On the other hand, due to the negative charge, breakdown voltage

especially at high JTE1 dose has increased due to the reduction of electric field along the

horizontal direction.

3.4.2 Blocking Characteristics of 20 kV-class PiN Diodes

Figure 3.22 shows the experimental results of JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage

for SM-two-zone JTE and two-zone JTE, together with the simulation result of SM-two-

zone JTE taking account of the interface charge. For the experimental results of SM-

two-zone JTE and two-zone JTE, the obtained breakdown voltage did not changed up to

1.3×1013 cm−2, because the electric field crowding occurs at the inner JTE1 or mesa edge.

Here, breakdown voltage is relatively small compared with the simulation. This reason is

not clear, but because this degradation is observed in both of the JTE structures, some

problem may have occurred in the mesa fabrication process. Further studies will be needed

to clarify this reason.

Although breakdown voltage did not change in the low JTE-dose region, at a JTE1

dose of 1.6×1013 cm−2, a large difference between them has appeared. For the two-zone

JTE, it only endured a reverse bias voltage of 8.6 kV. However, by using the SM-two-zone

JTE, the author has achieved a record breakdown voltage of 21.7 kV. This large difference

between them clearly show the effect of optimum JTE-dose widening in SM-two-zone JTE.

This high breakdown voltage of 21.7 kV was the highest value among any solid-state devices

at the time. Also, this breakdown voltage corresponds to nearly 80% of the parallel-plane

breakdown voltage (∼ 27 kV), which is relatively high in this UHV region. Figure 3.23 shows

the I–V characteristics of a fabricated 20 kV-class SiC PiN diode. Here, the active area was

assumed to be the mesa size (ϕ = 300 µm) for the forward characteristics, and the whole

area including mesa and JTE region (ϕ = 1500 µm) for the reverse characteristics. For the

forward characteristics, the differential on-resistance and the voltage drop at 100 A/cm2

was 34.9 mΩcm2 and 7.86 V, respectively. Differential on-resistance of a Schottky barrier

diode using this epilayer was 529 mΩcm2, indicating the effectiveness of the conductivity

modulation. This value can further be improved by the deep-level-reduction-process [28]

implementing thermal oxidation [29] or carbon implantation [30] to increase the carrier

lifetime of the epilayer. For the leakage current, very low current density of <1×10−5 A/cm2

was obtained even at reverse bias voltage of 20 kV.
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Figure 3.21: JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for SM-two-zone JTE taking

account of the interface charge. Positive charge (+2×1012 cm−2) at the SiO2/p-SiC interface,
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simulation.
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Figure 3.23: I-V characteristics of a fabricated 21.7 kV SiC PiN diode.
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The temperature dependence (25–120◦C) of the leakage current as a function of reverse

bias voltage up to 15 kV for a 20 kV-class PiN diode is shown in Fig. 3.24. Here, the tem-

perature dependence was obtained only up to 15 kV due to the limitation of measurement

setup. A clear positive temperature coefficient of the leakage current can be observed. Even

at 120◦C, the leakage current is still below 10−5 A/cm2 at a reverse bias voltage of 15 kV.

3.5 Improvement of Space-Modulated JTE

By using SM-JTE combined with the two-zone JTE, a PiN diode with an ultrahigh break-

down voltage of 21.7 kV has been demonstrated. However, a large breakdown voltage reduc-

tion compared with the simulation was observed in the low JTE-dose region where electric

field crowding occurs at the mesa edge. This reduction will not occur in every mesa PiN

diode (actually, not occurring at 10 kV-class PiN diodes in this study), but to exclude this

effect, the region of the electric field crowding should be separated from the mesa edge by

controlling the JTE dose. To control the electric field crowding region while maintaining the

high breakdown voltage, a wider optimum JTE-dose window is required and the structure

of SM-JTE should be further optimized. Moreover, although SM-two-zone JTE has wide

optimum JTE-dose window for breakdown voltage over 20 kV, its window is not as wide if

the targeted breakdown voltage is higher such as 23 kV. In this section, further improve-

ment procedure of SM-JTE is discussed, where the goal is to realize ultrahigh-breakdown

voltage in a wide range of JTE dose.

From Section 3.2, it was shown that the ideal JTE structure can be obtained by in-

creasing the number of zones in multi-zone JTE. The extreme of the multi-zone JTE will

be the continuously reduced JTE dose toward the outer edge, which is the case in VLD

(Variation of Lateral Doping) structures used in Si devices [31]. However, VLD-structure

uses diffusion of implanted dopants, which is difficult in the case of SiC where the diffusion

coefficients for most of the dopants are extremely small [32]. Therefore, to realize the VLD-

like dopant profile, SM-JTE structure shown in Fig. 3.25 is proposed. In this structure,

while keeping the dring + dspace constant to 50 µm, effective JTE dose was almost linearly

decreased to the outer edge of JTE as shown in Fig. 3.26. The minimum dring and dspace

used is 5 µm, since a wider width is attractive from the viewpoint of manufacturing process.

Here, background of the SM-JTE was doped to DJTE2, where the ratio between DJTE1 was

DJTE1 : DJTE2 = 4 : 1. In this structure, background of SM-JTE was doped to remove the

electrically floating region inside the JTE, which might affect the stability of high-speed

switching operation [33].

Figure 3.27 shows the JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage simulated for 20 kV-

class PiN diodes with single-zone JTE, two-zone JTE, and the improved SM-JTE. Here, the

voltage-blocking layer assumed has the doping concentration and thickness of 1×1014 cm−3

and 150 µm, respectively. The parallel-plane breakdown voltage obtained for this structure
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Figure 3.27: JTE1-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for SiC PiN diode with single-

zone JTE, two-zone JTE, and the improved SM-JTE. Doping concentration and thickness

of the voltage blocking layer assumed here was 1× 1014 cm−3, 150 µm.
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is 23.7 kV, calculated from Konstantinov’s ionization coefficients [24]. As shown in Fig. 3.27,

the improved SM-JTE structure has realized the enlargement of optimum JTE-dose win-

dow compared with single-zone and two-zone JTE. Compared with the SM-two-zone JTE,

widening of optimum JTE-dose window to maintain a near ideal breakdown voltage was

realized in improved SM-JTE, which indicates the more efficient alleviation of electric field

crowding by the increased number of rings in a SM-JTE. This optimum JTE-dose window

(∼ 1.5 × 1013 cm−2) seems to be wide enough because the interface charge density is in

the order of low 1012 cm−2 for the passivation layer used here. When a wider optimum

JTE-dose window is required, it can be realized by reducing the ring/space pitch and the

minimum width used in the termination, which can realize a more VLD-like dopant profile.

Furthermore, the horizontal dopant profile can be modified to be convex or concave shape

instead of linear shape used in this study, which results in a wider optimum JTE-dose

window while lowering the maximum breakdown voltage (for convex shape) or narrower

optimum JTE-dose window while enhancing the maximum breakdown voltage (for concave

shape) [34].

Using the design guideline of improved SM-JTE proposed in this section, a SiC PiN diode

was fabricated using a 268-µm-thick voltage-blocking layer for the realization of 30 kV-class

devices. Fig. 3.28 shows the I–V characteristics of the fabricated SiC PiN diode. Here,

the improved SM-JTE with a 1050-µm total length and 18 rings inside was employed.

The fabricated diode did not exhibit breakdown up to 26.9 kV, which was the limitation

of measurement system used here. The leakage current was below 1×10−4 A/cm2 at the

maximum voltage. Because the lifetime-enhancement process (thermal oxidation of 72 h)

was performed to the n−-epilayer, this diode has superior forward characteristics close to

the performance limitation. The differential on-resistance and forward voltage drop at

100 A/cm2 were 9.72 mΩcm2 and 4.72 V, respectively. These values are actually lower

than that of 20 kV-class PiN diode fabricated in the previous section where thinner voltage-

blocking layer was used, indicating the effect of the lifetime-enhancement process.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, breakdown characteristics of UHV SiC PiN diodes with various JTE struc-

tures have been investigated. To overcome the narrow optimum JTE-dose window the

conventional single-zone JTE has, SM-JTE was experimentally studied. By combining the

SM-JTE to the two-zone JTE, widening of optimum JTE-dose window has been experimen-

tally observed in 10 kV-class PiN diodes. Furthermore, from the experimental and simulated

JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage, the effect of interface charge near the SiO2/SiC

interface was revealed. Particularly, the positive charge near the SiO2/p-SiC interface has

caused a shift of the JTE-dose dependence to the heavier JTE-dose region, making JTE

structure with wide optimum JTE-dose window to be attractive for the fabrication of UHV
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Figure 3.28: I-V characteristics of an UHV SiC PiN diode with voltage blocking layer

thickness of 268 µm. Using the improved SM-JTE, breakdown voltage over 26.9 kV was

achieved.
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devices with a high yield.

Using the obtained knowledge from the study of 10 kV-class PiN diodes, a 20 kV-class

PiN diode was fabricated. To tolerate the impact of interface charges, SM-two-zone JTE

with a wide optimum JTE-dose window was employed. The fabricated SiC PiN diodes

has exhibited a breakdown voltage of 21.7 kV, which is superior to the previous results.

Furthermore, using a thicker voltage-blocking layer and a optimized SM-JTE with tapered

VLD-like dopant distribution, SiC PiN diodes with breakdown voltage over 26.9 kV has

also been realized.

From the easy fabrication process and the effectiveness shown in this study, it can be said

that SM-JTE is a promising termination technology for realizing UHV SiC power devices.

Moreover, from the ultrahigh-breakdown voltage and the low on-resistance obtained in this

study, the superior potential of the UHV SiC bipolar devices has been demonstrated.
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Chapter 4

Design and Fabrication of

Ultrahigh-Voltage Mesa Merged PiN

Schottky Diodes

4.1 Introduction

In a SiC bipolar device, its on-resistance can be reduced by the lifetime-enhancement process

[1, 2]. Using this process, SiC PiN diodes with on-resistance of few mΩcm2 have been realized

for over 10 kV-class devices [3, 4]. However, as explained in Section 1.4, the built-in potential

of 3 V causes a large power dissipation which cannot be escaped. Furthermore, at a low

operating current density, bipolar devices may have larger conduction loss than unipolar

devices even if the conductivity modulation occurs. Therefore, to reduce the conduction

loss in the low current density, integration of bipolar and unipolar devices in a single chip

is one solution to this problem.

The idea of integrating unipolar and bipolar devices has been proposed in Si transis-

tors [5–7]. However, these transistors have complicated structures such as backside doping

control which is challenging in the present technology of SiC. Therefore, for the first step of

the study in hybrid operating devices, studies on a merged-PiN-Schottky (MPS) diode are

important since it is the fundamental structure for such a device.

The schematic structure of a MPS diode is shown in Fig. 4.1, where an additional p+-

region is formed at the anode layer of Schottky barrier diode (SBD). Although it may

look the same as the junction-barrier-Schottky (JBS) diode, the difference is the ohmic

contact formed to the p+-region, which realizes the bipolar operation. In this device, when

the forward bias is low, electron current flows from the SBD region of the device at first.

Afterwards, when the forward bias exceeds the built-in potential of the pn-junction, injection

of holes from the p+n junction triggers the bipolar operation (conductivity modulation) of

the PiN diode region. Therefore, operation of this diode can be assumed to be a parallel

operation of SBD and PiN diode.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic cross section of a planar MPS diode.
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In SiC, studies on MPS diodes have been conducted mainly on 600 and 1200 V-class

devices [8, 9]. In these devices, because on-resistance of unipolar operation (from here

on, unipolar on-resistance) is low enough in this voltage-class, bipolar operation is not

considered and it is only used for the improvement of surge current capability. On the

other hand, for UHV MPS diodes, there is only one investigation by Van Brunt where a

10 kV-class MPS diode has been demonstrated [10]. However, this study mainly focuses

on anode layer design to reduce the injection efficiency for the improvement of switching

characteristics. Therefore, unipolar operation is not considered and there still exists the

large 3 V built-in potential in the low current density region.

In this Chapter, toward the integrated unipolar/bipolar SiC transistors, fundamental

studies on SiC MPS diodes are conducted which mainly focuses on the anode designing.

First, the concept of a novel MPS structure where a mesa-type epitaxial PiN diode integrated

with a JBS diode is shown. Following that, the designing of voltage-blocking layer, JBS

structure, and edge termination to realize the ultrahigh breakdown voltage is explained. In

the studies of anode designing, a “snapback” phenomenon during the forward operation is

mainly investigated by analytical modeling, device simulation, and experiment to clarify

this phenomenon. Using these obtained results, UHV SiC MPS diodes are fabricated to

show the potential of SiC hybrid operating devices and guidelines to design such devices.

4.2 Designing of Ultrahigh-Voltage MPS Diodes

In this section, the concept of the UHV MPS diode proposed in this study is explained. In

addition, each of the component structures, which is the voltage-blocking layer, JBS design,

edge termination, and mesa structure of the MPS diode are optimized through analytical

modeling and device simulation.

4.2.1 Structure of MPS Diodes

A conventional MPS diode structure is shown in Fig. 4.1, which is commonly referred as a

planar structure. This is the standard structure in Si because p+-anode can be easily formed

by diffusion of p-type dopant such as boron. In SiC, because the diffusion coefficient for

p-type dopant is extremely small, this diffusion process cannot be used for the fabrication.

Therefore, ion implantation is the only way to form a local p+-region during the fabrication

of planar MPS diodes in SiC. However, it is known that ion implantation induces large

number of point defects [11], which causes large increase of on-resistance in SiC PiN diodes

[12]. Because bipolar operation is also important in the MPS diode of this study, implanted

p+-anode is unsuitable. Therefore, in this study, an epitaxially grown p+-anode is employed.

However, fabrication of planar structure using an epitaxially grown p+-anode is challenging

because it requires epitaxy inside a trench. This makes planar structure unsuitable for SiC

hybrid operating devices.
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In this study, to use the epitaxially grown p+-anode, a mesa structure as shown in Fig. 4.2

has been employed. Fabrication of this structure is compatible to the mesa-type PiN diode

investigated in Section 3, where an additional process for Schottky contact formation is

required. In addition, because simple SBD structure will induce a large leakage current

caused by electron tunneling [13], a JBS structure is employed by adding p+-barriers in

the SBD region using Al+ ion implantation. Here, p+-barriers can be fabricated by ion

implantation because bipolar operation is not considered in the JBS region.

4.2.2 Designing of Voltage-Blocking Layer

The first step for designing an MPS diode is the optimization of voltage-blocking layer.

In a conventional PiN diode, voltage-blocking layer can be designed by just changing the

thickness of the epilayer. Because forward operation relies on the conductivity modulation,

the background doping does not matter unless it is small enough. In the MPS diode of this

study, however, both thickness and doping concentration must be optimized because unipo-

lar operation is considered. In a unipolar device, it is known that optimized punchthrough

structure can realize lower unipolar on-resistance than non-punchthrough structure at a

given breakdown voltage. In this section, optimization of voltage-blocking layer will be

analytically conducted while considering the doping concentration dependence of critical

electric field strength.

Optimization of Punchthrough Structure

First, doping concentration dependence of critical electric field strength is assumed as fol-

lows:

Ecr = a · (Nd)
b. (4.1)

Here, Nd is the doping concentration of voltage-blocking layer and a, b are the fitting

parameter. In this case, depletion layer width at breakdown (WNPT) and the breakdown

voltage (BVNPT) for a non-punchthrough structure can be expressed as,

WNPT =
ε

qNd

· Ecr = a′(Nd)
b−1 (4.2)

BVNPT =
1

2
EcrWNPT =

1

2
aa′(Nd)

2b−1 = a′′(Nd)
2b−1. (4.3)

Using above equations, relationship of on-resistance (RON-NPT) and BVNPT can be expressed

as follow:

RON-NPT =
WNPT

qµNd

=
a′

qµ(a′′)c
(BVNPT)

c. (4.4)

Here, c = b−2
2b−1

.

For a punchthrough structure with a voltage-blocking layer thickness of WPT, its break-

down voltage can be expressed as,

BVPT = EcrWPT − qNd

2ε
W 2

PT. (4.5)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic cross section of the mesa-type MPS diode using an epitaxial p+-

anode and JBS structure.
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Although a punchthrough structure is considered, the maximum electric field at breakdown

is assumed to be the critical electric field strength in a non-punchthrough case for easiness.

However, if WPT is close to WNPT, the critical electric field strength can still be used in

a punchthrough structure. Using equations (4.3) and (4.5), the following equation can be

derived:
BVPT

BVNPT

= 2 · WPT

WNPT

− W 2
PT

W 2
NPT

= 2r − r2. (4.6)

Here, r is the ratio between WPT and WNPT. Similar to the case of non-punchthrough

structure, RON-PT −BVPT relationship can be obtained as follow:

RON-PT =
WPT

qµNd

=
rWNPT

qµNd

=
a′

qµ(a′′)c
r

(2r − r2)c
(BVPT)

c. (4.7)

Comparing equations (4.4) and (4.7), the ratio between on-resistance of punchthrough and

non-punchthrough at a given breakdown voltage can be shown as

RON-PT

RON-NPT

=
r

(2r − r2)c
. (4.8)

The above equation predicts the minimum RON-PT at the following r:

r =
2

3
(b+ 1). (4.9)

Designing of Voltage-Blocking Layer of Ultrahigh Voltage MPS Diode

In this thesis, the critical electric field strength has been determined in Chapter 2. To

express the critical electric field strength in the form of equation (4.1), fitting was performed

at doping concentration of 1014–1016 cm−3, where a = 7.456×104 V/cm and b = 9.533×10−2

were obtained. Therefore, equation (4.8) can be calculated as shown in Fig. 4.3, and the

optimum r was determined to be 0.73. Figure 4.4 shows the RON–BV relationship for a

non-punchthrough, and a punchthrough structure with r = 0.73. By using the optimized

punchthrough structure, the relationship has improved.

Using the above relationship, a voltage-blocking layer for UHV MPS diode has been

determined. In this study, 10 kV-class SiC MPS diodes are fabricated. Because the actual

breakdown voltage can degrade due to the electric field crowding, ideal breakdown voltage

should be larger than 10 kV. Assuming a 20% reduction, doping concentration and thickness

of the voltage blocking layer was designed to be 7 × 1014 cm−3 and 100 µm, respectively.

The ideal breakdown voltage for this epilayer was calculated to be 13.0 kV.

4.2.3 Designing of Junction Barrier Schottky Diode Region

In this section, a layout of p+-barriers in the JBS region is optimized using a numerical device

simulation (Synopsys TCAD). Figure 4.5 shows the assumed structure for the simulation,

where a planar structure is assumed and a voltage-blocking layer structure determined in

the previous section (7×1014 cm−3, 100 µm) is employed. For the Schottky metal, titanium
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Figure 4.5: Schematic cross section of a planar JBS diode for the simulation of anode

layout design.
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(ϕB = 1.09 eV) has been employed [14]. During the simulation, the impact ionization

coefficients obtained in Chapter 2 were employed, and an electron tunneling at the Schottky

metal interface has been considered in the Schottky region.

First, effects of the p+-region width are investigated. Figure 4.6 shows the p+-region

width dependence of reverse current-voltage (I–V ) characteristics while assuming a constant

SBD region width of 4 µm. In the figure, reverse I–V characteristics of SBD and PiN

diode are also shown. Because electron tunneling is occurring at the Schottky interface,

large leakage current appeared in the case of SBD. By adding a p+-region, the electric

field strength at the Schottky interface has decreased, and remarkable reduction of leakage

current is observed. However, in the case of p+-region width of 2 µm, the leakage current is

slightly higher than the others. In the case of 2-µm-width, its width is too narrow and the

effect of electric field crowding at the p+-region curvature became large. At a reverse bias of

9 kV, 2-µm-width JBS has maximum electric field strength of 2.73 MV/cm, whereas 4-µm-

width JBS has 2.48 MV/cm at the junction curvature. Therefore, 2-µm-width p+-region is

insufficient for leakage current suppression, and p+-region width over 4 µm is appropriate.

Because narrower p+-region width is desirable from the point of view of forward conduction,

p+-region width of 4 µm is the optimized value for the JBS structure in this study.

Next, effects of the SBD-region width are investigated. Figure 4.7 shows the SBD-region

width dependence of reverse I–V characteristics while assuming a constant p+-region width

of 4 µm. As the SBD-region width widens, the leakage current has increased because of the

reduced shielding effect of p+-barriers. In a conventional power device, the leakage current

density should be below 1 mA/cm2 at the rated voltage. In the case of this study, all of the

SBD-region widths calculated here realize leakage current density below 1 mA/cm2 at the

reverse bias voltage of 10 kV.

To further optimize the SBD-region width, forward characteristics was investigated for

the same epilayer (7×1014 cm−3, 100 µm). Figure 4.8 shows the forward I–V characteristics

of JBS diodes with various SBD-region widths. When the SBD-region width is too narrow,

2 µm in this case, a larger forward voltage must be applied to start the current flow. This

is because too narrow SBD-region width caused the merge of depletion layer between the

p+-region even at 0 V, which induces an additional energy barrier to overcome at forward

voltage. Therefore, too narrow SBD-region width is insufficient for JBS. Because forward

I–V characteristics does not change much at SBD-region width over 6 µm, the optimized

SBD-region width considering both reverse and forward characteristics can be determined

to be 6 µm in this study.

4.2.4 Designing of Edge Termination Region

In this study, space-modulated junction termination extension (SM-JTE) investigated in

Chapter 3 is adopted to the MPS diode. Because SM-JTE is placed outside the JBS region

as shown in Fig. 4.2, device simulation using a planar PiN diode is performed to investigate
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Figure 4.6: p+-region width dependence of reverse I–V characteristics while assuming a

constant SBD region width of 4 µm.
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the JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage for SM-JTE in this section. Furthermore,

improved SM-JTE structure is proposed to reduce the lithography complexities during the

JTE fabrication.

Figure 4.9 shows the schematic structure of a planar PiN diode with SM-JTE as-

sumed for the simulation. Here, voltage-blocking layer determined in the previous section

(7× 1014 cm−3, 100 µm) is used. Lateral distribution of actual and effective JTE-dose in-

side the SM-JTE is shown in Fig. 4.10. Here, ratio of the JTE dose of rings (Dring) and

spaces (Dspace) is set to 4 : 1. In this SM-JTE structure, effective JTE-dose is linearly de-

creased toward the outer edge of JTE while keeping the sum of ring width (dring) and space

width (dspace) to 30 µm. Compared with the improved structure described in Chapter 3,

this structure has smaller dring + dspace which enables a more VLD-like dopant distribution.

Figure 4.11 shows the Dring dependence of breakdown voltage for Cartesian and cylindri-

cal coordinate. Here, simulation using Cartesian coordinate corresponds to the simulation of

JTE along one side of the device, and cylindrical coordinate corresponds to JTE at the cor-

ner of the device. During the simulation using cylindrical coordinate, radius of the p+-anode

was set to 4 µm, which is actually used for the outermost p+-barriers in the JBS region

of the fabricated device. From Fig. 4.11, simulation using the cylindrical coordinate has

smaller breakdown voltage than Cartesian especially at small Dring. Because cylindrical co-

ordinate generates spherical p+n junction, effects of the electric field crowding are enhanced

if it occurs at the edge of p+-anode, which is the case for small Dring. However, optimum

JTE-dose window to obtain breakdown voltage over 10 kV is still wide (∼2×1013 cm−2)

although the degradation of breakdown voltage is occurring at the corner. This value is

larger than that of SM-JTE described in Chapter 3, which indicates the larger robustness

to the interface charge near SiO2/SiC.

Although the explained SM-JTE structure showed a great potential for realizing UHV

MPS diodes, there is one large problem. When, dring + dspace is reduced to realize a better

VLD-like dopant profile, the minimum width of dring and dspace must be also reduced. In the

case of the structure shown in Fig. 4.10, the minimum width is 2 µm. Because too narrow

dring and dspace can cause problems during the photolithography process, minimum width of

dring and dspace should not be reduced too much. Therefore, in this study, SM-JTE is further

improved by modulating the effective JTE-dose in two-dimensional direction. Figure 4.12(a)

shows the mask layout design for MPS diode with conventional SM-JTE structure. Here, a

hexagonal unit cell structure is assumed. At the innermost and outermost parts of SM-JTE,

dring and dspace become especially narrow. In the improved SM-JTE shown in Fig. 4.12(b),

the rings are fragmented two-dimensionally while keeping dring and dspace to a moderate

width, which was 8 µm in this case. Although dring and dspace are kept wide, the effective

JTE-dose is modulated two-dimensionally and lateral distribution shown in Fig. 4.10 is

realized.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic structure of a planar PiN diode with SM-JTE assumed for the

simulation of breakdown voltage.
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4.2.5 Designing of Mesa Structure

In addition to the JBS and edge termination region, mesa structure is another region where

electric field crowding occurs and degrades the breakdown voltage. Because using a mesa

structure is indispensable for MPS diode with epitaxial p+-anode, this region must be

carefully studied.

Figure 4.13 shows the simulated structure of a mesa MPS diode to investigate the in-

fluence of mesa structure to the breakdown voltage. Here, p+-regions at the mesa top and

bottom correspond to the p+-anode and p+-barrier in the JBS region, respectively. In this

study, to reduce the electric field crowding occurring at the corner of mesa, a p-type region

has been implanted in the mesa region. Considering the fabrication process, this implanta-

tion should be performed at the same time of p+-barriers or JTE implantation. Therefore,

reverse characteristics are simulated using implantation dose used for p+-barriers and JTE

implantation.

Figure 4.14 shows the simulated reverse I–V characteristics of mesa structure for the

voltage blocking layer determined in the previous section (7× 1014 cm−3, 100 µm). For the

comparison, result of a planar PiN diode is also shown. From Fig. 4.14, mesa structure had

smaller breakdown voltage than the planar PiN diode. Furthermore, smallest breakdown

voltage was obtained when the implanted dose was that of p+-barriers. When the implanted

dose is too large, the p-type region does not deplete at reverse bias and breakdown voltage

degrades. If the dose is not as large (Dose: 1.5 − 2.5 × 1013 cm−2), the implanted p-type

region will deplete and have a smaller electric field strength at the corner of the p-type

region. However, because breakdown voltages for all of the implanted doses have values

close to or even higher than that of the JBS region and the JTE region with optimum dose,

this region will not become a critical weak point when designing UHV devices. Furthermore,

the effect of mesa structure may become less effective in experiment because an improved

bevel mesa structure with rounded corner will be used as the mesa structure in this study.

This structure can alleviate electric field crowding at the mesa corner, which will further

reduce the electric field crowding at the mesa corner.

4.3 Device Fabrication

In this section, fabrication process of mesa MPS diodes is described. The schematic structure

of a fabricated MPS diode is shown in Fig. 4.2. In this study, two types of voltage-blocking

layers shown in Table 4.1 were used. For the “Type A” epilayer, a 95-µm-thick n-type

epilayer doped to 6×1014 cm−3 was used for the 10 kV-class device. Here, the doping

concentration and thickness were optimized to realize the smallest unipolar on-resistance at

the given breakdown voltage according to the analysis performed in the previous section.

On the other hand, for the “Type B” epilayer, a 270-µm-thick n-type epilayer doped to

1× 1014 cm−3 was used. This Type B epilayer is not optimized for the unipolar operation
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Figure 4.13: The simulated structure of a mesa MPS diode to investigate the influence of
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Table 4.1: Doping concentration and thickness of the voltage-blocking layer used in the

fabricated MPS diode.

Epilayer Doping Concentration Thickness

Type A Nd = 6× 1014 cm−3 95 µm

Type B Nd = 1× 1014 cm−3 270 µm
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and it is only used during the analysis of snapback voltage (Section 4.4). For both devices,

the epilayer was grown on an n+-type 8◦ off-axis 4H-SiC (0001) substrate. To enhance

the carrier lifetime in the epilayer for reducing on-resistance during the bipolar operation,

lifetime enhancement process via thermal oxidation at 1400◦C (Type A: 24 h, Type B: 72 h)

was employed.

Figure 4.15 shows the fabrication process of the mesa-type MPS diode in this study.

First, the p+-anode and contact layer were formed on the voltage-blocking layer by epitaxial

growth. Here, 2.0-µm-thick p+-anode layer and 0.2-µm-thick contact layer were formed

with concentrations of 1×1019 and 1×1020 cm−3, respectively. Afterwards, for the device

isolation, an improved beveled mesa structure with a mesa height of 2.7 µm was fabricated

by reactive ion etching with a CF4-O2 chemistry using SiO2 as an etching mask [15], as used

for PiN diodes in Chapter 3. After the mesa fabrication, p+-barriers (JBS region) and JTE

region was formed by Al+ ion implantation, conditions of which are shown in Tables 3.2

and 4.2, to a depth of 0.8 µm using a SiO2 mask. According to the device simulation

performed in previous section, total implantation dose of 2.0 × 1013 and 2.5 × 1013 cm−2

has been used for Dring while keeping the ratio of Dring and Dspace to be 4 : 1. Following

the implantation, activation annealing was done in Ar ambient at 1650◦C for 20 min with

a carbon cap [16], where nearly all of the implanted species were activated (>95%) in the

JBS and JTE region [17]. In addition, due to the extremely low diffusion constants of

dopants, implanted profile of Al+ has not changed even after the 1650◦C annealing. For

the passivation, 40-nm-thick thermally-grown oxide was formed by dry oxidation at 1300◦C,

followed by annealing in 10%-diluted NO in N2 at 1250◦C for 70 min. Ti/Al (50/200 nm)

and Ni (200 nm) annealed at 1000◦C for 2 min in vacuum were used as ohmic contacts on

the p+-anode and cathode, respectively. After the metallization annealing, Ti (200 nm) was

formed as a Schottky metal, followed by thick Al overlayer (1.5 µm) to reduce the spreading

resistance of the anode metal. At last, a 7.0-µm-thick polyimide was coated as an additional

passivation layer.

4.4 Snapback Voltage of MPS Diodes

4.4.1 Introduction

One of the largest issues in the MPS diode or hybrid operating power devices, is the snapback

phenomenon. Figure 4.16 shows simulated forward I–V characteristics of an unoptimized

mesa-type MPS diode investigated in the following sections. When the operation mode

switches from unipolar to bipolar operation, a smooth switching does not occur and a

voltage “spike” appears just before the switch in operation. In other words, voltage greater

than the built-in voltage of PiN diode must be applied before the bipolar operation can start.

This snapback phenomenon causes a large problem when multiple devices are operated in

parallel. If one of the devices turns to a bipolar mode faster than others, large current will
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Figure 4.15: Schematic illustrations of the fabrication process of SiC MPS diodes.
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Table 4.2: Implantation energy and dose to form p+-barriers in JBS region.

Energy (keV) Dose (cm−2) Temperature (◦C)

700 3.0×1013 RT

520 2.7×1013 RT

360 2.7×1013 RT

270 1.3×1013 RT

150 1.95×1015 500

100 1.56×1015 500

60 1.14×1015 500

30 7.02×1014 500

20 3.9×1014 500

10 3.9×1014 500
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Figure 4.16: Simulated forward I–V characteristics of an unoptimized mesa-type MPS

diode.
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flow into a single device and can result in a catastrophic failure. Therefore, mechanism of

the snapback must be precisely investigated to predict and suppress it in a device.

The snapback phenomenon occurs due to the lateral current flow under the p+-anode as

shown in Fig. 4.17. In Fig. 4.17, dashed arrows show the electron current flow during the

unipolar operation. As the current increases, the lateral electron current flow causes voltage

drop between p+-anode and n−-blocking layer. When the voltage drop exceeds the built-

in voltage of pn-junction, holes are injected from the p+-anode and the bipolar operation

starts. However, in an unoptimized structure, the applied voltage to the pn-junction is

smaller than the applied voltage to the device itself and the snapback phenomenon appears.

This snapback phenomenon has been intensively studied in Si reverse-conducting IGBT

(RC-IGBT) structure where an additional n-buffer layer exists between the p+-anode and

n−-blocking layer [18]. In this case, one-dimensional lateral current flow inside the n-buffer

layer is assumed to obtain the lateral distribution of the voltage drop between p+-anode

and n-buffer layer. In the case of MPS diode, however, two-dimensional lateral current flow

must be considered and the analysis used in RC-IGBT cannot be applied. Therefore, an

accurate analysis of the snapback phenomenon in MPS diodes can be performed only using

a two-dimensional numerical device simulation. However, because such a device simulation

will require a large calculation time, a simple analytical model of the snapback phenomenon

in MPS diodes will have a large impact on designing and analyzing such a power device.

In this section, the snapback phenomenon is analytically modeled by using a JBS current-

distribution model proposed in this study. Analytical results of snapback voltage are com-

pared with the results of numerical device simulation, and from fabricated MPS diodes.

Furthermore, designing guidelines toward a snapback-free MPS diode is presented.

4.4.2 Analytical Modeling of Snapback Voltage

Toward the analytical modeling of snapback phenomenon, a JBS current-distribution model

is proposed in this study. In this model, two-dimensional current flow during the unipolar

operation is assumed to be divided into two parts as shown in Fig. 4.18; the current spreading

region (Region 1) and the uniform current flow region (Region 2). This current flow model

is known to have a good accuracy in simulating the on-resistance of JBS diode [19]. In this

study, this current flow model is applied for the analysis of snapback phenomenon of a MPS

diode.

In a mesa-type MPS diode with half-PiN width of P and half-SBD width of S (Fig. 4.18),

the specific on-resistance of Region 1 (R1sp) and Region 2 (R2sp) during the unipolar oper-

ation can be expressed as follows [19].

R1sp = ρD(P + S)tanθ · ln
(
P + S

S

)
(4.10)

R2sp = ρD(d− P tan θ). (4.11)
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Figure 4.17: Schematic figure of an electron current flow in the unipolar operation mode
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current-distribution model.
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Here, ρD and d are the resistivity and thickness of the voltage-blocking layer, and θ is the

current spreading angle. Using these resistance components, the specific on-resistance of

MPS diode itself during the unipolar operation (RON) can be expressed as follows.

RON = R1sp +R2sp +Rsub +Rc. (4.12)

Here, Rsub and Rc are the resistance of n+-substrate and the contact resistance. However,

because the resistance of voltage-blocking layer is extremely large in a UHV device, Rsub and

Rc can be neglected. Therefore, the forward voltage drop of MPS diode (VF) at a current

density of JF during the unipolar operation can be expressed by the following equations.

VF = VSch + (R1sp +R2sp)JF (4.13)

VSch = ϕB +
kT

q
· ln

(
P + S

S
· JF
A∗T 2

)
. (4.14)

Here, ϕB, A∗, T are the Schottky barrier height, effective Richardson’s constant

(146 A/cm2·K2 for SiC), and absolute temperature, respectively. In this equation, VSch

represents the voltage drop across the Schottky barrier. Using these equations, the volt-

age drop between p+-anode and n−-blocking layer by lateral electron current flow can be

analyzed.

As the electron current flow increases, the lateral current flow produces lateral distribu-

tion of voltage drop across the junction of p+-anode and n−-blocking layer. This voltage

drop becomes largest at the center of p+-anode while considering the electron current flow

from the SBD region at the other side of p+-anode. The junction voltage across the p+-

anode center (VJ) can be expressed as follow.

VJ = VSch +R1spJF. (4.15)

When a sufficient voltage drop is produced, the p+-anode starts injecting holes and when the

bipolar current exceeds the unipolar current, snapback occurs for an unoptimized structure.

Assuming VJ = VBi to be the junction voltage when the snapback occurs, unipolar current

density at snapback (Jsnap) can be written as follow.

Jsnap =
VBi − VSch

R1sp

=
VBi − VSch

ρD(P + S) tan θ · ln
(
P+S
S

) . (4.16)

Therefore, snapback voltage (Vsnap) can be written as follow.

Vsnap = VSch + (R1sp +R2sp)Jsnap

= VSch + (VBi − VSch)

{
1 +

d− P tan θ

(P + S) tan θ · ln
(
P+S
S

)} . (4.17)

When P and S are normalized to the voltage-blocking layer width d, equation (4.17) can

be also expressed as follows.

Vsnap = VSch + (VBi − VSch)

1 +
1− rP tan θ

(rP + rS) tan θ · ln
(
1 +

rP
rS

)
 . (4.18)
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Here, rP = P/d and rS = S/d.

From equation (4.18), one important statement can be made: The snapback voltage

depends mainly on rP and rS, and resistivity of voltage-blocking layer (ρD) does not af-

fect its value. Therefore, regardless to the doping concentration of voltage-blocking layer,

Vsnap–rP, rS relationship obtained in one voltage-blocking layer structure can be used for

other structures, too.

Furthermore, in this JBS current distribution model, a designing guideline for snapback-

free MPS diodes can be predicted. Because the snapback phenomenon occurs when

Vsnap > VBi, it can be suppressed by making Vsnap = VBi. This condition can be real-

ized when R2sp = 0, or when there are region where unipolar current is not flowing and

PiN diode/SBD are operating in parallel. From R2sp = 0, the following condition can be

obtained for the condition of snapback-free MPS.

P

d
= rP >

1

tan θ
. (4.19)

Therefore, the snapback phenomenon can be controlled by changing the P width against the

voltage-blocking layer thickness d. The value of θ will be obtained by fitting the equation

to the simulation result in the following section. Furthermore, validity of this model will be

evaluated by investigating effect of other parameters such as S or temperature.

4.4.3 Simulation Results of Snapback Voltage

In this section, the snapback phenomenon is analyzed using a numerical device simulation,

and is compared with the analytical model proposed in the previous section. Figure 4.19

shows the schematic illustration of the mesa type MPS diode assumed in the simulation.

The simulated device consist of half the width of PiN and SBD region. For the Schottky

metal, a titanium (ϕB = 1.09 eV) has been employed [14]. Using a current sweep with a

slow ramp rate of 100 A/sec, quasi-stationary forward I–V characteristics are simulated.

During the simulation, three types of voltage-blocking layers were assumed which are sum-

marized in Table 4.3. Epilayer 1 is for the 10 kV-class MPS diode where 100-µm-thick

voltage-blocking layer is used. For Epilayer 2, 150-µm-thick layer is used for the 15 kV-

class MPS diode. Both of the doping concentration were optimized to obtain the lowest

unipolar on-resistance by calculation performed in the previous section. On the other hand,

Epilayer 3 is an unoptimized epilayer where 100-µm-thickness and a low doping concentra-

tion of 1× 1014 cm−3 has been assumed for the comparison with Type A epilayer. For all

of the epilayers, a carrier lifetime of 10 µs was used for the voltage-blocking layer, which is

a reasonable value after the deep-level reduction process.

Figure 4.20 shows the simulated forward I–V characteristics of 10 kV-class MPS diodes

(Epilayer 1) with various PiN-diode-region widths (P ). Here, Schottky-region width (S) has

been kept the same as that of P . With the increase of P -width, Vsnap has decreased and at

a P -width of 150 µm, the snapback phenomenon has disappeared. Figure 4.21 shows the rP
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Figure 4.19: Schematic illustration of the mesa type MPS diode assumed in the simulation.

Table 4.3: Doping concentration and thickness of the voltage-blocking layer used in the

simulation of snapback phenomenon in MPS diode.

Epilayer Doping Concentration Thickness

Epilayer 1 Nd = 7× 1014 cm−3 100 µm

Epilayer 2 Nd = 4.5× 1014 cm−3 150 µm

Epilayer 3 Nd = 1× 1014 cm−3 100 µm
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(P/d) dependence of Vsnap for MPS diodes with different voltage-blocking layer structures.

Here, results shown in (×) indicate the MPS diodes without a snapback phenomenon, and

the value shows where the bipolar operation started. As it was predicted in the previous

section, rP dependence of Vsnap has not changed by voltage-blocking layer resistivity espe-

cially for Epilayer 1 and 2. Although simulation results for Epilayer 3 exhibit differences

compared with the others, its difference is very small especially at large rP. Furthermore,

the snapback phenomenon has disappeared at rP = 150% for all of the epilayers.

To compare the simulation results with the analytical model, the current spreading angle

θ and VSch must be determined. In particular, to determine VSch, Jsnap must be determined

first. In this study, for the determination of VSch, Jsnap is first approximated by assuming

VSch = 0 V and θ = 45◦ in equation (4.16). Because VSch is just a few tenths volts, the value

of Jsnap will not change largely by this approximation due to the large resistivity of UHV

devices. After the approximation of JSch, VSch is derived for the calculation of Vsnap, where

θ will be now determined by fitting analytical Vsnap to the simulation using θ as a fitting

parameter. Figure 4.22 shows the fitted rP dependence of Vsnap together with the simulation

results. Here, the built-in voltage (Vd) was used for VBi, and it was found that the analytical

model shows good agreement with simulation at θ = 42◦. In addition, Fig. 4.23 shows the

rP dependence of Jsnap for Epilayer 1 and 2 calculated now using VSch and the obtained

θ. Although VSch was calculated using an approximated Jsnap, the calculated Jsnap taking

account of VSch has shown a good agreement with the simulation.

Although MPS diodes with Epilayer 1 and 2 had a similar Vsnap at a given rP, Epilayer 3

had a smaller value than their values. This is probably due to the difference of VBi. To

realize a complete bipolar operation in a MPS diode, the bipolar current from p+-anode must

exceed the unipolar current flowing in that voltage. Because Epilayer 3 is not optimized

for unipolar operation, unipolar current which the bipolar current needs to overcome is

relatively smaller for Epilayer 3. Therefore, VBi required for Epilayer 3 is smaller than that

of Epilayer 1 and 2, resulting in a smaller value of Vsnap.

From equation (4.19), snapback-free MPS can be realized when rP > 111% in the ana-

lytical model (θ = 42◦). Therefore, in Fig. 4.22, the analytical snapback-free region is shown

in a dashed line which corresponds to the value of Vd. However, the snapback phenomenon

has occurred in the device simulation at least up to rP = 133.3% in Epilayer 2, although it

should not occur according to the analytical model. This is due to the linear approximation

of the current flow inside the voltage blocking used in this model (Fig. 4.18). Although the

main electron current flow may be similar to that of Fig. 4.18, the actual electron current

flow is more complicated and voltage drop caused by the electron current flow can exist

outside the approximated area. This can cause additional voltage drop outside the ap-

proximated area, which will induce the snapback phenomenon. However, because the main

tendency of rP dependence for both Vsnap and Jsnap are showing excellent agreement be-

tween the analytical model and simulation, this analytical model is useful for predicting the

snapback phenomenon. Furthermore, although Epilayer 3 had smaller Vsnap than Epilayer 1
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Figure 4.22: Simulated and analytical rP dependence of Vsnap. Analytical results best fits

the simulation at a current spreading angle θ of 42◦.
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and 2, the value of rP, at which the snapback-free MPS can be realized, is very similar to

that of Epilayer 1 and 2. This can also be concluded from equation (4.19) because rP at

which the snapback-free MPS can be realized only depends on the current spreading angle

θ, which should not largely differ from that of Epilayer 1 and 2.

4.4.4 Experimental Results of Snapback Voltage

In this section, the snapback phenomenon is investigated experimentally by fabricated SiC

MPS diodes. Figure 4.24 shows the (a) schematic structure and (b) an optical picture of

the fabricated MPS diode. Devices were fabricated using fabrication process described in

Section 4.3, but without JTE implantation. Here, SBD regions with and without p+-barriers

have been fabricated. For a SBD region with p+-barriers, the region will be called “JBS

region” from now on. In this section, all of the analyzed MPS diodes use a SBD region if it

is not specified. In this study, all of the MPS diodes have anode geometry with p+-anode

inside the SBD region to make unipolar current flow from all of the sides of the p+-anode.

When the anode geometry is not specified, all of the experimental results in this section are

from MPS diodes with a square anode and square SBD region as shown in Fig. 4.24(b).

Figure 4.25 shows the forward I–V characteristics measured from fabricated MPS diodes

with P = S = 50 µm for Type A and B epilayers (Table 4.1). These I–V characteristics

were measured by using a current sweep. Because rP is too small for these devices, the

snapback phenomenon has occurred in both devices. Figure 4.26 shows the measured rP

dependence of Vsnap for MPS diodes with different P/S ratios, and Fig. 4.27 shows the

forward I–V characteristics of MPS diodes with Type A epilayer for P = 50, 100, 150 µm.

Here, results shown in (×) indicate the MPS diodes without the snapback phenomenon,

and the value shows the voltage where the bipolar operation started. As it was predicted

in the analytical modeling and simulation, the Vsnap has decreased with increasing rP. For

Type A epilayer, the snapback phenomenon has nearly disappeared at rP = 105%, and for

rP ≥ 158%, it has completely vanished and parallel operation of SBD and PiN diode has

been realized. For Type B epilayer, however, the snapback phenomenon has disappeared at

rP = 74%. Figure 4.28 shows the forward I–V characteristics of MPS diode with Type B

epilayer for rP = 74% (P = 200 µm). Due to the thick epilayer used here, larger forward

voltage must be applied to realize enough conductivity modulation. Therefore, although

the snapback phenomenon may be occurring, it could not be explicitly observed because the

effect of conductivity modulation is still low in this voltage. In addition, for both epilayers,

the snapback voltage has decreased as the P/S ratio increased (reducing S-width at a given

P -width). This will be discussed in the following section.

The effect of using a JBS region on Vsnap has been investigated. Figure 4.29 shows for-

ward I–V characteristics of MPS diodes with and without p+-barriers. By the introduction

of p+-barriers, Vsnap has greatly decreased in both of the diodes. Furthermore, unipolar

on-resistance has increased by the introduction of the JBS region. This reduction of Vsnap is
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Figure 4.24: (a) Schematic structure of the fabricated MPS diode for analysis of forward

characteristics. (b) Optical picture of a fabricated MPS diode.
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due to the additional voltage drop occurring at the p+-barriers. In a JBS diode, additional

conducting channel resistance is induced between the p+-barriers, which can be observed

from the unipolar on-resistance. This additional voltage drop will increase the voltage drop

induced by the lateral electron current flow, which reduces VF needed to start the bipolar

operation. Although introduction of p+-barriers increases the unipolar on-resistance, it can

be minimized by the optimization of p+-barrier layout. For the bipolar operation, MPS

diodes with the JBS region have larger forward current at a given voltage. This is due to

the difference of voltage applied to the p+n junction, and when a snapback-free operation is

realized, this large difference will not occur. Because the JBS region is required for SiC in

terms of reverse characteristics, this positive effect to Vsnap is a desirable feature.
1 Therefore,

toward the hybrid operation of MPS diodes, the JBS region is an indispensable technology

that must be adopted and optimized for the MPS diode.

Figure 4.30 shows the temperature dependence of Vsnap. Figure 4.30(a) demonstrates the

difference for MPS diodes with SBD or JBS region. At any temperature investigated, MPS

diodes with the JBS region had lower snapback voltage than diodes with the normal SBD

region. Figure 4.30(b) shows the difference for MPS diodes with SBD region with different

S-widths. Similar to Fig. 4.30(a), snapback voltage decreased with increasing temperature.

In all of the cases, “slope” of the Vsnap reduction was very similar. From equation (4.18),

parameters that have temperature dependency in Vsnap are VSch and VBi. Because addition of

p+-barriers or difference of S-width does not change these values in general, the temperature

dependence of VSch and VBi has directly appeared in the temperature dependence of snapback

voltage. Although VSch differs by existence of p+-barriers or by difference of S-width (JF

differs by structure), its contribution to the VSch-value is comparably small. Therefore,

tendency of the temperature dependence of snapback voltage will be the same for all of

the MPS diodes: Increasing the temperature will reduce the snapback voltage. Further

investigation by comparing it with the analytical model is given in the following section.

4.4.5 Discussion

In this section, difference of Vsnap by changing the MPS diode structure or measurement

temperature is discussed using the proposed model, and is compared with the device simu-

lation and experiments to reveal the problem which the model may contain. Furthermore,

validity and inaccuracy of the proposed model are discussed.

Figure 4.31 shows the rP dependence of Vsnap obtained by the analytical model (solid

line), device simulation (closed symbols), and experiment (open symbols). As previously

explained, the tendency of Vsnap reduction with increasing rP was observed in all three meth-

ods. However, experimental results does not completely agree with the analytical model and

simulation. For the snapback voltage at rP ∼ 100%, the experimental result takes a larger

value than that of analytical model and simulation. This is due to the inaccuracies when

1At least, negative effects will not occur to the snapback phenomenon.
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Figure 4.30: Temperature dependence of Vsnap experimentally obtained. (a) MPS diodes

with SBD or JBS region. (b) MPS diodes with different S-width at given P -width of 50 µm.
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simulating bipolar operation. Because conductivity modulation consists of complicated car-

rier recombination process which has not been precisely investigated in SiC, accurate device

simulation of bipolar operation is difficult. Therefore, underestimation of on-resistance oc-

curs in device simulation2, which also underestimates the VBi and i.e. Vsnap. In addition,

the analytical model also uses underestimated VBi (not enough conductivity modulation

occurring at VF = Vd in experiment), which results in underestimation of Vsnap.

For Type B epilayer, however, its experimental snapback voltage is taking a lower value

than analysis and simulation especially at small rP. One of this reason is the accuracy of

actual thickness of voltage-blocking layer. Because errors in epilayer thickness can easily

change the value of rP, and because the value of Vsnap can change drastically at small rP,

experimental Vsnap can easily be different from simulation and analysis especially at small

rP. In addition, nonlinearity of current spreading (approximation of current spreading

angle θ) can also cause differences in the analytical Vsnap. Furthermore, difference in the

unit cell structure of the device may have an impact on Vsnap. In the device simulation

and analytical model, a stripe structure [Fig. 4.32(a)] where unipolar current flow from two

side walls contribute to the snapback phenomenon. In the experiment, however, a square

structure [Fig. 4.32(b)] was used where unipolar current flow from four side walls contribute

to the snapback phenomenon. This difference may change the unipolar current flow and

make differences in the snapback phenomenon. For a more accurate device simulation and

analysis, a three-dimensional simulation is required.

Figure 4.33 shows the S-width dependence of Vsnap while fixing P -width to 50 µm. In all

of the methods, Vsnap increased with increasing S-width. From equation (4.10), increasing

the S-width reduces the value of R1sp. This will result in increase of Jsnap, which will increase

the Vsnap in equation (4.17). Although the absolute value of Vsnap does not agree with each

other, this can be due to the inaccuracies in physical properties or from the difference of

unit cell structure assumed.

Figure 4.34 shows the temperature dependence of Vsnap for the MPS diode with Type A

epilayer. The temperature dependency in the analytical model was calculated by using

temperature dependence of Vd and VSch. During the calculation of VSch, the temperature

term T and JF (= Jsnap) was varied with the temperature. From Fig. 4.34, although all of the

three methods has resulted in reduction of snapback voltage with increasing temperature,

the slope of analytical model is smaller than the rest. This indicates that other parameters

in equation (4.18) except VBi (= Vd) and VSch changed by temperature. For example, current

spreading angle θ may change by temperature because electron mobility has anisotropy and

temperature dependency.

From comparison of the analytical model with the device simulation and experiment as

shown in Figs. 4.31, 4.33, and 4.34, the following conclusion can be made for the proposed

model.

2Can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.18 and 4.20. Fabricated diodes have larger forward voltage drop at a

given current.
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• Tendency of snapback voltage by changing the device structure and temperature can

be accurately reproduced by the model.

• Although an accurate tendency can be obtained, the absolute value of Vsnap in simu-

lation and experiment cannot be completely reproduced.

The difference of the absolute value of Vsnap compared with simulation and experiment is

mainly due to the accuracy of θ and VBi. Because MPS diodes utilizing unipolar operation

have large unipolar current, using built-in potential Vd as VBi is insufficient and larger

voltage must be assigned. For the difference between the experiment and analytical model,

in addition to the accuracies of the previous parameters, influence of unit cell structure of

the device has to be further investigated. However, this model can be defined as a semi-

quantitative model of snapback phenomenon because the value of Vsnap does not largely

differ from simulation and experiment, The analytical model proposed in this study can

reproduce the tendency of snapback voltage, and will serve as a simple and powerful tool

to understand the physics of snapback phenomenon in a MPS diode.

4.5 Forward Characteristics of MPS Diodes

In this section, forward characteristics of MPS diodes without the snapback phenomenon are

investigated. Unipolar and bipolar on-resistance of MPS diodes with various PiN/Schottky

structures are experimentally studied and are compared with conventional PiN diodes and

JBS diodes. Furthermore, device simulation of static and switching characteristics are

conducted to present the design guideline of MPS diode considering hybrid operation.

4.5.1 On-Resistance of MPS Diodes

Schematic structure of the fabricated MPS diodes is the same as that used in the previous

section. In this section, Type A epilayer was used as a voltage-blocking layer, and P -width

of 150 µm (rP = 158%) was used to realize the snapback-free operation. In addition, the JBS

structure was employed in the SBD region for all of the fabricated MPS diodes investigated

in this section.

Figure 4.35 shows the forward I–V characteristics of an MPS diode with

P = S = 150 µm. In the same figure, measurement results of a PiN diode and JBS diode

with the same area are also shown. Here, the MPS diode has the same anode geometry

shown in Fig. 4.24, which is the square p+-anode inside the square JBS region. For unipolar

and bipolar operation, MPS diode exhibits larger on-resistance than JBS and PiN diode, re-

spectively. Because the active area of JBS and PiN diode regions in the MPS diode is smaller

than the full JBS and PiN diode, this increase of on-resistance is inevitable. Figure 4.36

shows the forward I–V characteristics of MPS diodes with different S-widths while keeping

the P -width to 150 µm. When S-width is reduced, the area of JBS region decreases and
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the unipolar on-resistance increased.3 However, bipolar on-resistance has decreased while

reducing the S-width because the ratio of the PiN diode area increases. Therefore, unipolar

and bipolar on-resistances are in a trade-off relationship, which can be controlled by the

S-width.

Figure 4.37 shows the forward I–V characteristics of MPS diodes with different anode

geometry shown in Fig. 4.38. Here, P and S-widths are kept to 150 µm for all of the devices.

From Fig. 4.37, the I–V characteristics did not change much by the anode geometry. This

can also be explained by the ratio of JBS and PiN diode area of the device. Table 4.4

shows the unit cell area of JBS region (width: S) and PiN diode region (width: P ) for

three different anode geometries used in this study. Although the absolute value of the

area differs, the ratio of JBS and PiN diode area is the same for all, resulting in almost

the same I–V characteristics. Furthermore, this result also indicates that the unipolar and

bipolar on-resistance can be controlled by the unit cell structure. For example, while using

a circular PiN diode region, by changing the circular unit cell structure of JBS region to

square, unipolar on-resistance can be reduced due to the larger area of JBS region.

By using a wide implanted p+-barrier as a p+-anode layer, planar MPS diodes with

an implanted p+-anode have also been fabricated. Figure 4.39 shows the forward I–V

characteristics of MPS diodes with implanted and epitaxial p+-anode. Here, P and S are

set to 150 µm. For unipolar operation, there are no differences between formation process

of the p+-anode layer. However, for bipolar operation, clear conductivity modulation could

not be observed until a large forward voltage was applied for implanted p+-anode. Because

both unipolar and bipolar operation must be considered in the MPS diodes in this study,

it has been confirmed that MPS diodes with implanted p+-anode is unsuitable for hybrid

operation.

4.5.2 Temperature Dependence of On-Resistance

High temperature measurement of MPS diodes without the snapback phenomenon has been

performed to investigate the temperature dependence of unipolar and bipolar operation.

Figure 4.40(a) shows the temperature dependence of forward I–V characteristics of MPS

diode with P and S-widths of 150 µm, and Fig. 4.40(b) shows the temperature dependence

of unipolar (V = 2 V) and bipolar (J = 100 A/cm2) on-resistance. With increasing tem-

perature, unipolar on-resistance has increased due to the reduced electron mobility. For the

bipolar on-resistance, it had a negative temperature coefficient due to the increased carrier

lifetime at elevated temperature, which resulted in the increase of conductivity modulation.

Because unipolar on-resistance increases with temperature, impact of using hybrid operat-

ing MPS diodes at high temperature is relatively small compared with room temperature.

3Unipolar on-resistance for S = 300 µm did not differ from S =150 µm probably due to the spreading

resistance of the anode metal. When the device area becomes large, an additional resistance is added to

the I–V characteristics.
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Table 4.4: Unit cell area of JBS region (AJBS, width: S), PiN diode region (APiN, width:

P ), and MPS diode (AAll, APiN + AJBS). Ratio of PiN and JBS area is also shown.

Square Hexagon Circle

APiN 4P 2 2
√
3P 2 πP 2

AJBS 4(S2 + 2PS) 2
√
3(S2 + 2PS) π(S2 + 2PS)

AAll 4(P + S)2 2
√
3(P + S)2 π(P + S)2

APiN/AJBS
P 2

S2+2PS
P 2

S2+2PS
P 2

S2+2PS
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Figure 4.40: (a) Temperature dependence of forward I–V characteristics of an MPS diode

with P and S-width of 150 µm experimentally measured. (b) Temperature dependence of

unipolar (V = 2 V) and bipolar (J = 100 A/cm2) on-resistance.
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Therefore, operating temperature must be carefully chosen when using MPS diodes in a

hybrid operation.

In addition, MPS diodes with implanted p+-anode has been characterized at high tem-

perature. Figure 4.41 shows the temperature dependence of forward I–V characteristics

of MPS diodes with implanted and epitaxial p+-anode. Although the implanted p+-anode

MPS diode had extremely small effect of conductivity modulation at room temperature,

conductivity modulation effect started to appear at high temperature. Therefore, if the

MPS diodes are designed for high temperature operation, using an implanted p+-anode can

become one choice in this case.

4.5.3 Discussion

In this section, device simulation of static and switching characteristics are conducted to

further investigate the on-resistance of MPS diodes. Furthermore, design guidelines of

an MPS diode considering hybrid operation are discussed based on device simulation and

experimental results in the previous section.

Figure 4.42(a) shows the forward I–V characteristics of MPS diodes with voltage-

blocking layer of Epilayer 1 (7 × 1014 cm−3, 100 µm), and Fig. 4.42(b) shows the unipolar

on-resistance (V = 2 V) and forward voltage drop at J = 100 A/cm2. Here, the P -width

was chosen to be longer than 150 µm to exclude the snapback phenomenon, and the S-width

was set to be the same as the P -width. In the simulation, the p+-barrier was not used in

the SBD region (not JBS). In Fig. 4.42(a), forward I–V characteristics with half the current

density of PiN diode and SBD are also shown to compare with the MPS diodes.

From Fig. 4.42, as the width of P and S becomes wider, the device approaches the

“half I”−V characteristics of PiN diode and SBD, respectively. In other words, completely

parallel operation of PiN diode and SBD with half the active area is realized. For the

unipolar operation, unipolar on-resistance is below the on-resistance of half SBD (two times

the on-resistance of SBD). This is due to the current spreading below the p+-anode, which

increases the effective active area of the SBD region of the MPS diode. Because the current

spreading region for the MPS diode with a shorter P -width takes a larger portion of the

whole MPS diode area, the MPS diode with a shorter P -width has smaller unipolar on-

resistance. On the other hand, for bipolar operation, forward voltage drop decreases with

increasing P -width. This is due to the non-uniformity of conductivity modulation below

the p+-anode. Figure 4.43 shows the simulated hole density at 100 A/cm2 for an MPS

diode with P = S = 250 µm. Near the boundary of PiN and SBD region, full conductivity

modulation is not occurring below the p+-anode because spreading current from SBD region

reduces the voltage applied to the p+n junction. Therefore, as the P -width widens, ratio of

the fully conductivity modulated region of PiN region increases, which reduces the bipolar

on-resistance and forward voltage drop. Furthermore, for P ≥ 250 µm, the forward voltage

drop becomes smaller than that of half PiN diode because additional current flow of SBD
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is included in the MPS diode.

Figure 4.44 shows the simulated reverse recovery characteristics of MPS diode and PiN

diode. Here, diodes were turned off from a forward current density of 100 A/cm2 with a

current turn-off rate (di/dt) of 500 A/µs and a dc-link voltage (VR) of 1.5 kV. Regarding the

peak reverse recovery current, the MPS diode had a smaller value than that of PiN diode

in all of the cases. For MPS diodes with various P -widths, larger peak reverse recovery

current was obtained for wider P -width.

Figure 4.45 shows the relationship of reverse recovery charge (Qrr) and forward voltage

drop (VF) at 100 A/cm2. Here, Qrr was extracted by integration of the turn-off waveform of

the current. Because VF directly corresponds to the conduction loss and Qrr corresponds to

the switching loss, these two values are required to be as small as possible. Compared with

the PiN diode, the MPS diodes exhibited nearly half the value of Qrr, indicating smaller

switching loss. In addition, it was even smaller than the Qrr of PiN diode at 50 A/cm2,

which corresponds to the forward current of a PiN diode with half the area. Because

forward current of MPS diode includes additional SBD current, it reduced the bipolar

current component at a given total current. For MPS diodes with various P -widths, Qrr

increased for a wider P -width. This is because an MPS diode with a wider P -width has a

larger portion of fully conductivity modulated region.

From the obtained simulated results, the following conclusion can be made for the for-

ward characteristics of MPS diodes (P = S).

• Unipolar Operation: Due to the spreading current below p+-anode, increasing the

P -width increases the unipolar on-resistance. Furthermore, smaller on-resistance can

be obtained compared with half the size of SBD.

• Bipolar Operation: Increasing the P -width causes larger portion of fully conductivity

modulated region, which reduces VF (bipolar on-resistance) but increases Qrr.

From Figs. 4.44 and 4.45, the difference of VF by changing the P -width is relatively small

compared with the difference of Qrr. Therefore, a shorter P -width is desirable for a hybrid

operating MPS diode due to the reduced unipolar on-resistance and Qrr. Because too short

P -width can cause snapback phenomenon from Fig. 4.31, it can be concluded that a P -

width satisfying rP = 150% is the optimum value. However, because using JBS-region can

reduce the snapback voltage, a smaller value of rP may be used when the JBS-region is

used for the MPS diode. While using a p+-anode with rP = 150%, unipolar and bipolar

operation can be controlled by changing the S-width or the unit cell geometries of the PiN

and SBD region.
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4.6 Reverse Characteristics of MPS Diodes

4.6.1 Blocking Characteristics

In this section, reverse characteristics of MPS diodes with improved SM-JTE explained in

Section 4.2 are investigated. For the voltage-blocking layer, Type A epilayer has been used

to fabricate 10 kV-class MPS diodes. Here, the hexagonal pattern (Fig. 4.38) is used for the

unit cell structure, and the JBS region is used to reduce the leakage current. The measured

MPS diodes have P and S-widths of 100 µm. Forward I–V characteristics of a fabricated

MPS diode are shown in Fig. 4.46. For this P -width, snapback phenomenon occurs in MPS

diodes with a SBD-region as shown in Fig. 4.26. However, because additional voltage drop

occurs between the p+-barriers, snapback phenomenon did not occur in the MPS diode

characterized here, and an excellent hybrid operation was observed.

Using the above MPS diode, reverse I–V characteristics have been measured using the

measurement setup described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.47 shows the reverse I–V characteris-

tics in a linear plot. Here, current density was calculated by dividing the measured current

by the total device area including the JTE region. Unfortunately, the measured MPS diode

had a large leakage current. Because this large leakage current was also observed in a PiN

diode from the same chip, origin of this leakage current is not due to the MPS structure

itself. Problems in fabrication process such as passivation process, or crystalline defects in

the epilayer may be the origin. However, further investigations are required. For the break-

down characteristics, a sharp increase of reverse current was observed. which indicates a

clear breakdown. Here, a breakdown voltage of 11.3 kV was obtained, showing that mesa

MPS diodes proposed in this study can realize UHV devices.

4.6.2 Discussion

Here, the measured breakdown voltage is compared with the device simulation. Figure 4.48

shows the simulated Dring dependence of breakdown voltage (shown in Fig. 4.11) together

with the experimental results shown by stars. In addition, simulated breakdown voltages for

JBS, mesa structure, and JTE, together with measurement results are shown in Table 4.5.

Although the voltage-blocking layer structure is slightly different between the simulation

(Epilayer 1) and experiment (Type A), they can be quantitatively compared because ideal

breakdown voltage is nearly the same between the two epilayer (Epilayer 1: 13.1 kV, Type A:

13.3 kV)

From the comparison between simulations, the smallest breakdown voltage was obtained

for the cylindrical JTE simulation, indicating breakdown to be occurring in the JTE region.

Therefore, experimental results should take a similar value of breakdown voltage to what

was obtained by JTE simulation in the ideal case. Actually, experimental results agree

very well with JTE simulation especially for Dring = 2.0 × 1013 cm−2. This indicates the

very accurate device simulation of UHV devices, owing to the accurate impact ionization
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Table 4.5: Comparison of breakdown voltage obtained in the device simulation and ex-

periment.

JTE (Ring) Dose 2.0× 1013 cm−2 2.5× 1013 cm−2

JBS Simulation 12.4 kV 12.4 kV

Mesa Edge Simulation 12.2 kV 12.2 kV

JTE Simulation (Cylindrical) 11.5 kV 12.1 kV

Experiment 11.3 kV 11.3 kV
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coefficients obtained in Chapter 2. In addition, an MPS diode with Dring = 2.5× 1013 cm−2

has also realized over 10 kV breakdown voltage, which indicates the wide optimum JTE-dose

window of the improved SM-JTE. Furthermore, this demonstration of ultrahigh-breakdown

voltage in MPS diodes shows the potential of using MPS diodes in the UHV region.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, toward the integration of unipolar and bipolar operation in a SiC power

device, fundamental studies on SiC MPS diodes have been performed. First, the concept of

novel MPS structure where a mesa PiN diode with an epitaxial p+-anode layer integrated

with a JBS diode has been introduced. Each of the component structures of the mesa

MPS diode, which are the voltage-blocking layer, JBS region, edge termination, and mesa

structure were investigated analytically and by device simulation toward the realization of

ultrahigh breakdown voltage and low on-resistance. In this study, snapback phenomenon

during the forward operation was extensively investigated. To analyze the snapback phe-

nomenon and predict its snapback voltage, a simple JBS current distribution model has

been proposed in this study, and was compared with device simulation and experiment to

evaluate its validity. From the comparison, it was found that the model could reproduce

the tendency of snapback voltage when the device structure was changed, which makes this

model to be a semi-quantitative model for analyzing snapback phenomenon.

Further investigations were performed using a snapback-free MPS diodes. From

the measurement of unipolar and bipolar on-resistances of an MPS diodes with various

PiN/Schottky structures, it was found that the unipolar and bipolar operations could be

controlled by changing the area of PiN and SBD regions. In addition, from the device

simulation of static and switching characteristics, increasing the P -width has reduced VF

while increasing Qrr. Because the difference of VF was relatively small compared with Qrr,

a shorter P -width was found to be desirable for hybrid operating MPS diode. Considering

the snapback phenomenon, P -width satisfying rP = 150% was the optimum value. Further-

more, using the improved SM-JTE structure, UHV MPS diodes with a breakdown voltage

of 11.3 kV have been realized. These results demonstrate the potential of SiC mesa MPS

diodes to be applied as UHV power devices, and will become the basis for designing SiC

hybrid operating devices.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, fundamental studies on high-voltage SiC diodes were performed. Toward im-

provement of reverse characteristics, impact ionization coefficients in SiC were determined

to realize accurate analysis of breakdown characteristics. In addition, fundamental studies

on edge termination structures were performed by both experiment and device simulation,

and the obtained results were applied for designing of UHV PiN diodes. Toward improve-

ment of forward characteristics, MPS diodes were fabricated to verify the concept of hybrid

operation of unipolar and bipolar devices in a single chip.

In Chapter 2, temperature dependence of impact ionization coefficients in SiC was stud-

ied in a wide range of electric field of 1–3 MV/cm toward accurate designing of ultrahigh-

voltage devices. First, the measurement method of ionization coefficients, and important

aspects that must be considered for the accurate extraction were extensively explained in

Section 2.2. Then in Section 2.3, structure and fabrication process of photodiodes used

for the measurement were explained. In Section 2.4, extraction procedures, together with

assumptions that were used to extract impact ionization coefficients, were explained. Es-

pecially for the extraction of electron ionization coefficients, the dead space effect on the

measurement has been described.

In Section 2.5, impact ionization coefficients were accurately determined by solving the

problems in measurement and analysis which the past studies were facing. By using a multi-

plication layer structure with low doping concentration, the hole impact ionization coefficient

was extracted at a low electric field of 1 MV/cm, which is especially important for designing

UHV devices. Extracted ionization coefficients were compared with the results from past

literatures, and the origin of differences between them was discussed. High-temperature

measurement results were shown up to 150◦C in Section 2.6. The hole ionization coefficient

decreased with the increase of temperature, as observed in other semiconductor materials.

For the electron ionization coefficient, however, its temperature dependence was very small

and values obtained at room temperature could be used, at least, up to 150◦C.
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In Section 2.7, using the ionization coefficients obtained in this study, critical electric field

strength and ideal breakdown voltage were calculated. When calculation was performed for

n+p and p+n structures, a difference has appeared where p+n structure had a larger ideal

breakdown voltage. This was found to originate from the large difference between electron

and hole ionization coefficients in 4H-SiC.

In Chapter 3, extensive studies of various JTE structures applied to UHV SiC PiN

diodes were performed. In Section 3.2, the physics and the fabrication process of JTE were

explained, followed by the technological background and advantages of SM-JTE used in this

study. In addition, fabrication process of PiN diodes used in this study was shown.

First, in Section 3.3, 10 kV-class PiN diodes with various JTE structures (single-zone,

two-zone, various SM-JTE) were fabricated to experimentally investigate the breakdown

characteristics such as JTE-dose dependence of breakdown voltage. Single-zone JTE was

studied by numerical device simulation, and the effect of the charges at SiO2/SiC interface

was clarified. It was found that the negative charge has caused a shift of optimum JTE

dose, which shows the effectiveness of SM-JTE having a wide optimum JTE-dose window.

In Section 3.4, SM-JTE was improved and a thicker voltage-blocking layer was used for

demonstration of 20 kV-class SiC PiN diodes. The novel SM-two-zone JTE was proposed,

and its effect was clarified by both experiment and device simulation. By using this JTE

structure, breakdown voltage of 21.7 kV was demonstrated, which was the highest value

among any solid-state devices at the time. In addition, further optimization of SM-JTE

was done in Section 2.5 where a VLD (Variation of Lateral Doping)-like dopant profile

was realized. The device simulation has shown further widening of optimum JTE-dose

window, and the fabricated PiN diode with a thicker voltage-blocking layer did not exhibited

breakdown up to 26.9 kV.

In Chapter 4, fundamental studies on UHV SiC MPS diodes were performed toward the

hybrid unipolar/bipolar operating devices. In Section 4.2, the concept of an UHV mesa MPS

diode proposed in this study has been explained. Each of the component structures of the

mesa MPS diode, which are the voltage-blocking layer, JBS region, edge termination, and

mesa structure, has been investigated through analytical modeling and device simulation.

In addition, fabrication process of the mesa MPS diodes was explained in Section 4.3.

In Section 4.4, the snapback phenomenon was extensively studied by both device sim-

ulation and experiment. First, a simple analytical model was proposed for analyzing the

snapback phenomenon in a MPS diode, and to predict the snapback-free condition. This

analytical model was compared with the results of numerical device simulation and exper-

imental results of fabricated MPS diodes. It was found that the proposed model could

reproduce the tendency of snapback voltage very accurately, making this model to be a

semi-quantitative model of the snapback phenomenon.

In Section 4.5, forward characteristics of MPS diodes without the snapback phe-

nomenon were investigated. Unipolar and bipolar on-resistance of MPS diode with var-

ious PiN/Schottky structures were experimentally studied. Furthermore, device simulation
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of static and switching characteristics were performed to present the design guideline of

hybrid operating MPS diodes. In addition, reverse characteristics were investigated in Sec-

tion 4.6. By using the improved SM-JTE, a breakdown voltage of 11.3 kV was achieved

in the experiment, which shows the potential of using the proposed MPS diodes for UHV

devices.

5.2 Future Outlook

Through this study, performance improvement of UHV SiC devices was challenged through

the investigations of impact ionization coefficients, edge termination structures, and hybrid

operating devices. However, several issues still remains that must be solved in the future.

Impact Ionization Coefficients in SiC

• Measurement in Wide Temperature Range

In this study, temperature dependence of ionization coefficients was obtained at room

temperature and high temperature up to 150◦C. However, when actual applications

of SiC power devices are considered, the values in a wider range of temperature are

required. For example, the values at low temperature below 0◦C will be important in

the case that inverters are used at extremely cold climate, and those at higher tem-

perature such as 300◦C will be important in the case of high temperature application

or reduced cooling systems. Therefore, experimental studies will be required whether

the temperature dependence of ionization coefficients obtained in this study could be

used or not in the wider temperature range.

• Determination of α in Low Electric Field Range

In this study, the hole impact ionization coefficient β was determined in the low electric

field range of 1 MV/cm. On the other hand, for the electron ionization coefficient α,

it was not extracted due to the extremely low value of α in these electric field range.

However, values at low electric field is also important to accurately calculate the ideal

breakdown voltage because the ionization integral shown in Section 1.3 [equation (1.2),

(1.3)] contains both α and β. To accurately determine ionization coefficients with

values below 101 cm−1, measurement using a photodiode is inconvenient because the

accuracy of unmultiplied current directly affects the obtained ionization coefficients.

Therefore, to determine α in low electric field region, measurements using BJTs [1] or

JFETs [2, 3] are preferred.

• Anisotropy of Ionization Coefficients

In 4H-SiC, there exists anisotropy in the critical electric field where the values per-

pendicular to the c-axis is 75% of that along c-axis [4]. Therefore, from the anisotropy

of critical electric field, there should be anisotropy in ionization coefficients, too. Al-
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though Hatakeyama et al. have measured anisotropy in ionization coefficients [5],

their measurement contains some problems as pointed out in Section 2.5. Because

real power device structure has various electric field directions due to the two- or

three-dimensional structures, anisotropy of ionization coefficients must be taken into

account for accurate calculation [6]. Therefore, the ionization coefficients perpendicu-

lar to the c-axis must be determined using the accurate measurement method applied

in this study.

• Theoretical Studies on Impact Ionization Phenomenon in 4H-SiC

As mentioned in Section 2.6, the very small temperature dependence of α may be

ascribed to the strong conduction band structure effect along the c-axis of 4H-SiC.

To confirm this hypothesis, theoretical studies are important. In addition, the fact of

this strong conduction band structure effect will also indicate the strong anisotropy

of α. In GaAs, where a similar band structure is observed for the ⟨111⟩ direction,

Shichijo et al. have shown theoretically that there was no anisotropy in α because

contribution of ballistic electrons in impact ionization was negligibly small [7]. There-

fore, similar Monte Carlo studies are required especially for electrons to clarify the

impact ionization phenomenon in SiC.

Edge Termination Structures in SiC Devices

• Area Efficient Edge Termination Structure

For SM-JTE used in this study, a wide JTE length had to be used for realizing high

breakdown voltage. However, this resulted in a large area of edge termination region

inside the device, which will lead to a high device cost (large chip size). Reducing the

termination area has also been investigated in Si, and termination structure such as

deep trench edge termination has been proposed [8]. Because the device cost is very

high in SiC, such studies focusing on reducing the termination area will have a large

impact especially in UHV devices requiring a wide JTE length nowadays.

• Application to UHV SiC Transistors

In this thesis, SM-JTE was applied to UHV PiN diodes to clarify its effect since a

PiN diode is the most fundamental structure in power devices. Although two-zone

JTE combined with SM-JTE (SM1) shown in Section 3.3 was applied to UHV BJTs

and breakdown voltage over 20 kV has been achieved [9], the optimized SM-JTE

shown in Section 3.5 must be confirmed in transistors, too. Moreover, the optimized

edge termination and also the lifetime enhancement process introduced in Section 3.5

should be both applied to transistors such as IGBTs to demonstrate UHV, low-loss

SiC transistors.
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SiC Power Devices with Hybrid Unipolar/Bipolar Operation

• Analytical Model to Accurately Predict the Snapback-Free Condition

In this study, an analytical model to explain the snapback phenomenon has been

proposed. Although this model could predict the tendency of snapback voltage accu-

rately and the value of snapback voltage to a certain extent, it could not completely

reproduce the value of snapback voltage itself and could not completely predict the

snapback-free condition. This is mainly due to the simple linear approximation of

electron current flow, which can be improved by using more complicated function as

the electron current flow. Furthermore, snapback free conditions when a JBS region

is used must also be predicted because this will be the standard structure used in an

actual device.

• SiC Transistors with Hybrid Operation and Application to Real Systems

Using the results obtained from SiC MPS diodes, demonstration of SiC transistors

with hybrid operation will be the next step. In this case, the snapback voltage can be

analyzed by the model of this study and also by the model proposed for RC-IGBT [10].

Although doping control of the device backside is required, this can be realized by

using a free-standing n−-substrate. Furthermore, applying these hybrid operating

devices to a real system and characterizing its performance will be an important goal

for these devices.

Finally, the author sincerely wishes that studies done in this thesis will serve for the

realization of high performance UHV SiC devices. Furthermore, the author wishes that

these UHV SiC devices will contribute to the higher efficiency of power converter systems,

and play a part in solving energy problems which the human society is facing.
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Appendix A

Equations for Extraction of Ionization

Coefficients

In this appendix, equations used for the extraction of impact ionization coefficients in Sec-

tion 2 will be derived.

For a p+n NPT diode, its multiplication factor can be expressed by the following equa-

tion.

1− 1

Mp

=

∫ W

0

β exp

[
−
∫ x

0

(β − α)dx′
]
dx (A.1)

1− 1

Mn

=

∫ W

0

α exp

[
−
∫ W

x

(α− β)dx′
]
dx (A.2)

Here W is the depletion layer width. By differentiating both sides of equation (A.1) with

respect to W , we obtain

β =
1

M2
p

· dMp

dW
· exp

[∫ W

0

(β − α)dx

]
(A.3)

Using Lee’s expression [1]:

exp

[∫ W

0

(β − α)dx

]
=

Mp

Mn

(A.4)

equation (A.3) can be transformed to the following expression [2].

β =
1

MpMn

· dMp

dW
=

qNd

ε0εs
· 1

MpMn

· dMp

dEm

(A.5)

Here Nd is the doping concentration of n-layer. In this work, α → 0 or Mn → 1 was assumed

because at sufficiently low electric field, it is known that β is much higher than α in 4H-SiC.

Therefore, equation (2.10) can be obtained and β can be extracted only from Mp.

Next, to obtain α, equation (A.4) is differentiated with respect of W , and by using

equation (A.5), we obtain the following equation [2].

α =
1

Mn

· dMn

dW
− (Mn − 1) · β

=
qNd

ε0εs
· 1

Mn

· dMn

dW
− (Mn − 1) · β (A.6)
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This equation was used for the analysis of NPT4 in this study [equation (2.13)].

In the case of analysis of NPT3, equation (A.6) cannot be used because the multiplication

factor depends on whether the carriers are injected from the higher electric field side or the

lower side. For NPT3, Mn is given by the following equation.

1− 1

Mn

=

∫ W

0

α exp

[
−
∫ x

0

(α− β)dx′
]
dx (A.7)

By differentiating both sides of this equation with respect to W , we obtain

α =
1

M2
n

· dMn

dW
· exp

[∫ W

0

(α− β)dx

]
(A.8)

Then using equations (A.3) and (A.8), the following equation can be derived to obtain α

from measurement of Mp and Mn from different p+n and n+p NPT diodes [3].

α(Em) =
qNa

ε0εs
· 1

M2
n

· dMn

dEm

·
(
qNd

ε0εs
· 1

β(Em) ·M2
p

· dMp

dEm

)Nd
Na

(A.9)

Here, Em and Na are the maximum electric field and doping concentration of p-layer in n+p

diode, respectively. This equation was used for the analysis of NPT3 in this study [equation

(2.12)].

For a PT structure (PT1, PT2), assuming PiN structure with i-layer width of W , the

following equation can be used to obtain β [4].

β(Em) =
1

W
· Mp − 1

Mp −Mn

· ln
(
Mp

Mn

)
(A.10)

Using similar assumption Mn → 1 again, equation (2.11) can be derived which was used in

this study to obtain β from PT1 and PT2.
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